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Chapter 1
Introduction

In a paper published in April 1965 [1], Gordon Moore discussed the future of electronics.
Among his predictions for integrated circuits was that the number of circuit components
fabricated on a single silicon chip would double every each year, reaching 65000 by 19751.
Moore’s prediction fit the facts so well that people began referring to it as Moore’s Law. It is
still known as Moore’s Law, even when Moore altered his projection to a doubling every two
years in 1975. Since then, the spectacular rate of progress in semiconductor technology has
made possible dramatic advances in computers and has led to the emerging of the embedded
(electronic) Systems-on-Chip (SoC) concept2, which in turn have significantly altered almost
all areas of human endeavor. In particular, the embedded systems have become the electronic
engines of modern consumer and industrial devices, from automobiles to satellites, from
washing machines to high-definition TVs, from cellular phones to complete base stations.

Through the years, the increasingly demanding complexity of applications have significantly
expanded the scope and the complexity of these SoCs, i.e., the more available resources
provided by every new generation of technology have been used to implement more and
more sophisticated and diverse system features. Currently, for modern embedded systems
in the realm of high-throughput multimedia, imaging, and signal processing, the complexity
of embedded applications has reached a point where the performance requirements of these
applications can no longer be supported by embedded systemsbased on a single process-
ing component. Thus, the emerging embedded SoC platforms are increasingly becoming
multiprocessor platforms (MPSoCs) encompassing a varietyof hardware (HW) and software
(SW) components. The ever increasing requirements imply also that, for efficiency and per-
formance, in an MPSoC different application tasks have to beexecuted by different types
of processing components which are optimized for the execution of particular tasks. It is
a common knowledge that higher performance is achieved by a dedicated (customized and
optimized) HW IP core because it works more efficiently than programmable processors.

1 At that time, no chips had been manufactured with more than 60components.
2 Embedded systems are application domain specific information processing systems that are tightly coupled to

their environment.
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Evidently, highest efficiency and performance is achieved by MPSoCs consisting of only
dedicated IP cores. However, dedicated IPs lack flexibilityin making design modifications,
a feature playing an important role in the time-to-market competition. Therefore, most of to-
day’s MPSoCs are heterogeneous in nature, i.e., a constellation of programmable processors
and dedicated IPs, delivering high flexibility and high performance at the same time.

The long design cycle and the ever increasing time-to-market pressure impose clear require-
ments for systematic and, moreover, automated design methodologies for building heteroge-
neous MPSoCs. In such methodologies, the intrinsic computational power is not only used
effectively and efficiently, but also the time and effort to design a system containing both
hardware (HW) and software (SW) remains acceptable. Although embedded systems have
been designed for decades, the systematic design of such systems with well defined method-
ologies, automation tools and technologies has gained attention primarily in the last 10-15
years. For example, a well adopted approach to deal with the embedded SoC design complex-
ity is the Top-Down methodology which allows the designers to manage design complexity
at different (hierarchical) levels of implementation details. Currently, this approach is suc-
cessfully used together with the hardware/software (HW/SW) co-design methodology where
HW and SW are designed (almost) independently and concurrently. This allows hardware
and software integration testing during the early stages ofdesign resulting in reduced number
of design cycles, and consequently, in reduced overall design time. Nowadays end, applying
the Top-Down and the HW/SW co-design methodologies with thesupport of electronic de-
sign automation (EDA) tools, is the most efficient design philosophy offering benefits such
as reduced design time, design reuse, flexibility in making design changes, faster exploration
of alternative architectures, and increased productivity.

Unfortunately, most of the current methodologies for multiprocessor system design are still
based on descriptions at register transfer level (RTL) of design abstraction created by hand
using, for example, VHDL or C. Such methodologies were effective in the past when SoC
platforms based only on a single processor or processor-coprocessor architectures were con-
sidered. However, applications and platforms used in many of today’s new system designs
are mainly based on heterogeneous multiprocessor platforms. As a consequence, the de-
signs are so complex that traditional design practices are now inadequate, because creating
RTL descriptions of complex MPSoCs is error-prone and time-consuming even by using the
Top-Down methodology. In addition, the complexity of high-end, computationally intensive
applications in the multimedia domain further exacerbatesthe difficulties associated with the
traditional hand-coded RTL design and HW/SW co-design methodologies. To execute an
application on a MPSoC, the system has to be programmed, which is performed in several
steps. First, the application is partitioned into tasks. Second, tasks are assigned (mapped on)
to processors (programmable and/or non programmable). Finally, based on the mapping, the
MPSoC is programmed, which requires writing program code for each of the programmable
processors using languages such as C/C++. The program code includes code implementing
the tasks’ behavior and code for synchronization the data movement between the tasks (pro-
cessing components, respectively). In recent years, a lot of attention has been paid to the
building of MPSoCs. However, insufficient attention has been paid to the development of
concepts, methodologies, and tools for efficient programming of such systems, so that the
programming still remains a major difficulty and challenge [2]. Today, system designers ex-
perience difficulties in programming MPSoCs because the wayan application is specified by
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an application developer, typically as a sequential program, does not match the way multi-
processor systems operate, i.e., multiprocessor systems contain processing components that
run in parallel.

1.1 Problem statement

For all the reasons stated above, we conclude that:

1) The use of an RTL specification as a starting point for multiprocessor system design
methodologies is a bottleneck. Although the RTL specification has the advantage that the
state of the art synthesis tools can use it as an input to automatically implement an MPSoC,
we believe that a multiprocessor system should be specified at a higher level of abstraction.
This is the only way to solve the problems caused by the low level (detailed) RTL specifica-
tion. The concept of system-level design of embedded systems, which raises the abstraction
level of the design process above RTL to cope with design complexity, has been around for
several years already and has shown a lot of potential. Despite of this, system-level design of
(heterogeneous) MPSoCs still involves a substantial number of challenging design tasks. For
example, MPSoCs need to be modeled and simulated to study system behavior in order to
evaluate a variety of different design options. Once a good candidate has been found, it needs
to be implemented, which involves the synthesis of its architectural components. However,
moving up from the detailed RTL specification to a more abstract system-level specification
opens (typically a large) gap between the deployed system-level specifications and actual
physical implementations. We call itimplementation gap which is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.1. Indeed, on the one hand, the RTL specification is verydetailed and close to an
implementation, thereby allowing an automated synthesis path from RTL specification to im-
plementation. This is obvious if we consider the current commercial synthesis tools where
the RTL-to-netlist synthesis is very well developed and efficient. On the other hand, the com-
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plexity of today’s embedded systems forces us to move to higher levels of abstraction when
designing a system, but currently, there exists no mature methodologies, techniques, and tools
to move down from the high-level system specification to an implementation. Therefore, the
implementation gap has to be closed by devising a systematicand automated way to convert
a system-level specification effectively and efficiently toan RTL specification.

2) Programming multiprocessor systems is a tedious, error-prone, and time consuming pro-
cess. On the one hand, the applications are typically specified by application developers
as sequential programs using imperative programming languages such as C/C++ or Matlab.
Specifying an application as a sequential program is relatively easy and convenient for ap-
plication developers. However, the sequential nature of such specification does not reveal
the available concurrency in an application because only a single thread of control is con-
sidered. Also, memory is global and all data resides in the same memory source. On the
other hand, system designers need parallel application specifications, because when an ap-
plication is specified using a parallel model of computation(MoC)3, the programming of
multiprocessor systems could be done in a systematic and automated way. This is so because
the multiprocessor platforms contain processing components that run in parallel, and a par-
allel MoC represents an application as a composition of concurrent tasks with a well defined
mechanism for inter-task communication and synchronization.

The facts discussed above suggest that to program an MPSoC, system designers have to par-
tition an application into concurrent tasks starting from asequential program (delivered by
application developers) as a reference specification. Then, they have to assign the application
tasks to different processors4 and to write specific program code for each programmable pro-
cessor. Partitioning of an application into tasks consumesa lot of time and effort because the
system designers have to study the application in order to identify possible task- and/or data-
level parallelism that is available, and to reveal it. Moreover, an explicit synchronization for
data communication between the application tasks is needed. This information is not avail-
able in the sequential program and has to be specified by the designers explicitly. Therefore,
an approach and tool support are needed for application partitioning and code generation, i.e.,
(C/C++) code for each processor of an MPSoC, to allow systematic andautomated program-
ming of MPSoCs. Currently, for a wide range of processors, the path from C/C++ to final
executable code is fully automated.

In this dissertation, we address the issues of design, program, and implementation of MPSoCs
in a specific way which allows us to devise a particular solution of closing the implementation
gap. A motivation and an overview of the solution is presented in the next section.

1.2 Solution approach

In this section, we give an overview of the solution approachwe propose in order to close
the implementation gap described in Section 1.1. The ideal approach would be a tool (or
set of tools) that could automatically identify a set of application tasks and map them onto
a multiprocessor platform guaranteeing the correct functionality and timing with optimal re-

3 A model of computation is the definition of the set of allowable operations used in computation.
4 This step may also involves SW/HW partitioning decisions.
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source utilization. This tool should take a design description at the pure functional level
together with performance and other constraints, and considering a target platform, it should
produce optimized implementation. The ideal situation is not fulfilled (yet) for the general
case, however, in this dissertation we present our methodology in which the issues of au-
tomated design, programming, and implementation of MPSoCsare addressed in a particular
way, focusing on a particular application domain. Based on its characteristics, we make some
assumptions (see section “Scope of work”) which enabled thedevelopment of techniques to
close the implementation gap.

As we mentioned already, the state of the art Top-Down and HW/SW co-design methodolo-
gies have been a topic of interest for years, but the proposedmethodologies lack productivity
and effectiveness when targeting MPSoCs design. In addition, these methodologies fail in
raising the level of abstraction above RTL. Therefore, a newdesign philosophyis needed to
address the aforementioned design challenges. At the same time, we believe that this new
design philosophy must exploit the great potential and the advantages of the Top-Down and
HW/SW co-design methodologies (see Section 1) that they offer for single-processor systems
design.

In this dissertation we propose a methodology, implementedin a tool-flow called DAEDALUS

[3,4], for automated design, programming, and implementation of MPSoCs starting at a high
level of abstraction. The methodology is built on the concept of Platform-Based Design
(PBD) [5] being a promising new approach to master the ever growing complexity of today’s
embedded systems. The main idea is starting from a functional specification of an application
and a description of an MPSoC at system level, to refine and translate them to lower RTL
descriptions in a systematic and automated way. The proposed methodology is illustrated in
Figure 1.2. It starts with an application written as a sequential C program which represents
the required system behavior at functional level. In DAEDALUS, there are specifications at
three additional levels of abstraction, namely at SYSTEM-LEVEL, RTL-LEVEL, and GATE-
LEVEL.

Definition 1.2.1 (System level)
System level is a level of abstraction above RTL including both hardware and software.

The SYSTEM-LEVEL specification in DAEDALUS consists of three parts written in XML
format:

1. Application Specification, describing an application in a parallel form as a set of com-
municating application tasks.

2. Platform Specification, describing the topology of a multiprocessor platform. Thetype
of platforms we consider is presented in Section 2.1.5.

3. Mapping Specification, describing the relation between all application tasks inAppli-
cation Specificationand all components inPlatform Specification.

The application specification captures the initial application in a parallel form. For this pur-
pose, we use the Kahn Process Network (KPN) [6] model of computation, i.e., a network
of concurrent processes communicating via FIFO channels. For applications specified as
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parameterized static affine nested loop programs inC (a class of programs discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.1), KPN descriptions can be derived automaticallyby using the PNGEN tool [7], see
the top right part in Figure 1.2. In case the application doesnot fit in this class of programs,
the application specification needs to be derived by hand. The platform and the mapping
specifications can be created manually or can be generated automatically. Specifying a mul-
tiprocessor platform by hand is a simple task that can be performed in a few minutes, because
the high-level platform specification does not contain any details about the MPSoC com-
ponents and, e.g., their physical interfaces. Describing amapping in XML format is even
simpler than writing a platform specification.

The components in the platform specification are taken from alibrary of IP components, see
the left part of Figure 1.2. The library consists of predefined generic parameterized com-
ponents which constitute the platform model in the DAEDALUS design flow. The platform
model is a key component in the proposed solution approach because it allows alternative
MPSoCs to be easily built by instantiating components, connecting them, and setting their
parameters in an automated way. The components in the library are represented at two lev-
els of abstraction: High-level models are used for constructing and modeling multiprocessor
platforms at system level. Low-level models of the components are used in the translation of
the multiprocessor platforms to RTL, ready for final implementation.

The platform and the mapping specifications can be generatedautomatically as a result of
a design space exploration. For this purpose, we use the SESAME tool [8] (see the top of
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Figure 1.2) developed at the University of Amsterdam. As input, SESAME uses the KPN
application specification and the high-level models of the components from our library. The
output is a set of pairs, i.e., a platform specification and a mapping specification, each pair
representing an optimal mapping of the initial applicationonto a particular MPSoC in terms
of performance and given certain constraints.

The SYSTEM-LEVEL specification of an MPSoC is systematically and automatically trans-
lated to RTL-LEVEL in several steps. In the beginning, the platform specification is used
to construct a platform instance. The platform instance is an abstract model of an MPSoC
because, at this stage, no information about the target physical platform is taken into account.
The model defines only the key system components of the platform and their attributes. Then,
the abstract platform model is refined to an elaborate (detailed) parameterized RTL model
which is ready for an implementation on a target physical platform. The refined system
components are instantiated by setting their parameters based on the target physical plat-
form features. Finally, program code for each programmableprocessor in the multiprocessor
platform is generated in accordance with the application and mapping specifications. The
described SYSTEM-LEVEL to RTL-LEVEL translation is performed by the ESPAM tool [9],
see Figure 1.2. Details about the platform model and ESPAM are given in Chapter 2.

As output, ESPAM delivers a hardware (synthesizable VHDL code) descriptionof an MP-
SoC and software (C/C++) code to program each processor in the MPSoC. The hardware
description, namely a RTL-LEVEL specification of a multiprocessor system, is a model that
can adequately abstract and exploit the key features of a target physical platform at the reg-
ister transfer level of abstraction. It consists of two parts: 1) Platform topology, a netlist
description defining in greater detail the MPSoC topology;2) Hardware descriptions of IP
cores, containing predefined and custom IP cores (processors, memories, etc.) used inPlat-
form topologyselected fromLibrary IP Cores. Also, it generates custom IP cores needed as
a glue/interface logic between components in the MPSoC. ESPAM converts the XML appli-
cation specification to efficient C/C++ code including code implementing the functional be-
havior together with code for synchronization of the communication between the processors.
This synchronization code contains a memory map of the MPSoC, and read/write synchro-
nization primitives. The generated program C/C++ code for each processor in the MPSoC is
given to a standard GCC compiler to generate executable code.

A commercial synthesizer can convert the generated hardware RTL-LEVEL specification to
a GATE-LEVEL specification, thereby generating the target platform gate-level netlist, see
the bottom part of Figure 1.2. This GATE-LEVEL specification is actually the system im-
plementation. The current version of ESPAM facilitates automated multiprocessor platform
synthesis and programming targeting Xilinx FPGA technology, and thus, we use development
tools (a GCC compiler and a VHDL synthesizer) provided by Xilinx [10] to generate the fi-
nal bit-stream file that configures a specific FPGA. We use the FPGA platform technology
for prototyping purpose, however, the generated FPGA MPSoCimplementations may also
be the final system implementation if, e.g., certain system requirements are met. In addition,
the results we obtain from prototyping are used for validation/calibration of the high-level
models in order to improve accuracy of the design space exploration process. The techniques
in the ESPAM tool are flexible enough to target other physical platform technologies.
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With DAEDALUS, we propose a model-driven design methodology and below we highlight
its key characteristics:

• To address the challenges associated with the programming of MPSoCs presented in
Section 1.1, in the proposed design methodology we use a parallel model of compu-
tation, namely the Kahn Process Network (KPN) MoC [6], to represent an application
as a set of (concurrent) application tasks. These tasks are further mapped onto pro-
grammable (ISA) and non-programmable (dedicated IPs) processing components of
an MPSoC. Exploiting the KPN MoC, we propose techniques for programming the
ISA processors in an automated way.

• DAEDALUS facilitates design of heterogeneous systems where both programmable and
non-programmable processors are used as processing components. In case of non-
programmable processing components, we propose an approach for automated inte-
gration of predefined (third-party) dedicated IP cores. An IP core can be created by
hand or it can be generated automatically fromC descriptions using high-level synthe-
sis tools like, e.g., the PICO tool from Synfora [11]. High-level (behavioral) synthesis
is out of the scope of this dissertation and the DAEDALUS system design methodology.

• To facilitate automated implementation of MPSoCs, we have identified a platform
model which captures very well the operational semantics ofthe KPN MoC. This al-
lows system-level platform descriptions to be refined and translated to detailed RTL
descriptions in an automated way. The good match between theKPN MoC and our
platform model results in efficient implementations when KPNs are executed on such
platforms;

• Our PBD methodology starts with application, platform, andmapping specifications
at system level. By applying our techniques, the system-level models are translated
to HW platform descriptions at RTL, and SW code executed on the processors of the
platform. From RTL to final implementation, DAEDALUS utilizes state of the art (com-
mercial) synthesis and compiler tools;

• By using the proposed application and platform models, a design space exploration at
system level is enabled. It allows evaluating the performance of different application
to platform mappings and alternative HW/SW partitionings.Such exploration result
in a number of promising system design candidates, each defined by an application, a
platform, and a mapping specification.

The PBD concept and the KPN MoC are motivated in the followingsections. Our platform
model is discussed in detail further in this dissertation.

1.2.1 Platform-based design at system level

The concept of a platform encapsulates the notion of reuse, facilitating the adaptation of a
common design to a variety of different (domain specific) applications [5,12]. The platform-
based design at system level is a powerful approach that has the potential of addressing the
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MPSoC design challenges, in both HW and SW design, in a unifiedway. We chose PBD
because this approach:

• Includes both hardware and embedded-software design;

• Favors the use of high levels of abstraction for the initial design specification;

• Facilitates effective design exploration;

• Achieves detailed implementation by refinement.

The principles of PBD in our approach consist of starting at the highest level of abstraction,
i.e., System-level in Figure 1.1, which includes application and platform specification, hiding
unnecessary details of an implementation. In PBD, important parameters of the implementa-
tion are summarized in an abstract model(s) and design spaceexploration is limited to a set
of available components, i.e., the IP library in Figure 1.2.Furthermore, the design is carried
out as a sequence of refinement steps that go from the initial specification towards the final
implementation using platforms at various levels of abstraction.

Below, we give definitions associated with the PBD approach of our design methodology
presented in this dissertation.

Definition 1.2.2 (Platform)
The platform is alibrary of componentsthat can be assembled to generate a design. The
library containsprocessingblocks that carry out the appropriate computation and alsocom-
municationblocks andmemoryblocks that are used to interconnect the processing blocks.

Definition 1.2.3 (Platform model)
The platform model includes the library of components, and defines the way the components
can be assembled assuming particular (inter-component) communication and synchronization
mechanisms.

Definition 1.2.4 (Platform instance)
A platform instance is a set of components that is selected from the the platform and whose
parameters are set. The components in a platform instance are connected in accordance with
the platform model.

Definition 1.2.5 (Platform instance refinement)
Refinement is a process of adding (implementation) details to the original platform instance.

The refined platform instance does not necessarily represent a final implementation, however,
it is closer than the original platform instance since it contains more details about the target
implementation.

Definition 1.2.6 (Mapping)
In the proposed methodology, mapping is an assignment of application tasks to processing
components of a platform instance.
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The notion of a platform is associated with a set of potentialsolutions to a design problem
where each platform instance implements a design point, i.e., a particular solution. Therefore,
we need to capture the process of mapping functionality, i.e., what the system is supposed
to do, to platform computational, communication, and memory components that will be used
to build a platform instance. This process is an essential step for refinement, which provides
a mechanism to proceed towards implementation by closing the implementation gap in a
structured way. In addition, taking into account the MPSoC design challenges, we advocate
that in order to allow systematic and automated system design where the fundamental steps
of functional partitioning, allocation of computational resources, integration, and verification
are supported,

1. Applications have to be specified in some parallel model ofcomputation (MoC), at a
high level of abstraction;

2. Platform instances have to be specified in a parameterizedabstract form (a platform
model);

3. Methods have to be provided to map the former onto the latter.

A well known principle in designing complex systems is theseparation of concerns, initially
introduced by Edsger Dijkstra in his essay from 1974 ”On the role of scientific thought” [13].
Separation of concerns is one of the key principles in software engineering and object ori-
ented programming. However, it is an important principle inPBD as well [14]. The main
goal is to design systems so that different kinds of concernsare identified and separated (op-
timized independently) in order to cope with complexity, and to achieve the required quality
factors such as robustness, adaptability, maintainability, and reusability. The principle can be
applied in various ways. For instance, in PBD, it is important to keep communication and
computation components well separated as different methods are usually needed and used
to represent and to refine these components. Communication plays a fundamental role in
determining the properties of models of computation. Subsequently, special care is needed
in defining the communication mechanism of a platform model since it may help or hinder
design/components reuse and performance.

Based on the foregoing discussion, we state that the PBD at system level is an attractive
candidate to form the basis for new design methodologies. Moreover, if linked to the Top-
Down and HW/SW co-design methodologies at RTL, it results ina synergy that can be very
productive. In our case, we create this link by closing the implementation gap. In addition,
the main goals of reduced design time, design re-use, flexibility in making design changes,
faster exploration of alternative platform instances and mappings, and increased productivity,
can not be achieved without tools supporting this new designmethodology. Therefore, in our
approach we are equally interested in developing techniques for:

• Raising the design abstraction to system level by utilizingthe platform-based design
concept to deal with design complexity;

• Automated translation of the system-level models to RTL descriptions, therefore, clos-
ing the implementation gap in a systematic and automated way.
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1.2.2 Kahn Process Network model of computation

As discussed in Section 1.1, programming multiprocessor systems is a tedious, error-prone,
time consuming process and we argued that in order to facilitate an automated programming,
a parallel MoC is required for application representation.

But what should this MoC be ?

Many parallel MoCs exist [15], and each of them has its own specific characteristics. Evi-
dently, to make the right choice of a parallel MoC, we need to take into account the application
domain we target. In this dissertation, we consider only data-flow dominated applications in
the realm of multimedia, imaging, and signal processing that naturally contain tasks commu-
nicating via streams of data. Such applications are very well modeled by using the parallel
data-flow MoC called Kahn Process Network (KPN) [6,16].

Gilles Kahn defined a formal model for networks of concurrentprocesses that communicate
through unbounded First-In First-Out (FIFO) channels carrying streams of data tokens [6,
16]. Processes produce tokens and send them along a communication channel where they
are stored until the destination process consumes them. Communication channels are the
only method processes may use to exchange information. For each channel there is a single
process that produces tokens and a single process that consumes tokens. Multiple producers
or multiple consumers connected to the same channel are not allowed. Kahn requires the
execution of a process to be suspended when it attempts to getdata from an empty input
channel. At any given point, a process is either enabled or itis blocked waiting for data on
only one of its input channels. When enabled, a process may access only one channel at a
time and when blocked on a channel, a process may not access other channels.

Kahn showed that requiring processes to block when attempting to read from empty channels
allows processes to be represented as continuous functionsover a complete partial order (the
set of streams of data elements with a prefix order). A programgraph can be represented as a
collection of equations that have a unique minimum solutionthat corresponds to the history
of all tokens produced on all streams. Thus, systems that obey Kahn’s model are determinate:
the history of tokens produced on the communication channels is uniquely determined by the
equations representing the program graph and does not depend on the execution order [6].
This implies that as long as blocking reads are enforced, theresults of a computation are
unique and correct whether the processes are executed sequentially, concurrently, or in par-
allel. The number of tokens produced, and their values, are determined by the definition of
the system and not by the scheduling of operations. However,the number of data elements
that must be buffered on the communication channels during execution does depend on the
execution order and is not completely determined by the KPN definition.

Because process networks expose parallelism and make communication explicit, they are
well suited for targeting MPSoC implementations of a variety of signal processing and sci-
entific computation applications such as embedded signal and image processing. Many re-
searchers [8,17–21] have already indicated that KPNs are suitable for efficient mapping onto
multiprocessor platforms. In addition, we motivate our choice of using the KPN MoC by
observing that the following characteristics of a KPN can take advantage of the parallel re-
sources available in multiprocessor platforms:
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• The KPN model isdeterminate: Irrespective of the schedule chosen to evaluate the
network, the same input/output relation always exists. This gives a lot of scheduling
freedom that can be exploited when mapping process networksonto multi-processor
architectures;

• Distributed Control:The control is completely distributed to the individual processes
and there is no global scheduler present. As a consequence, distributing a KPN for
execution on a number of processing components is a simple task;

• Distributed Memory:The exchange of data is distributed over FIFO channels. There
is no notion of a global memory that has to be accessed by multiple processes (pro-
cessors). Therefore, resource contention is greatly reduced if systems with distributed
memory are considered;

• Simple synchronization:The synchronization between the processes in a KPN is done
by a blocking read mechanism on FIFO channels. Such synchronization can be realized
easily and efficiently in both hardware and software.

1.3 Scope of Work

In this section, we outline the assumptions and restrictions regarding the work presented in
this dissertation. Most of them are discussed in further detail, where appropriate, throughout
the dissertation.

Applications

One of the main assumptions is that we consider only data-flowdominated applications in
the realm of multimedia, imaging, and signal processing, that naturally contain tasks com-
municating via streams of data. The streams can represent any type of information, such as
audio samples, image blocks, or video frames. Typically, the streams have one source and
one sink, and must be non-lossy. Usually, reordering of dataitems (tokens) in streams is
not acceptable. The transformations that are performed on data streams can be quite complex
and their granularity is design-dependent. These transformations may consume data from any
number of streams and produce data to any number of streams. Such applications are very
well modeled by using the KPN data-flow model of computation [6]. We consider KPNs
that are input-output equivalent to static affine nested loop programs. The properties of such
programs are discussed in Section 2.3.1. We are interested in this subset of KPNs because
they are analyzable at design time, e.g., FIFO buffer sizes and execution schedules are decid-
able. Moreover, such KPNs can be derived automatically fromthe corresponding sequential
programs [7,22–24].
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Application and platform models

The KPN choice as an application model is very important since it influences the platform
model and the work/techniques presented in this dissertation. KPNs assume unbounded com-
munication buffers. Writing is always possible and thus a process blocks only on reading
from an empty FIFO. In the physical implementation, however, the communication buffers
have bounded sizes, and therefore, a blocking write synchronization mechanism is used as
well. The problem of deciding whether a general Kahn ProcessNetwork can be scheduled
with bounded memory is undecidable [25,26]. However, in ourcase this is possible because
the process networks are derived by using the PNGEN tool from static affine nested loop pro-
grams (SANLPs), which programs require finite amount of memory to execute. In SANLPs,
loop bounds, variable indexing functions, and condition expressions are all affine functions5

of loop iterators and (static) parameters. This enables such programs to be modeled in terms
of polyhedral domains, i.e., to represent a KPN, we use polyhedral descriptions. Therefore,
the process networks we consider in this dissertation are actually polyhedral process net-
works(PPNs)6, being a subset of the Kahn process networks. In addition, wecompute buffer
sizes of the FIFO channels (see Section 3.3.5) such that a deadlock-free execution of the con-
sidered KPNs on our platform instances is guaranteed. The scheduling of process networks
using bounded memory has been discussed in [25, 27]. Also, a number of tools and libraries
have been developed for executing KPNs [28, 29]. In contrastto these approaches, the plat-
form model we propose and use to construct (multiprocessor)platform instances does not
require scheduling and run-time deadlock detection and resolution. Instead, the processing
components in our platform model are self-scheduled following the KPN operational seman-
tics using a blocking read/write synchronization mechanism, i.e., the KPNs are self-scheduled
when executed on the MPSoCs. The main objective in devising the platform model was to
allow building of MPSoCs which execute KPNs efficiently. In the proposed approach, we do
not target particular processing components design ratherthan integrating such (taken from
an IP library) in MPSoCs. Therefore, the main goal in order toachieve efficient KPN exe-
cution, is to enable efficient data communication between the processing components, i.e.,
a communication with minimum communication overhead. We achieved this by taking the
main characteristics of the KPN MoC (see Section 1.2.2) intoaccount when devising the
platform model.

Multiprocessor platform instances – MPSoCs topology and execution model

With respect to the proposed application and platform models, we consider MPSoCs in which
the processing components, i.e, programmable processors and/or HW IP cores, communicate
data only through distributed memory units. Each memory unit can be organized as one or
several FIFOs. The data communication among the processingcomponents is realized by
blocking read and write implemented in software and hardware. Such MPSoCs match and
support very well the KPN operational semantics, thereby achieving high performance when
KPNs are executed. If the number of processing components ina platform instance is less

5 Affine functions represent vector-valued functions of the form: f(x1, ..., xn) = A1x1 + ... + Anxn + b.
6 For brevity, in this dissertation, we keep the notation ’KPN’ because both, the PPNs and the KPNs, obey the

same semantics. Some details about PPNs are given in Section2.3.1 and Section 3.3.1.
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than the number of processes of a KPN, then some of the programmable processors execute
more than one process. These processes are scheduled at compile time and the generated
program code for a given processor does not require/utilizean operating system. In our
approach, we do not consider (high-level, behavioral) synthesis of HW IP cores. Instead, we
propose an automated integration of predefined (third-party) HW IPs into (heterogeneous)
MPSoCs. We do not impose restrictions on how the IP cores are created, i.e., by hand or
by employing high-level design tools. In order an IP core to be added to the components
library, however, an IP core has to implement the computation of only a single KPN process.
We do not support sharing of an IP core between several KPN processes, i.e., more than one
KPN processes to be implemented by a single dedicated IP. Additional requirements for the
considered IP cores and their interfaces are discussed in Section 2.4.3. The programmable
processors and the HW IP cores in our platforms can be connected in crossbar, point-to-point,
or shared bus communication topologies. Details are given in Section 2.1.5.

Tool inputs

The input to the PNGEN tool is an application written as a static affine nested loop pro-
gram (SANLP) in C. SANLP is a sequential program with some restrictions, discussed in
Section 2.3.1. These restrictions allow for automated derivation of KPNs from SANLPs as
described in Section 2.3.1. The PNGEN tool partitions a SANLP into processes only at func-
tion boundaries, i.e., the programmer divides the SANLP into functions, thus guiding the
granularity of the automatically derived processes. Many applications in the considered do-
main (see above) can be represented as SANLPs. The ESPAM tool accepts as an input three
specifications: an application specification, a platform specification, and a mapping spec-
ification. The application specification is a KPN either derived by PNGEN or a manually
created. The platform specification is restricted in the sense that it must contain only compo-
nents taken from the library of predefined parameterized components. The library allows and
ensures that many alternative (multiprocessor) platform instances can be constructed and all
of them fall into the class of MPSoCs we consider (see above).The mapping specification
gives the relation between processes and processing components. Based on this, ESPAM de-
termines automatically the most efficient mapping of FIFO channels onto distributed memory
units. The platform and the mapping specifications can be created manually or automatically
generated by the SESAME tool as a result of a design space exploration.

1.4 Research Contributions

The work presented in this dissertation focuses on the design, programming, and implemen-
tation of multiprocessor systems (MPSoCs) starting from high (system) level of abstraction.
Below, we outline our main contributions:
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Closing the implementation gap

In this dissertation, we present our methods and techniques[9] for systematic and automated
multiprocessor system design, programming, and implementation. They bridge the gap be-
tween thesystem-levelspecification and theRTLspecification in a particular way which we
consider as the main contribution of the dissertation. These methods and techniques have
been implemented in a tool called ESPAM (Embedded System-level Platform synthesis and
Application Mapping). More specifically, with ESPAM a system designer can specify a mul-
tiprocessor platform instance at a high level of abstraction in a short amount of time, say a
few minutes. Then, ESPAM refines this specification to a real implementation, i.e.,

1. Generates a synthesizable (RTL) HW description of the MPSoC and

2. Generates SW code for each processor,

in an automated way, thereby closing in a particular way the implementation gap mentioned
earlier. This reduces the design and programming time from months to hours. As a con-
sequence, an accurate exploration of the performance of alternative multiprocessor platform
instances becomes feasible at implementation level in a fewhours.

System-level platform model matching the KPN programming (application) model

Our methods and techniques to closing the implementation gap are based on the underlying
programming model and system-level platform model we use. Recall that ESPAM targets
data-flow dominated (streaming) applications for which we use the Kahn Process Network
(KPN) [6] model of computation as a programming (application) model. By carefully exploit-
ing and efficiently implementing the simple communication and synchronization features of
a KPN (see Section 1.2.2), we have identified and developed a set of generic parameter-
ized components which we call a platform [9]. The platform and the way its components
can be connected and synchronized comprise our platform model. We consider the platform
model an important contribution of this dissertation because the set of components allows
system designers to specify (construct) fast and easily many alternative multiprocessor plat-
form instances that are implemented and programmed by ESPAM. The approach we propose
is general enough and allows for building heterogeneous MPSoCs, i.e., different types of
programmable processors and dedicated (third-party) HW IPcores, connected together in
different communication topologies. In addition, the goodmatch between the KPN MoC
and the platform model results in efficient implementationswhen KPNs are executed on the
considered MPSoCs.

Computing minimum KPN FIFO sizes that guarantee maximum performance

The automated MPSoC design and programming is enabled by using the KPN MoC. How-
ever, deriving a KPN specification is a time consuming process and confirmation of this fact
can be found in the many system-level design approaches thatuse the KPN model [28–36].
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The KPN model has been widely studied in our group at Leiden Embedded Research Center
(LERC)7 for almost a decade. The work presented in [37] is the first approach, known in the
literature, to derive a KPN specification from a static affinenested loop program (SANLP).
Several years of research in this direction resulted in techniques implemented in the COM-
PAAN tool [22, 24] for automated translation of SANLPs written inMatlab to KPN specifi-
cations. Although these techniques are very advanced, theydo not address the problem of
what the buffer sizes of the communication FIFO channels should be. This is a very impor-
tant problem because if the FIFO buffers are undersized, this leads to a deadlock in the KPN
behavior.

Recently, we have developed techniques forimprovedderivation of KPNs [7] from appli-
cations specified as sequential C programs. These techniques, implemented in the PNGEN

tool [7], allow for automated computation of efficient buffer sizes that guarantee deadlock-
free execution of our KPNs. In addition, in this dissertation we present an approach to com-
pute minimum buffer sizes that guarantee maximum performance when KPNs are executed
onto the considered MPSoCs. This is another important contribution of this dissertation be-
cause we are interested in high-performance multiprocessor systems and with our approach,
the highest (theoretical) performance is achievable with reduced memory requirements.

Systematic mapping of application tasks to processing cores

The decision of mapping application tasks to processing components is crucial in order to
achieve high performance of the MPSoCs at reduced cost. Assuming that the data commu-
nication is efficient and does not introduce communication overhead, the maximum perfor-
mance is achieved when every task is executed on a separate processor. However, this may
introduce large resource overhead because due to task data dependences, most of the time
processors may stay idle waiting for data. Therefore, the purpose of the mapping is to group
tasks and assign them to processing components in a way that the number of processing com-
ponents is minimized and the workload is balanced between the components without (or with
reasonable) penalty in the overall performance.

Mapping application tasks to processors in an ad-hoc mannermay lead to efficient imple-
mentations, however, it heavily depends on the expertise ofthe designer. In addition, for
large design space, e.g., an application consisting of manyapplication tasks and a platform
that offer different types of processing components, the most efficient mapping can be easily
overlooked. This motivated us to research techniques that aim at systematically mapping of
application tasks to processing cores in an MPSoC. We devised an approach which exploits
the properties of our application and platform models to narrow the design space in a sys-
tematic way. More precisely, we defined mapping rules used tocreate mappings that require
fewer number of processing cores without compromising the achieved system performance.
Moreover, the proposed approach can be effectively used to complement the techniques in
the SESAME tool for reducing the design space that need to be traversed in the design space
exploration process.

7 Leiden University, The Netherlands
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1.5 Related Work

Systematic and automated application-to-platform mapping has been widely studied in the
research community. The closest to our work is the SystemC-based design methodology
presented in [38]. The proposed methodology consists of an automated design space explo-
ration, performance evaluation, and automatic platform based system generation. But unlike
DAEDALUS, [38] does not allow for automated parallelization of applications (it requires ap-
plications to be specified by hand in SystemC), nor design space exploration at application
level. Similarly to our approach, the input for the design flow in [38] contains an executable
application specification (written in SystemC), a target architecture template (in both ap-
proaches built from components taken from a component library) and mapping constraints
of the SystemC modules (in our methodology we have a mapping giving a relation between
the application and the architecture). In order to automatethe design process, the SystemC
application has to be written in a synthesizable subset of SystemC, called SysteMoC [39],
whereas our restriction of the initial C program is to be a SANLP (see Section 2.3.1). The
synthesizable subset of SystemC is required because for theIP core generation the authors
use high-level synthesis tools, e.g, Mentor CatapultC or Forte Cynthesizer which is a major
difference with our concept for heterogeneous MPSoCs design. Instead, in this dissertation
we propose an approach for dedicated IP core integration based on an HW Module generation
consisting of a wrapper around a predefined IP core.

The Eclipse work [40] defines a scalable architecture template for designing stream-oriented
multiprocessor SoCs using the KPN model of computation to specify and map data-dependent
applications. The Eclipse template is slightly more general than the templates presented in
this dissertation. However, the Eclipse work lacks an automated design and implementa-
tion flow. In contrast, our work provides such automation starting from a high-level system
specification.

Recent work related to multi-processor system design for data-streaming applications is the
MAMPS flow presented in [41]. Applications in MAMPS are described as SDF graphs in
xml format. These graphs express topological features onlywithout capturing any functional
behavior. This is a major difference with DAEDALUS design flow in which applications are
specified as fully-functional sequentialC programs, automatically parallelized (as KPNs) by
the PNGEN tool. The functional specification of an application enables fully-automated pro-
gramming of the target multi-processor systems. That is, the ESPAM tool generates software
code includingcomputation code implementing the functional behavior andcontrol code
for synchronization of the communication between the processors of an MPSoC. In contrast,
the automated software code generation in MAMPS includes only the control code, i.e., the
model of the SDF actor execution and arbitration. Another difference with the DAEDALUS

design flow is that the work presented in [41] targets only homogeneous MPSoCs comprised
of MicroBlaze processors [42] connected point-to-point through dedicated FIFO links while
DAEDALUS supports homogeneous and heterogeneous MPSoCs with processing components
beingMicroBlaze processors,PowerPC processors [43], and/or dedicated HW IP cores.
Moreover, the connections between the processing components can be either point-to-point,
crossbar, or shared bus. The work in [41] focuses on multiple(SDF) applications executed on
the same platform. In addition, the authors take into account the fact that these applications
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may not always run simultaneously by considering multiple use-cases. With DAEDALUS,
multiple applications can be mapped on the same platform, however, DAEDALUS does not
support “use-cases” as defined in [41].

In our automated design flow for MPSoC programming and implementation, we use a paral-
lel model of computation to represent an application and to map it onto alternative MPSoC
architectures. A similar approach is presented in [44]. Jerraya et al. propose a design flow
concept that uses a high-level parallel programming model to abstract hardware/software in-
terfaces in the case of heterogeneous MPSoC design. Detailsare presented in [45] and [46].
In [45] a design flow for the generation of application-specific multiprocessor architectures is
presented. This work is similar to our approach in the sense that we also generate multipro-
cessor systems based on instantiation of generic parameterized architecture components as
well as communication controllers to connect processors tocommunication networks. How-
ever, many steps of the design flow in [45] are performed manually. As a consequence, a full
implementation of a system comprising 4 processors connected point-to-point takes around
33 hours. In contrast, our design flow is fully automated and afull implementation of a sys-
tem comprising several processors connected point-to-point, or via a crossbar or a shared bus,
takes around 2 hours.

The Polis environment [47] provides an automated design flowstarting from high-level spec-
ifications and targeting optimized machine code for reconfigurable architectures. It uses a
model of computation (MoC) called Extended Finite State Machines (EFSM). This is a ma-
jor difference from our work since we use the KPN MoC. The EFSMMoC is well suited for
control dominated applications whereas the KPN MoC is most suitable for stream oriented
applications.

C-HEAP is a top-down design methodology presented in [18]. It generates instances of an
architecture template containing multiple processing devices, local cache memories, global
shared memory, and a communication network. This work is similar to our approach in the
sense that we also generate platform instances based on our platform model. In their work
however problems with the cache coherence are reported. In our approach we do not use
global shared memory and local cache memories, thus memory contention is avoided.

System-level semantics for system design formalization ispresented in [48]. It enables de-
sign automation for synthesis and verification to achieve a required design productivity gain.
Using Specification, Multiprocessing, and Architecture models, a translation from behavior
to structural descriptions is possible at system level of abstraction. Our approach is similar
but in addition, it defines and uses application and platformmodels that allow an automated
translation from the system level to the RTL level of abstraction.

In [46] Gauthier et al. present a method for the programming of MPSoCs by automatic
generation of application-specific operating systems (OS), and automatic targeting of the ap-
plication code to the generated OS. In the proposed method, the OS is generated from a
OS library and includes only the OS services specific to the application. The input to the
code generation flow consists of structural information about the MPSoC, allocation infor-
mation (memory map of the MPSoC), and high-level task descriptions. By contrast, in our
programming approach we do not use operating systems. For each processor of a MPSoC
our tool generates sequential code that contains control (for communication, synchronization,
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and task scheduling) and application specific code. Anothermajor difference is that in our
approach the allocation information (the memory map of a MPSoC) and the task descriptions
are generated automatically.

The Multiflex system presented in [49] is an application-to-platform mapping tool. It tar-
gets multimedia and networking applications and integrates a system-level design exploration
framework. Multiflex uses Symmetric Multi Processing (SMP)and Distributed System Ob-
ject Component (DSOC) programming models. SMP supports concurrent threads accessing
shared memory. DSOC model supports heterogeneous distributed computing using message
passing. The MultiFlex tools map these models onto the StepNP MPSoC platform architec-
ture. The relation to our work is that ESPAM also targets the mapping of multimedia and
data streaming applications onto a particular MPSoC platform. A design space exploration is
included in our design flow as well. However, in our design flowwe use Kahn Process Net-
works as the parallel programming model instead of SMP and DSOC used in Multiflex. The
benefit of using KPNs is related to the KPN model properties that allow us to derive KPNs
in an automated way from applications specified as sequential programs. Multiflex does not
support at all automatic derivation of SMP or DSOC. In [49] a design time of 2 man-months
is reported for a MPEG4 multiprocessor system. The design time includes manual appli-
cation partitioning, automated architecture explorationand optimization. In this paper, we
show that by using our design flow a complete design includingpartitioning, exploration,
implementation, and programming of a similar multiprocessor system (a JPEG encoder) is
achieved within 2 hours.

There are several approaches for HW design based on the ANSI Cstandard such as Handel-C
and SpecC. Handel-C is a C-based hardware description language commercialized by Celox-
ica [50]. In contrast to our approach for multiprocessor systems design, Handel-C targets
dedicated HW implementations on FPGAs. To express parallelism and event sensitivity in
Handel-C, a designer has to use annotations (constructpar) in the programming code. In our
approach, a designer specifies an application as a sequential program using a subset of the
ANSI C standard without any special annotations. The parallelism is revealed by our PNGEN

tool and determined by the granularity of the function callsused by the designer. Another
difference is that Handel-C is based on Hoare’s communicating sequential processes (CSP)
model [51] while we use the KPN MoC. In both models, processescommunicate through
channels, yet the synchronization is different. In Handel-C data transfer can only complete
when both the source and destination are ready for it. In the KPN model, a channel is or-
ganized as a FIFO buffer where write and read operations perform in parallel as long as the
buffer is not full or empty, leading to more independent parallel execution of the processes.

The SpecC language, as introduced in [52], is a modeling language for the specification and
design of embedded systems at system level. In [52] the authors propose a design methodol-
ogy based on a library of reusable components that includes several steps such as partitioning,
scheduling, communication refinement, code generation. This is similar to our methodology
and design flow in the sense that we also use a library of predefined components and our
methodology includes similar steps. The main difference, however, is that SpecC is an ex-
tension of the C programming language implying that the designer has to study it, although
he/she might be familiar with the ANSI C standard. Also, withSpecC the designer has to
specify the possible parallelism of an application in an explicit way. In contrast, the appli-
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cation specification in our methodology is a C program written using a subset of the ANSI
C standard, i.e., SANLP explained in Section 2.3.1. In addition, the parallelization and the
communication refinement steps in our design methodology are automated by the PNGEN

and ESPAM tools.

A method for automatic generation of embedded software is presented in [53]. The proposed
design flow consists of several software refinement steps andintermediate models to gener-
ate efficient ANSI C code from system specification written ina SLDL language. This work
is similar to our work in the sense that our ESPAM tool generates efficient C/C++ code for
processors in a MPSoC. The difference is that some of the software refinement steps in [53]
have to be performed manually whereas our software generation is fully automated. More-
over, we generate software for processors in a MPSoC starting from an application specified
as sequential program in the widely accepted C language. In [53] a designer has to specify
an application using the specific SLDL language.

The Task Transaction Level (TTL) interface presented in [54] is a design technology for
programming of embedded multi-processor systems. A multi-tasking application program-
ming interface (API) is provided for parallel execution of streaming applications in a shared
memory space. The interaction between application tasks isperformed by using communi-
cation primitives with different semantics, allowing blocking or non-blocking calls, in-order
or out-of-order data access, and direct access of data in a channel to avoid unnecessary data
movement. Our programming approach is similar to TTL in the sense that we also target
streaming applications and we also use communication primitives. However, in our approach
we consider only MPSoC architectures with distributed memory because such architectures
give better timing performance compared to shared memory architectures. TTL is more flexi-
ble because it supports many communication primitives but programming a MPSoC by using
TTL requires a lot of manual work which is hard (in some cases even impossible) to au-
tomate. In [6] Kahn proved that by using infinite FIFO queues,the blocking read in-order
mechanism is sufficient to realize communication and synchronization in any streaming ap-
plication modeled as a process network. Due to practical reasons, blocking write is needed as
well because a FIFO implementation can not have an infinite size. However, using a blocking
write mechanism and finite memory resources may lead to deadlock of a KPN when executed.
Therefore, we developed techniques for computing FIFO sizes such that a deadlock-free ex-
ecution of our KPNs on our platforms is guaranteed – see Section 3.3.5. In this sense, the
blocking read and write, both in-order, form the minimum setof communication primitives
realizing the communication mechanism of a process networkwhen targeting real imple-
mentations. Other communication/synchronization mechanisms add more flexibility but at
a certain price. In comparison with TTL, our platform model supports only the two basic
primitives which allows us to fully automate the programming of MPSoCs as we will show
in this dissertation.

A recent work describing an exploration framework for building efficient FPGA multipro-
cessor systems for data-flow and stream oriented applications is presented in [55, 56]. This
framework explores architectures and allocates application tasks to maximize throughput.
The architecture topologies are limited to a network ofMicroBlaze processors intercon-
nected using buses (the slow On-chip Peripheral Bus – OPB) and direct FSL links. This work
is related to our work in the sense that (for prototyping) we also target FPGA multiproces-
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sor systems for data-flow and stream oriented applications using MicroBlaze processors.
However, we have developed a different concept of how to connect processors into a ho-
mogeneous or heterogeneous multiprocessor system. Our concept relies on communication
controllers and memories for communication and synchronization between processors that
allow to connect not onlyMicroBlaze processors using buses and FSL links but also to
connectMicroBlaze processors, HW IP cores, and/orPowerPC processors connected in a
point-to-point network or, e.g., via a crossbar. In addition, our concept is fully implemented,
i.e., our ESPAM tool generates automatically a synthesizable (RTL) specification of a mul-
tiprocessor system along with the program code executed on each processor. In [55, 56],
the authors do not discuss if they generate automatically RTL-synthesizable multiprocessor
systems and how the systems are programmed.

Companies such as Xilinx and Altera provide approaches and design tools attempting to fa-
cilitate efficient implementations of processor-based systems on FPGAs. These tools are
the Embedded Development Kit (EDK) [10] for Xilinx chips, and the System On a Pro-
grammable Chip (SOPC) builder [57] for Altera chips. A recent survey of multiprocessor
solutions [58] shows that these state-of-the-art tools support only processor-coprocessor sys-
tems and shared memory bus-based multiprocessor systems which can not always meet the
performance requirements of todays (streaming) applications. In contrast, our work proposes
a platform model that supports different communication topologies (not only a shared bus)
and allows different types of processors to be connected in heterogeneous multiprocessor
platforms. In addition, we use a parallel model of computation to represent an application
and to map it onto multiprocessor platforms. Exploiting theproperties of our platform and
application models allows for automated MPSoC synthesis and implementation, application
dependent self-scheduling of the platform resources, and fully automated MPSoC program-
ming.

SPIRIT [59] is a consortium which aims at ”Enabling Innovative IP Re-use and Design Au-
tomation”. It defines several standards, e.g., IP-XACT, andone of the main purposes of this
consortium is to provide a well-defined XML Schema for meta-data that documents the char-
acteristics of IPs. While the consortium is focused mainly on the general IP-XACT standard,
we target automated IP core integration in our multiprocessor systems. IP-XACT allows to
use general interfaces for connection between the IPs, where for each interface a reference
bus definition is required. Depending on the complexity of aninterface, a bus definition may
require a lot of error-prone and time consuming manual work.In order to simplify and au-
tomate the IP core integration in our MPSoCs, we define and support only two interfaces,
i.e., one data interface and one control interface, that an IP core has to provide. We do not
consider this as a limitation of our approach because 1) these interfaces allow an efficient
IP core integration in the multiprocessor platforms we consider and 2) the two interfaces are
sufficient for integration of IP cores performing computations in the domain we are interested
in, i.e., multimedia, image, and signal processing.

There are several initiatives such as VISA [60] and OCP-IP [61] aiming at specifying ”open”
interface standards, which will ease the integration effort required to incorporate IP cores
into a system-on-chip (SoC). The Open Core Protocol (OCP) defines a bus-independent in-
terface between IP cores that reduces design time, design risk, and manufacturing costs. The
OCP is equivalent to VSIA’s proposed Virtual Component Interface (VCI). While the VCI
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addresses only data flow aspects of core communications, theOCP is a superset of VCI that
also supports configurable sideband control signaling and test harness signals. Although OCP
and VCI could remove some of our IP interfacing issues, we do not use these interfaces in
our DAEDALUS framework because in many cases they do not comply with our main goal,
which is, to integrate IPs in our multiprocessor systems in such a way that the highest pos-
sible overall system performance is achieved for a given application. Indeed, the main focus
of OCP or VCI is to guarantee interoperability and re-usability of a wide variety of IP cores
in a ”plug-and-play” fashion but this is achieved at the expense of more general, application-
independent, and relatively slow interfaces and protocols. In our approach, we provide a
mechanism to integrate third-party dedicated HW IP cores into heterogeneous systems by
means of HW modules generated by ESPAM. Each HW module contains a wrapper around
a third-party IP core. Our IP wrappers developed in ESPAM are not meant to be as general
as OCP and VCI, i.e., our wrappers support efficient integration of the specific type of IPs
defined in Section 2.4.3. This fact and the fact that our wrappers are customized for every
application, i.e., they are automatically generated according to the KPN specification of an
application, guarantee that the highest possible overall system performance is achieved.

1.6 Dissertation Outline

The remaining part of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the ap-
proach we propose to close the implementation gap between the System and the RTL abstrac-
tion levels of description introduced in Section 1.1. The chapter describes in great details the
models, methods, and techniques we have developed and implemented in the ESPAM tool for
systematic and automated multiprocessor system design, programming, and implementation.
First, we motivate the choice of the target multiprocessor systems with a discussion about
the mechanism for efficient data communication and synchronization between the process-
ing components allowing efficient execution of KPNs. Then, we introduce the system-level
platform model used in ESPAM to construct (abstract) MPSoC instances at system level and
present how these instance are translated MPSoC descriptions at RTL. This is followed by
a discussion about the automated programming of the MPSoCs and we give details on how
ESPAM converts processes to software code for every processor in ahomogeneous MPSoC.
In this chapter, we also present the approach for building heterogeneous MPSoCs with ES-
PAM where both programmable processors and dedicated IP cores are used as processing
components.

Exploiting the fact that we target MPSoCs executing applications modeled as Kahn process
networks, in Chapter 3, we propose techniques for mapping processes to processing com-
ponents, i.e., mapping rules, which aim at utilizing as lessMPSoC components as possible
without compromising the performance of the system when executed. By applying the map-
ping rules, the design space is effectively pruned to a set, consisting of the most promising
design points from which, based on certain criteria, the designer can choose the best one for
final implementation. First, we explain what system performance means when we consider
MPSoCs that execute KPNs. Next, we comment on the factors that affect system perfor-
mance. Then, after presenting the mapping rules, we discusshow the rules can be applied in
practice considering the KPN application model we use.
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In Chapter 4, we present three case studies that we conductedin order to demonstrate, val-
idate, and evaluate the methods and techniques for automated MPSoC design presented in
Chapter 2 in terms of overall design time, achieved performance, and HW resource uti-
lization. In addition, we comment on the accuracy of the results obtained by performing
high-level system simulations (during the DSE process) compared to real implementation
numbers. The first case study illustrates a complete design flow with DAEDALUS for a JPEG
encoder application, starting from a sequential program, performing system-level DSE with
SESAME, synthesizing design instances with ESPAM, and prototyping them by using com-
mercial synthesis and compiler tools. In the second case study, we address heterogeneous
MPSoCs where both programmable processors and dedicated IPcores are used as processing
components in MPSoCs executing a JPEG encoder, a Sobel edge detection, and a Discrete
Wavelet Transform. We illustrate the approach, discussed in Section 2.4, for integrating of
predefined IP cores into heterogeneous systems by using automatically generated IP Modules.
The purpose of the last case study is to push DAEDALUS “to the limit” in order to check how
large and complex systems can be designed using the proposedmethodology and considering
the constraints imposed by the FPGA technology we currentlyuse for prototyping.

Finally, we conclude this dissertation in Chapter 5 with a summary of the presented research
work along with some concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2
Embedded System-level Platform
synthesis and Application Mapping
– ESPAM

In this chapter, we motivate and present in detail the platform model and the target MPSoCs
we consider, together with methods and techniques for systematic and automated multipro-
cessor system design, programming, and implementation. These methods and techniques
bridge in a particular way the gap between the system level and the register-transfer level
(RTL) of design abstraction introduced in Section 1.1. The approach is implemented in the
ESPAM tool (Embedded System-level Platform synthesis and Application Mapping) which is
the core tool in the DAEDALUS design flow presented in Section 1.2.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we motivate thechoice of the target MPSoCs. This
is done by a discussion about the mechanism for efficient datacommunication and synchro-
nization between the processing components allowing efficient execution of KPNs. Then,
in Section 2.1.5, we introduce the system-level platform model used in ESPAM to construct
(abstract) MPSoC instances at system level. In Section 2.2,we present how the abstract
high-level platform instance is refined and translated systematically and automatically to an
MPSoC instance at RTL. This is followed by a discussion in Section 2.3 about the automated
programming of the MPSoCs generated by ESPAM. It includes a brief introduction of the
static affine nested loop programs (SANLP) and the automatedgeneration of KPNs using the
PNGEN tool. Furthermore, we present details on how ESPAM converts processes in this KPN
model to software code for every processor in a homogeneous MPSoC. In Section 2.4, we
present our approach for building heterogeneous MPSoCs where both programmable proces-
sors and dedicated IP cores are used as processing components. We conclude the chapter in
Section 2.6.
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2.1 The Multiprocessor Platform

The advancement from single core to multi-core processors is expected to continue resulting
in many-core chips with up to hundreds or thousands of cores per chip. This progress raises
new important questions concerning new designing and programming paradigms. Connect-
ing the cores, determining the right memory subsystem, ensuring coherence and consistency
of data, all require a deep understanding of issues and innovative application of ideas. In this
section, we address these issues in a particular way by motivating and defining the type of
multiprocessor platform we consider. We target data-flow dominated (streaming) applications
which we model in an explicit parallel form using the Kahn Process Network (KPN) model
of computation. At the same time, we target high-performance multiprocessor systems to ex-
ecute these applications. Therefore, the main objective isto devise a multiprocessor platform
for efficient execution of applications specified as Kahn process networks, and subsequently,
to enable automated multiprocessor systems design and implementation. We achieve this by
exploiting the properties and the operational semantics ofa KPN, and translating it to the
topology and the execution model, i.e., the communication and synchronization mechanism,
of the target multiprocessor platform. More precisely, in this section we discuss the MPSoC
memory architecture, the mechanism for data communicationand inter-processor synchro-
nization, and the MPSoC interconnect topology and protocol.

2.1.1 Multiprocessor memory architecture

Increasing the number of the processing components in an MPSoC, increases the possibility
of more computation to be carried out in parallel. However, by increasing the number of
the processing components, the access to data becomes the system bottleneck that limits the
available parallelism and the achieved overall performance, respectively. At the heart of the
trouble is the so-called memory wall, i.e., the disparity between how fast a processor can
operate on data and how fast it can get the data it needs. This is the major factor limiting the
performance of systems when they rely on a single memory shared between the processing
cores and used to load and store data. Increasing the number of processing components in
such shared memory MPSoCs only exacerbates this problem. Therefore, boost in memory
bandwidth is needed which can be achieved only by considering different memory units,
distributed between different processing components. Consequently, in this dissertation we
propose MPSoC platform with distributed memory architecture.

A multiprocessor system with distributed memory can deliver higher performance compared
to a shared memory system. However, a major drawback of distributed memory systems
arises when it comes to program them due to difficulties associated with multiprocessor syn-
chronization and validity of data located in different parts of the distributed memory. We ad-
dress this important issue, and in Section 2.3, we present anapproach for automated program-
ming of the target MPSoCs. Automated programming of MPSoC with distributed memory is
facilitated by the fact the KPN MoC we use as an application model also assumes distributed
memory, i.e., data is stored either in private memory of processes or in communication FIFO
channels.
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2.1.2 Data communication and synchronization mechanism

The applications in the multimedia domain we target, are often characterized by having a
complex array index manipulation scheme and a large number of data accesses [62] where a
processing component needs to generate the addresses of thememory locations in order to
retrieve and store data. Address calculations often involve linear and polynomial arithmetic
expressions which have to be calculated during program execution. Memory address com-
putation can significantly degrade the performance and increase power consumption [63,64].
Therefore, it is very important to carry out the memory accesses and the related address com-
putations in an effective way.

With respect to this, accessing the memory in a FIFO-like manner is the most efficient way
because, in this case, address computation is limited only to increment operation, and conse-
quently, the address generators are comprised by simple counters. Moreover, FIFO commu-
nication has proven to be very efficient and it has been widelyused in digital signal/image
processing and multimedia systems for decades. Therefore,in the MPSoC platform we pro-
pose, data between the processing components is communicated through FIFO buffers. This
matches very well the KPN operational semantics, thus, leading to minimal communication
overhead when KPNs are executed on the target MPSoCs. That is, the synchronization be-
tween the processing components is realized by simple blocking read and blocking write
operations on empty and full FIFO buffers, respectively. Inaddition, this synchronization
mechanism enables an important feature of the considered MPSoC platform, i.e., being self-
synchronizing in a local-synchronous, global-asynchronous fashion.

Another benefit of using FIFOs for communication between processing components is that
the simple FIFO interface, i.e., a data bus and two control signals only (empty and read
signals, or full and write signals, respectively) facilitates efficient heterogeneous MPSoC
design in which different types of processing components communicate data through FIFO
channels. We exploit this property in the approach we present in Section 2.4 for dedicated IP
core integration in heterogeneous MPSoCs.

2.1.3 Platform interconnect protocol

Recall that we target multiprocessor systems which allow efficient execution of KPNs. Since
a KPN is a set of concurrently executing processes communicating data among them, pro-
viding efficient data communication (with low overhead) is crucial for multiprocessor sys-
tem executing KPNs. A data stream in a KPN has a source: The process that writes data
to it, and a sink: The process that reads data from it. The inter-processor communication
protocol realizing the streaming data between processing components in an MPSoC is sim-
plest, i.e., it introduces the lowest communication overhead, when components are connected
point-to-point. However, point-to-point inter-processor communication links may not be al-
ways feasible in general, and sharing memories and links fordata communication may be
necessary. Therefore, we need to devise an alternative approach to connect processing com-
ponents (by sharing communication memories and links) withthe objective to reduce the
interconnection complexity in a way that keeps the communication overhead low. In the con-
sidered MPSoCs, data communication between the processingcomponents is materialized
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in a communication structure which allows for point-to-point, shared bus, crossbar, or even
network-on-chip communication topologies. We do not advocate any of these communica-
tion topology types, though each and every type has its own efficiency merits. Consequently,
the MPSoC (communication) performance depends on the properties of the used communi-
cation topology type and the corresponding communication and synchronization mechanism.
Considering the distributed memory and the FIFO communication in the target MPSoCs as
well as the KPN model, below we motivate the communication mechanism we propose which
leads to low overhead and reduced complexity of the communication structure.

Data between the processing components is communicated through dedicated (distributed)
memories, i.e., communication memories (CM), in which the communication FIFOs are lo-
cated. All CMs in an MPSoC are connected through a communication structure. In order
to achieve data communication with low overhead in the target MPSoCs, we devised an ap-
proach that keeps the communication and synchronization asclose as possible to the KPN op-
erational semantics because it guarantees the highest possible communication performance.
More precisely, we propose a request-based mechanism for accessing communication mem-
ories through the communication structure. In this approach, a processing component is
connected to a CM, being itslocal CM, and all other CMs are seen asremoteCMs of that
processing component because the remote CMs are accessibleonly through the communi-
cation structure. Hence, a processing component has a direct access only to its local CM.
Consequently, we consider that each processing component can write only to its local com-
munication memory and has to rely on the communication structure to read data from all
other communication memories. Thus, a processing component can always write if there is
room in its local CM. If this CM is large enough, the processing component may never block
on writing, which mimics the infinite FIFOs of the KPN model.

In addition, the FIFO communication between the processingcomponents in the target MP-
SoCs and the restriction that the processing components usethe communication structure
only for reading data from remote CMs, allow the communication structure to be very sim-
ple. That is, it implements connections in one direction only between communication mem-
ories and processing components. A data interface of a processing component consists of
address, data, and control buses. However, in the proposed FIFO communication mechanism
where the CMs are organized as FIFOs buffers, the addresses to these buffers are generated
locally as a result of the memory accesses, see Section 2.1.4. Therefore, there is no need
to propagate the address bus through the communication structure, which results in reduced
number of signals that needs to be switched. Moreover, the uni-directional communication
(for reading data) reduces the load on the communication structure because write accesses are
performed locally, and at the same time, reduces the complexity of the switch matrix since
data buses only in one direction needs to be switched.

2.1.4 Implementation details

A simplified example of an instance of the multiprocessor platform we propose, is depicted
in Figure 2.1. For brevity, this example of three processingcomponents (uP) and memories
(CM) connected through a communication structure (Interconnect) shows only details that
matter to illustrate the main features of the MPSoC platformdiscussed above, and leading to
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Figure 2.1: Example of a target MPSoC platform instance.

efficient executions of KPNs. Communication and synchronization are the essentials in any
MoC. In the KPN MoC, inter-process communication and synchronization is by means of
blocking FIFO channels. In the proposed platform the processing components communicate
data through (distributed) communication memories (CM), see Figure 2.1. Each CM is or-
ganized as one or more FIFO buffers. The inter-processor synchronization in the platform is
implemented in a simple and efficient way by blocking read/write operations on empty/full
FIFO buffers located in the communication memory. The efficiency is achieved by employing
the separation of concern principle discussed in Section 1.2.1, i.e., a processing component
(active component) is used to implement the KPN process behaviors, and the communica-
tion and synchronization is managed by acommunication controller(CC). As illustrated in
Figure 2.1, a CC connects a communication memory to the data bus of the processor (uP) it
belongs to, and to an interconnect component. In addition, each CC implements the multi-
FIFO organization of a CM as well as the processors local bus-based protocol for accessing
the CM and the interconnect component. The latter is used to access FIFO buffers located in
remote CMs. The usage of a CC is convenient for efficient implementation of the communi-
cation and synchronization mechanism, independent of the type of processing components.

Data communication and synchronization

We propose an efficient inter-processor synchronization mechanism for data communica-
tion in our platform exploiting the fact that the target MPSoC execution platform instances
execute KPNs in which the data streams are modeled in FIFO channels. The proposed syn-
chronization policy is a simple FIFO blocking write and readprotocol. For better efficiency,
we propose dual port communication memories, i.e., the CMs in Figure 2.1. In systems with
a point-to-point interconnect topology, dual port FIFO buffer memories avoid arbitration of
memory access because a memory connects only two processingcomponents. Hence, both
components in this case can perform a FIFO operation simultaneously (via a communication
controller CC in Figure 2.1), the synchronization being blocking write/read operations on the
FIFO buffers.

In case the system communication topology is not point-to-point, the memories and the com-
munication links are shared between different processing components. We have devised a
general approach to connect and to synchronize processing components that communicate
data through distributed communication memories (CM). Assuming dual port memories, one
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communication memory port is dedicated to a processing component (therefore, the memory
becomes its local CM) and the other memory port is connected (through a CC) to the com-
munication component. In this case, arbitration of memory access is significantly reduced
because a processing component always can access its own (local) communication memory.
Arbitration is required when other processing components need to access the memory using
the communication component. We have developed a request-based synchronization mech-
anism for accessing remote communication memories. A processing component accesses a
remote CM in three steps:

1. Request a connection to a remote communication memory (CM);

2. Transfer data from the remote CM;

3. Release the connection after the data transfer is completed.

A request to read from a FIFO located in a remote CM is generated to the communication
component. A connection to the CM is granted only if the communication line is currently
available and there is data in the corresponding FIFO. When aconnection is not granted, the
processing component blocks (its execution is suspended) until the connection is granted.
Once the request is granted, the processing component has a direct connection to the remote
CM. After transferring the data, the connection has to be released in order for other processing
components to be able to read data from different FIFOs located in the same CM. A CM is not
used by the processing components as a local memory for processing data. Instead, a CM and
a communication link are used only to copy data locally for further processing which reduces
the load on the communication component of the system. The request-based mechanism for
synchronization and data communication between processing components in the MPSoC is
implemented by the proposed communication controller (CC). In case a processing compo-
nent is a programmable processor, we propose a SW/HW implementation mechanism. It
consists of SW synchronization primitives that interact with HW communication controllers.

Communication controller

The structure of the communication controller (CC) we propose is shown in Figure 2.2. It
consists of two main parts: INTERFACE Unit and FIFOs Unit. The INTERFACE Unit
contains a Control Module, i.e., an address decoder, fifos’ control logic, and logic to generate
read requests to the communication component, and a processor interface (PI) module that
implements the data bus protocol of a particular processingcomponent. When a processing
component has to write data to its local communication memory (CM), it first checks if there
is room in the corresponding FIFO by reading its status. If the FIFO is full, the processing
component blocks. Otherwise, it sends the data to the CC. TheControl Module decodes the
FIFO address sent by the processing component along with thedata and generates control
signals (select FIFO, write data, or read status) to the Write Module of the FIFOs Unit. The
latter implements the multi-FIFO behavior. For each FIFO buffer, the FIFOs Unit contains
read and write counters that indicate the read and write positions into the buffer. These
counters are used as read and write address generators and their values are used to determine
the status (empty or full) of a FIFO. The FIFOs Unit also includes a memory interface (MI)
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Figure 2.2: Proposed communication controller structure.

module that implements the access protocol to the communication memory connected to the
CC, see the bottom part of Figure 2.2. Notice that since we consider dual-port memories and
separate read and write logic, a FIFO in a CM can be accessed for read and write operations
simultaneously by different processing components or two FIFOs in a CM can be accessed
at the same time – one for read operation and one for write operation.

The structure of the CC is devised in a way that if a new type of aprocessing component
is to be added to the platform, then that requires changes only to the PI module of the
INTERFACE Unit of the CC. Modification is needed in order to implement the data bus
protocol of the new processing component and to translate itto the interface of the Control
Module of the CC. Similarly, if a CM is implemented by anothertype of memory component,
e.g., a single-port (static or dynamic) memory, then – again– only the memory interface (MI)
part of the FIFOs Unit has to be modified in order to match the timing characteristics and the
physical interface of the new memory component. For a single-port memory, theMI module
would also contain a simple arbiter for accessing the memory. A priority on writing is an
appropriate policy to resolve access contention.

Recall that a processing component can access FIFOs locatedin other CMs via a communi-
cation component only for read operations. First, the processing component checks if there is
any data in the FIFO the processor wants to read from. When a processor checks for data, the
INTERFACE Unit sends a request to the communication component for granting a connec-
tion to the CM in which the FIFO is located. A connection is granted only if a communication
line is available and there is data in the FIFO. When a connection is not granted, the process-
ing component blocks until a connection is granted. When a connection is granted, the CC
connects the data bus of the communication component to the data bus of the processing
component and the latter reads the data from the CM where the FIFO is located. After the
data is read the connection has to be released in order to allow other processing components
to access the same CM. When data is read from a FIFO in a CM, the signals to the Read
Module of the FIFOs Unit (FIFO SelandRead) signals are generated by the communica-
tion component via the bottom part of thecommunication component sideas a response to a
request from another CC (processing component respectively), see Figure 2.2.
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2.1.5 System-level platform model

The multiprocessor platform model we propose consists of a library of generic parameter-
ized components and defines the way the components can be assembled assuming the (inter-
component) communication and synchronization mechanismsdiscussed in Section 2.1.4.
The platform model is used in the ESPAM tool for automated multiprocessor systems design
and implementation. To enable efficient execution of KPNs with low overhead, the platform
model allows for building MPSoCs that strictly follow the KPN semantics. Moreover, the
platform model allows easily to construct platform instances at a high level of abstraction
and to refine and translate them systematically and automatically to MPSoCs instances at
RTL. This is achieved by applying techniques which are presented in Section 2.2. The gen-
erated MPSoCs are compliant with the multiprocessor platform we consider and discussed
above. In addition, the platform model allows, together with the the KPN MoC we use as
an application (programming) model, the generated platform instances to be programmed
automatically by ESPAM.

Platform components

To support systematic and automated synthesis of MPSoCs, wehave carefully identified a
set of components which comprise the multiprocessor platform we consider. It contains the
following components.

• Processing Components. The processing components implement the functional be-
havior of an MPSoC. The platform supports two types of processing components,
namely programmable (ISA) processors and non-programmable, dedicated IP cores.
The processing components have several parameters such astype, number of I/O ports,
program and datamemory size, etc.

• Memory Components. Memory components are used to specify the local program
and data memories of the the programmable processors and to specify data communi-
cation storages (buffers) between the processing components (Communication Mem-
ories). In addition, the platform supports dedicated FIFO components used as com-
munication memories in MPSoCs with a point-to-point topology. Important memory
component parameters aretype, size, andnumber of I/O ports.

• Communication Components. A communication component determines the inter-
connection topology of a multiprocessor platform instance. Some of the parameters of
a communication component aretypeandnumber of I/O ports.

• Communication Controller . Compliant with our approach to build MPSoCs execut-
ing KPNs, communication controllers are used as glue logic realizing the synchroniza-
tion of the data communication between the processors at hardware level. A commu-
nication controller implements an interface between processing, memory, and commu-
nication components. There are two types of CCs in our library. In case of a point-to-
point topology, a CC implements only an interface to the dedicated FIFO components
used as communication memories. If an MPSoC utilizes a communication component,
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then the communication controller realizes a multi-FIFO organization of the commu-
nication memories. The structure of this type of communication controller was already
discussed in Section 2.1.4. Important CC parameters arenumber of FIFOsand thesize
of each FIFO.

• Memory Controllers . Memory controllers are used to connect the local program and
data memories to the ISA processors. Every memory controller has a parametersize
which determines the amount of memory that can be accessed bya processor through
the memory controller.

• Peripheral ComponentsandControllers. They allow data to be transferred in and out
of the MPSoC platform, e.g., a Universal Asynchronous Receive-Transmit (UART).
We have also developed a multi-port interface controller allowing for efficient (DMA-
like) data communication between the processing cores by sharing an off-chip memory
organized as multiple FIFO channels [65]. General off-chipmemory controller is also
part of this group of library components. In addition,Timerscan be used for profil-
ing and debugging purposes, e.g., for measuring execution delays of the processing
components.

• Links . Links are used to connect the components in our system-level platform model.
A link is transparent, i.e., does not have any type, and connects ports of two or more
components together.

In our approach, we do not consider the design of processing components. Instead, we use IP
cores (programmable processors and dedicated IPs) developed by third parties and propose a
communication mechanism that allows efficient data communication (low latency) between
these processing components. The devised communication mechanism is independent of
the types of processing and communication components used in the platform instance. This
results in a platform model that easily can be extended with additional (processing, commu-
nication, etc.) components.

2.2 Automated MPSoC Synthesis

Using the proposed platform model, a system designer can construct many alternative plat-
form instances at a high (system) level of abstraction by connecting processing, memory,
and communication components together using permissive interconnection rules. These plat-
form instances are then automatically synthesized (i.e., translated to RTL descriptions) and
programmed by ESPAM. Recall that for system design, ESPAM requires three input specifica-
tions: theApplication, Platform, and Mapping Specifications. The application specification
is in terms of a Kahn Process Network (KPN), the platform specification provides the topol-
ogy of a multiprocessor platform, and the mapping associates components in the application
specification and the platform specification together. In the mapping specification, mapping
of KPN channels to communication memories is not specified explicitely. This mapping is
implicit in the way processes are assigned to processors, see Section 2.3.3. Below, we give
details about the platform specification which is followed by description of the system-level
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Figure 2.3: Platform specification.

to RTL MPSoC synthesis steps performed by ESPAM. The XML format of the application
and the mapping specifications are discussed further, whereappropriate, in this chapter.

2.2.1 Platform specification

For the discussions in this section, we use an example of a multiprocessor platform instance
containing 3 processing components. The system-level specification of this MPSoC instance
is depicted in Figure 2.3. The specification is written in XMLformat and consists of four
parts which define processing components (three processors, lines 2-16), peripheral compo-
nents (lines 18-24), communication (network) component (Crossbar, lines 25-29), and links
(lines 30-48). The links specify the connections of the processors to the communication com-
ponent. Every component has an instance name and different parameters characterizing the
component. For example, all the processing components areMicroBlaze programmable
processors (type = “MB“) and every core has the program (pm) and data (dm) memory
size specified. The memory size affects the way the memory system is synthesized and opti-
mized which is explained further in this chapter. Every processor has one port (IO1) which
represents the local memory bus (LMB) of a processor. This port type is the default type in
ESPAM, therefore, in the platform specification it can be omitted.ProcessoruP3 has another
port specified (IO2) which is of type on-chip peripheral bus (OPB). This type represents the
processor’s peripheral bus and it is used to connect peripheral components to the processor.
In our example there are two peripherals, i.e., an off-chip memory controllerOMC and a
universal asynchronous receive transmitUART . The right part of Figure 2.3 specifies the
connections between the components, i.e., the processors are connected to the communica-
tion component and the peripherals are connected to processor uP3.
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Note that in the specification, a designer does not have to take care of memory structures,
interface controllers, and communication and synchronization protocols. Our ESPAM tool
takes care of this in the platform synthesis process by implementing our general approach
to connect and synchronize processing cores of arbitrary types via a communication com-
ponent and communication controllers as discussed in Section 2.1. In this way, unnecessary
details are hidden at the beginning of the design, keeping the abstraction of the input platform
specification very high.

2.2.2 Platform synthesis

The automated translation of the high-level specificationsto RTL descriptions of an MPSoC
goes in several steps. They are illustrated in Figure 2.4 andare grouped in:

• Models initialization. Using the platform specification, an MPSoC instance is created
by initializing an abstract platform model in ESPAM. Based on the application and
the mapping specification, three additional abstract models are initialized: application,
schedule, and mapping models.

• Platform synthesis. ESPAM elaborates and refines the abstract platform model to a
detailed parameterized platform model, compliant with theapproach discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1. Based on the application and the mapping models, a parameterized process
network model is created as well.

• Platform generation. Parameters are set and ESPAM generates a platform instance
implementation using the RTL version of the components in our library. In addition,
ESPAM generates program code for each programmable processor.

Models initialization consists of two steps, i.e., initializing the internal models in ESPAM that
capture platform, application, and mapping information, and running a consistency check
on the models in order to detect errors and to facilitate correct-by-construction MPSoC de-
signs. Platform synthesis is comprised of several steps as well. These are platform and
mapping models elaboration, process network synthesis (PN), and platform instance refine-
ment steps. As a result of the platform elaboration, ESPAM creates a detailed parameterized
model of a platform instance. After the elaboration, a refinement (optimization) step is ap-
plied by ESPAM in order to improve resource utilization and efficiency. In our approach, the
mapping specification gives the relation between KPN processes and processing components
only. Then, ESPAM determines automatically the most efficient mapping of FIFOchannels to
communication memories. This is done in the mapping elaboration step, in which the map-
ping model is analyzed and augmented with the mapping of FIFOchannels to communication
memories. The PN synthesis is a translation of theApproximated Dependence Graph(ADG)
model and theSchedule Tree(STree) model into a (parameterized) process network model.
The platform generation consists of setting parameters step which completely determines a
platform instance, and code generation step which generates hardware and software descrip-
tions of an MPSoC. Each of these steps is described below in detail. Automated programming
and SW code generation are discussed in Section 2.3.
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Figure 2.4: System-level to RTL MPSoC synthesis steps performed by ESPAM.

Models initialization

Models initialization is the first step in ESPAM for implementing an MPSoC. In this step,
ESPAM constructs a platform instance from the input platform specification by initializing an
abstract platform model. This is done by instantiating and connecting the components in the
specification using abstract components from the library. The abstract model represents an
MPSoC instance without taking target execution platform details into account. The model
includes key system components and their attributes as defined in the platform specification.
A graphical representation of an abstract MPSoC instance isdepicted in Figure 2.5(a). It
consists of 3 processing components (uP1, uP2, anduP3) connected to a crossbar (CB)
communication component, and two peripheral components (OMC andUART ) connected
to uP3.
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There are three additional abstract models in ESPAM which are also created and initialized,
i.e., an application model, a schedule model, and a mapping model, see the top of Figure 2.4.
The application specification consist of two annotated graphs, i.e., a KPN represented by
an Approximated Dependence Graph(ADG) and aSchedule Tree(STree) representing one
valid global schedule of the KPN. Consequently, the ADG and the STree models in ESPAM

are initialized, capturing in a formal way all the information that is present in the application
specification. The mapping model is constructed and initialized from the mapping specifica-
tion. The objective of the mapping model in ESPAM is to capture the relation between the
KPN processes in an application and the processing components in an MPSoC instance on
the one hand, and the relation between FIFO channels and communication memories on the
other. The mapping model in ESPAM contains important information which enables the gen-
eration of the memory map of the system in an automated way. This is a crucial part of the
automated MPSoC programming that ESPAM provides. Recall that after initialization, the
mapping model contains information about the mapping of theKPN processes to processing
components only. Mapping of communication channels is related to the way processes are
mapped to processing components, and therefore, the mapping of channels can not be arbi-
trary. This is performed by ESPAM automatically, i.e., during the mapping model elaboration
step, ESPAM analyses the mapping model and determines the mapping of FIFO channels to
communication memories.

After initializing the internal models, ESPAM runs a consistency check on the constructed
platform model (instance) and cross-consistency check between the platform, the application
and the mapping models. The consistency check on the platform is to find incorrect connec-
tions as well as to check whether all the used components are part of the library. In addition,
all the ports connected to the same link have to be of the same type, e.g., local memory bus
type or peripheral bus type. The cross-check guarantees that to every processing component
in the mapping model corresponds a processing component in the platform model, and the
processes in the mapping model correspond to the processes in the application model, re-
spectively. In addition, every process has to be assigned toa processing component. The
consistency check is an important step towards correct-by-construction designs.

Platform model elaboration

In this step, ESPAM elaborates the abstract platform model to a detailed parameterized model.
The details in this model come from additional components added by ESPAM in order to con-
struct a complete system. The elaborate step is illustratedin Figure 2.5(b). For brevity, only
one processor (uP3) is shown. First, ESPAM generates the processors’ memory subsystem,
i.e., it automatically attaches memories (MEM ) and memory controllers (MCs) to each
processor. In addition, based on the type of the processors instantiated in the first step, the
tool automatically synthesizes, instantiates, and connects all necessary communication con-
trollers (CCs) and communication memories (CMs) compliant with our approach discussed
in Section 2.1. Also, ESPAM provides an infrastructure for observability and control of the
generated platform instances. For example, when executiondelays are to be measured, a
timer (TMR) peripheral component is connected to every processor. Using timers or not in
our MPSoCs is controlled by a flag in the ESPAM tool when synthesizing a platform.
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Since in the elaborate step ESPAM uses abstract models of the components, the created elab-
orate model is still abstract in the sense that no target specific issues are considered.

Process network synthesis

This step is a translation of theApproximated Dependence Graph(ADG) model and the
Schedule Tree(STree) model into a (parameterized) process network (PN) model. The start-
ing point for this PN synthesis step is the information captured in the ADG and the STree.
This information is enough to generate a set of process networks with different topologies
and degree of exploited parallelism which is determined by the mapping model. The process
network model is created gradually by creating the PN topology, followed by creating the PN
behavior. The topology of the process network is created by grouping nodes and edges of
the ADG into processes and channels in the PN. The grouping isbased on the information
delivered by the mapping model. The behavior of the PN is created using procedures [66–68]
that operate on the PN model and use the information from the STree. The sequential behav-
ior of a process [6] implies that the function calls that haveto be executed inside a process
are executed in a sequential order. In this PN synthesis step, such order is derived from the
STree in a way that the PN execution is deadlock free. For details about the process network
synthesis, we refer to [66].
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Mapping model elaboration

Elaboration of the mapping model is required in order to generate an assignment of FIFO
channels to communication memories. Since the initializedmapping model gives only the
relation between the processes and the processing components, mapping of FIFO channels to
memories is implicit. The latter is performed automatically by ESPAM following the principle
that a processor can write only to its local communication memory. As a result, the mapping
model is augmented with channels which give the relation between the FIFO channels from
the application model and the communication memories in theplatform model. Recall that a
communication controller (CC) organizes a communication memory as multiple FIFO chan-
nels. Therefore, the created FIFO mapping is used for determing important CC parameters,
i.e., the number of channels of each CC and the size of each channel. This information is
further used in the generation of the memory map of the system, i.e., for generation of the
physical read and write addresses of the FIFO channels (described in Section 2.3.3).

Platform model refinement

After elaboration, the constructed platform model contains enough information to proceed
with the generating of the system implementation at RTL. However, based on the type of
the components used to build a platform instance, a refinement (optimization) of the detailed
parameterized platform model is applied by ESPAM in order to improve resource utilization
and efficiency. The refinement step includes program and datamemory refinement and com-
paction in case of processing components with RISC architecture, memory partitioning, and
building the communication topology in case of point-to-point MPSoCs.

Memory refinement and compaction.To keep the abstract model and the elaborate proce-
dure general, we assume that a processor has a continuous address space used for program
and data. Therefore, ESPAM instantiates initially a single memory and a memory controller
connected to the data bus of the processor as shown in Figure 2.5(b). However, processors
with a RISC architecture have separate program and data address spaces and use dedicated
instruction and data busses for independent access to program and data. This is the case with
theMicroBlaze processor we use in the example. Therefore, ESPAM refines the processor
memory system by instantiating and connecting to the processor an additional memory con-
troller and a memory. This is followed by the memory compaction step which exploits the
dual-port feature of the memory component we consider. ESPAM combines the program and
the data memories of a programmable processor into a single memory unit, i.e., one memory
port is connected to the instruction bus and the other to the data bus of a processor. Because of
the dual port feature, the memory can still be accessed simultaneously allowing the processor
to fetch opcode and data without compromising performance.

Using the proposed refinement, a single memory gives the opportunity for better utilization
of the available memory resources. ConsideruP1 from the example. It requires 18 KB
of memory for data and 48 KB for program (see Figure 2.3). However, a single memory
component, may have a size which is only a power of 2. Therefore, ESPAM would instantiate
32 KB for data and 64 KB for the program memory ofuP1 if separate memories would be
used. This means that 30 KB more than the required amount of memory is dedicated touP3.
By combining program and data into a single memory, only one memory of 64 KB is used
which is exactly the required amount of memory.
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Figure 2.6: Point-to-Point Platform Synthesis Example.

Memory partitioning. The memory compaction alone does not lead to optimal memory
utilization if we consider, e.g., processoruP2. It requires 20 KB of data and 4 KB of program
memories. Even if both memories are combined (requiring 24 KB), ESPAM would instantiate
32 KB which is 8 KB more that the required amount. To cope with this issue, ESPAM applies
another refinement on the memory system, i.e., it automatically partitions the memory using
multiple controllers and memories. For processoruP2, ESPAM partitions the memory system
into two memories (16 KB and 8 KB) each having a size which is a power of 2, using two
program and two data memory controllers. Note that this refinement of the memory system
does not depend on the type of the processor.

As a result of the memory refinement steps described above, there may be several program
and data memory controllers connected to a processor and several physical memories com-
prising its program and data address space. These refinementsteps, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.5(c), lead to better utilization of the memory resources which is very important in
multiprocessor embedded system design. In [69], we made theimportant observation that
the available on-chip memory (of an FPGA) is the only major factor limiting the size of an
MPSoC that can fit on a single chip. Therefore, without payingspecial attention to the mem-
ory distribution between the processors in an MPSoC, it is not a matter of how efficient the
system is implemented but whether it can be implemented at all. By applying the proposed
refinement steps, memory savings can be substantial (and they increase with the number of
processors) allowing to build larger MPSoCs.

Synthesis of a point-to-point communication topology.In case of a point-to-point commu-
nication topology, the number of direct connections between the processing components in
an MPSoC is the same as in the Kahn process network it executes. Since there is no commu-
nication component such as a crossbar or a bus, there is no sharing of communication links,
and consequently, there are no requests for granting connections. Therefore, no additional
communication delay is introduced in the platform instance. Because of this, the highest
possible communication performance can be achieved in suchmultiprocessor platforms.

Under the conditions that each communication memory (CM) contains only one FIFO chan-
nel and each processing component writes data only to its local CM (in compliance with the
approach discussed in Section 2.1.4), the ESPAM tool synthesizes a communication topology
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with point-to-point connections in the following automated way. First, for each process in
the KPN, ESPAM instantiates a processor together with the processor’s memory system and
a communication controller (CC). This is done in the platform model elaboration step of the
MPSoC synthesis as previously described. The memory refinement step is applied as well.
Then, ESPAM finds all the channels which a process writes to. For every such channel, the
tool instantiates a CM and assigns the channel to this CM. Finally, ESPAM connects the CM
to the already instantiated CC of the corresponding processor.

In Figure 2.6(b), we give an example of a point-to-point multiprocessor platform instance
generated by ESPAM. The MPSoC implements the KPN depicted in Figure 2.6(a) where each
process is executed on a separate processor. There are threechannels that have to be assigned
to three CMs. Following the procedure above, ESPAM finds thatCH1 andCH2 are written
to by processA – see Figure 2.6(a). Assume that processA is assigned to be executed onto
processoruP1 (processB onto processoruP2, andC ontouP3 respectively). Therefore,
CMs corresponding toCH1 and CH2 are instantiated and connected to communication
controllerCC1 of processoruP1. Similarly, a CM corresponding toCH3 is instantiated
and connected toCC2 of uP2. ProcessC is assigned touP3 and since processC only reads
data fromCH1 andCH3 no more CMs are instantiated and connected. The communication
controller ofuP3 (CC3) is simply connected to the already instantiated CMs corresponding
to CH1 andCH3. Similarly, CC2 is connected to the CM corresponding toCH2. Notice
from Figure 2.6(b) that a CC is connected to more than one CM. When a CM contains only
one FIFO, it is implemented as a dedicated FIFO component from the library which is more
efficient than using the pair CC – CM. In order to connect one ormore dedicated FIFO
components to a processor, as in the case of a point-to-pointcommunication topology, we
use a simplified version of the communication controller (CC) described in Section 2.1.4.
The simplified controller only translates the processor data bus signals to FIFO input/output
signals.

Setting parameters and external interface

Setting the parameters of the components in the platform model completes a platform in-
stance which allows an MPSoC description to be generated, ready for final implementation.
Important parameters that are set at this step are:

• Memory size.Sets the size of the program and data memory components. Based on the
mapping information, the size of the FIFO buffers in every communication controller
are set as well;

• Address space of the programmable processors.Based on the size of the program
and data memories, ESPAM sets proper addresses of all memory controllers of a pro-
cessor as well as the address of the communication controller and all peripheral com-
ponents;

• Memory map of the system.Based on the MPSoC topology and the addresses of the
communication controllers, ESPAM sets the memory map of the system, i.e., the values
of the physical read and write addresses of each FIFO chanel of the system are defined.
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In addition, based on the target physical platform features, ESPAM instantiates and connects
to the platform instance external interface components realizing a connection between the
platform instance and its environment, e.g., a host PC. Thisallows for sending of reset, start,
or stop commands to the MPSoC, as well as reading the status ofthe MPSoC, reading and
writing to the MPSoC memories, etc. If we consider again the platform specification example
in Figure 2.3, a graphical representation of the final platform instance generated by ESPAM

is shown in Figure 2.7. It consists of three processor subsystems synthesized by ESPAM as
previously discussed in this section together with some external interface components. There
are additional (FIN ) controllers connected to the data bus of each processor indicating that
a processor has finished an execution. This information is collected by a specialStatus

entity which generates the status of the MPSoC instance (seethe top part in Figure 2.7). The
other part of the interface (MUX) realizes an access to an external memory attached to the
multiprocessor system.

Code generation: HW description of a platform instance generated by ESPAM

The final step in the platform synthesis process performed byESPAM to convert the system-
level specifications to RTL descriptions is the actual platform instance generation, i.e., hard-
ware and software descriptions of the system as illustratedin Figure 2.4. The HW description
generated by ESPAM consists of two parts:

• Platform topology. This is a netlist description defining the multiprocessor platform
topology that corresponds to the platform instance synthesized by ESPAM, e.g., the in-
stance in Figure 2.7. This description contains the components of the platform instance
with the appropriate values of their parameters, and the connections between the com-
ponents in the form compliant with the input requirements ofthe commercial tool used
for low-level synthesis.
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• Hardware descriptions of the MPSoC components.To every component in the plat-
form instance corresponds a detailed description at RTL. Some of the descriptions are
predefined (e.g., processors, memories, etc.), and ESPAM selects them from the library
of components and sets their parameters in the platform netlist. However, some de-
scriptions are generated by ESPAM, e.g., an IP Module used for integrating a third party
IP core as a processing component in an MPSoC (discussed in Section 2.4). Based on
the application specification, the IP Module description isgenerated by ESPAM every
time an MPSoC instance is synthesized.

In ESPAM, a software engineering technique calledVisitor [70] is used to visit the PN and
platform model structures and to generate code. This code can be expressed in any program-
ming language, i.e., ESPAM generates VHDL for the HW part and C/C++ for the SW part
of the MPSoC description. The C/C++ software generated by ESPAM for each processor in
the system consists of code implementing the functional behavior together with code for syn-
chronization of the communication between the processors.The program code generated by
ESPAM is given to a standard GCC compiler to generate executable code for each processor.
The automated MPSoC programming and software code generation is discussed in the next
section.

2.3 Automated Programming of MPSoCs

In this section, we present in detail our approach for systematic and automated programming
of MPSoCs synthesized with ESPAM. Recall that we use the KPN MoC as programming
model in ESPAM. Such model is created automatically by the PNGEN tool from sequential,
static affine nested loop programs (SANLP). In order to program an MPSoC, ESPAM converts
this KPN model to software (C/C++) code includingcomputation code implementing the
functional behavior andcontrol code for synchronization of the communication between the
processors. The synchronization code contains a memory mapof the MPSoC, i.e., physical
addresses of the FIFO channels, and read/write synchronization primitives. These primi-
tives interact with the communication controllers, and together, they implement the blocking
read/write synchronization mechanism. The primitives areinserted automatically by ESPAM

in the places of the processors’ code where read/write access to a FIFO is performed.

This section is organized as follows. First, we discuss the class of static affine nested loop
programs we consider as well as how we derive KPNs from such SANLPs. Then, for the
sake of clarity, we explain the main steps in the ESPAM programming approach by going
through an illustrative example. First, we give an example of input application and mapping
specifications for ESPAM. Next, from these example specifications we show how the SW
code for each processor in an MPSoC is generated, and presentour SW synchronization and
communication primitives inserted in the code. Finally, weexplain how the memory map of
the MPSoC is generated.
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2.3.1 Automated Derivation of Process Networks

The techniques we have recently developed for derivation ofKPNs were implemented in the
PNGEN tool [7]. The input to PNGEN is a SANLP written inC and the output is a KPN
specification in XML format – see Figure 1.2. Below, we introduce the SANLPs with their
restrictions and explain how a KPN is derived based on a modified data-flow analysis. We
have modified the standard data-flow analysis in order to derive KPNs that have less inter-
process communication FIFO channels compared to the KPNs derived by using previous
work [22,24].

SANLPs and modified data-flow analysis

SANLPs are programs that can be represented in the well-known polytope model [71]. That
is, a SANLP consists of a set of statements and function calls, each possibly enclosed in loops
and/or guarded by conditions. The loops need not be perfectly nested. All lower and upper
bounds of the loops as well as all expressions in conditions and array accesses have to be
affine functions of enclosing loop iterators and static parameters. The parameters are sym-
bolic constants, i.e., their values may not change during the execution of the program. The
above restrictions allow a compact mathematical representation of a SANLP through sets and
relations of integral vectors defined by linear (in)equalities, existential quantification and the
union operation. In particular, the set of iterator vectorsfor which a function call is executed
is an integer set called theiteration domain. The linear inequalities of this set correspond
to the lower and upper bounds of the loops enclosing the function call. For example, the
iteration domain of functionF1 in Figure 2.8(a) is{i | 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1}. Iteration domains

for ( int i=0; i<N; i++ )

if ( i>0 )
( int i=0; i<N; i++ )for {

tmp = b[i−1];
else tmp = b[i];

}
F2( b[i], tmp, &c[i] );

b[i] = F1( );

(a) Example of a SANLP

F1
b

F2

b_1

c

(b) Corresponding KPN

Figure 2.8: SANLP fragment and its corresponding KPN.

form the basis of the description of the processes in our KPN model, as each process corre-
sponds to a particular function call. For example, there aretwo function calls in the program
fragment in Figure 2.8(a) representing two application tasks, namelyF1 andF2. Therefore,
there are two processes in the corresponding process network as shown in Figure 2.8(b). The
granularity ofF1 andF2 determines the granularity of the corresponding processes. The
FIFO channels are determined by the array (or scalar) accesses in the corresponding function
call. All accesses that appear on the left hand side or in an address-of (&) expression for
an argument of a function call are considered to bewrite accesses. All other accesses are
considered to beread accesses.
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To determine the FIFO channels between the processes, we mayperform standard array data-
flow analysis [72]. That is, for each execution of a read operation of a given data element in
a function call, we need to find the source of the data, i.e., the corresponding write operation
that wrote the data element. However, to reduce communication FIFO channels between
different processes, in contrast to the standard data-flow analysis and in contrast to [22, 24],
we also consider all previous read operations from the same function call as possible sources
of the data. That is why we call our approach a modified array data-flow analysis. The
problem to be solved is then: given a read from an array element, what was the last write to or
read from that array element? The last iteration of a function call satisfying some constraints
can be obtained using Parametric Integer Programming (PIP)[73], where we compute the
lexicographicalmaximumof the write (or read) source operations in terms of the iterators of
the “sink” read operation. Since there may be multiple function calls that are potential sources
of the data, and since we also need to express that the source operation is executed before the
read (which is not a linear constraint, but rather a disjunction of n linear constraints, wheren
is the shared nesting level), we actually need to perform a number of PIP invocations.

For example, the first read access in function callF2 of the program fragment in Figure 2.8(a)
reads data written by function callF1, which results in a FIFO channel from processF1 to
processF2, i.e., channelb in Figure 2.8(b). In particular, data flows from iterationiw of
functionF1 to iterationir = iw of functionF2. This information is captured by the integer
relation

DF1→F2 = {(iw, ir) | ir = iw ∧ 0 ≤ ir ≤ N − 1}

For the second read access in function callF2, after elimination of the temporary variable
tmp, the data has already been read by the same function call after it was written. This
results in a self-loop channelb_1 fromF2 to itself described as

DF2→F2 = {(iw, ir) | iw = ir − 1 ∧ 1 ≤ ir ≤ N − 1} ∪ {(iw, ir) | iw = ir = 0}

In general, we obtain pairs of write/read and read operations such that some data flows from
the write/read operation to the (other) read operation. These pairs correspond to the channels
in our process network. For each of these pairs, we further obtain a union of integer relations

m⋃

j=1

Dj(iw, ir) ⊂ Zn1 × Zn2 ,

with n1 andn2 the number of loops enclosing the write and read operation, respectively, that
connect the specific iterations of the write/read and read operations such that the first is the
source of the second. As such, each iteration of a given read operation is uniquely paired off
to some write or read operation iteration.
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2.3.2 Automated programming – input specification

Recall that the input to ESPAM consists of platform instance, application, and mapping spec-
ifications. The platform specification was already discussed in Section 2.2 and an example
was given in Figure 2.3. In this section, we give an example ofapplication and mapping
specifications. We will use this example also in our discussion about the program code gen-
erated by ESPAM in the next section. Consider an application specified as a KPN consisting
of five processes communicating through seven FIFO channels. A graphical representation
of the application is shown in Figure 2.11(a). Part of the corresponding XML application
specification for this KPN is shown in Figure 2.9(a). Recall that this KPN in XML format is
generated automatically by our PNGEN tool using the techniques presented in Section 2.3.1.
For the sake of clarity, we show only the description of processP1 and channelFIFO1 in
the XML code. The other processes and channels of the KPN are specified in an identical
way. P1 has one input port and one output port defined in lines 3-8.P1 executes a function
calledcompute (line 9). The function has one input argument (line 10) and one output argu-
ment (line 11). There is a strong relation between the function arguments and the ports of a
process given at lines 4 and 7. The information how many timesfunctioncompute has to be
fired during the execution of the application is determined by a parameterizediteration do-
main (see Section 2.3.1) which is captured in a compact (matrix) form at lines 12-15. There
are two matrices representing the function domain which corresponds to a nestedfor-loop
structure. It originates from the structure of the initial (static and affine) nested loop program.
In this particular example, there is only onefor-loop with indexk and parameterN . The
parameter is used in determining the upper bound of the loop.The range of the loop indexk
is determined at line 13. This matrix represents the following two inequalities:

k − 2 ≥ 0

−k + 2N − 1 ≥ 0

and therefore,2 ≤ k ≤ 2N − 1. In the same way, the matrix at line 14 determines the range
of parameterN , i.e.,3 ≤ N ≤ 384. Similar information for each port is used to determine at
which iterations an input port has to be read and consequently, at which iterations, an output
port has to be written. However for brevity, this information is omitted in Figure 2.9(a).
Lines 19-24 show an example of how the topology of a KPN is specified: FIFO1 connects
processesP1 andP3 through portsp1 andp4.

An example of a mapping specification is shown in Figure 2.9(b). It assumes an MPSoC with
four processing components, namely,uP1, uP2, uP3, anduP4, and five KPN processes:
P1, P2, P3, P4, andP5. The XML format of the mapping specification is very simple.
ProcessP4 is mapped onto processoruP1 (see lines 3-5), processesP2 andP5 are mapped
onto processoruP2 (lines 7-10), processP3 is mapped for execution on processoruP3, and
finally, processP1 is mapped on processoruP4. In the mapping specification, the mapping
of channels to communication memories is not specified. Recall that this mapping is related
to the way processes are mapped to processors, and therefore, the mapping of channels to
communication memories can not be arbitrary. The mapping ofchannels is performed by
ESPAM automatically which is discussed in the next section.
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</application>

1
name =<process >"P1"

<var name = "in_0" type = "myType" />

<var />name = "out_0" type = "myType"
direction = "out"<port name = "p1" />

<port name = "p2" direction = "in" />

name = "P3"<toProcess />
<toPort name = "p4" />
<fromProcess name = "P1" />

<application >"myKPN"name =

<fromPort name = "p1" />

<process_code name = "compute" >
<arg name = "in_0" type = "input" />

name = "out_0" type = "output" /><arg

</port

</port

<!−− other processes omitted −−>

<!−− other channels omitted −−>
</channel>

<channel name = FIFO1    size = "1">

<loop parameter = "N" >index = "k"
<loop_bounds matrix = "[1,  1,0,−2;

</loop
</process_code

</process>

<par_bounds matrix = "[1,0,−1,384;
1,−1,2,−1]"
1,0,  1, −3]" />

/>

5

15

10

20

25

(a) Application specification

name = "uP3" ><processor

</processor>
<proces name = "P3" />

<processor name = "uP1" >

</processor>
name = "P4"<process />

<processor name = "uP2" >

</processor>

name = "P2"<process
<process name = "P5"

/>
/>

</processor>

<processor name = "uP4" >
name = "P1"<process />

<mapping name = "myMapping" >1

5

10

15

</mapping>

(b) Mapping specification

Figure 2.9: Example of Application and Mapping Specifications.

2.3.3 Code generation: SW code for processors

ESPAM uses the initial sequential application program, the corresponding KPN application
specification, and the mapping specification to generate automatically software (C/C++) code
for each processor. The code for a processor containscontrol code andcomputation code.
The computation code transforms the data that has to be processed by a processor and it
is grouped into function calls in the initial sequential program. ESPAM extracts this code
directly from the sequential program. Thecontrol code (for-loops, if -statements, etc.)
determines the control flow, i.e., when and how many times data reading and data writing
have to be performed by a processor as well as when and how manytimes thecomputation

code has to be executed in a processor. Thecontrol code of a processor is generated by
ESPAM according to the KPN application specification and the mapping specification as we
explain below.

According to the mapping specification in Figure 2.9(b), processP1 is mapped onto pro-
cessoruP4 (see lines 16-18). Therefore, ESPAM uses the XML specification of process
P1 shown in Figure 2.9(a) to generate thecontrol C code for processoruP4. The code is
depicted in Figure 2.10(a). At lines 4-7, the type of the datatransferred through the FIFO
channels is declared. The data type can be a scalar or more complex type. In this exam-
ple, it is a structure of 1 boolean variable and a 64-element array of integers, a data type
found in the initial sequential program. There is one parameter (N ) that has to be declared
as well. This is done at line 8 in Figure 2.10(a). Then, at lines 10-19 in the same figure,
the behavior of processoruP4 is described. In accordance with the XML specification of
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#include "primitives.h"
#include "memoryMap.h"

struct myType {
bool flag;
int data[64];

};

int N = 384;

myType in_0;
myType out_0;

}
}

write( p1, &out_0, sizeof(myType) );

5

1

10

15
compute( in_0, &out_0 );
read( p2, &in_0, sizeof(myType) );

for {( int k=2; k<=2*N−1; k++ )

19

main( )void {

(a) Control code for processoruP4

read( int* port, void* data, int length )void
int *req_&_rd = 0xE0000000; // Address in a CC

*req_&_rd = 0x80000000 | (port); // Write a request

while ( *isEmpty ) {  }

for ( int i=o; i<length; i++ ) {
// reading is blocked if a FIFO is empty

(byte* data)[i] = *req_&_rd; // read from a FIFO

}

1

5

15

}
*req_&_rd = 0x7FFFFFFF&(inPort);10

void write( int* port, void* data, int length )

for
int *isFull = port + 1;

// writing is blocked if a FIFO is full
while

( int i=o; i<length; i++ )

( *isFull ) {  }

{

*port = (byte* data)[i]; // write to a FIFO
}

}20

int *isEmpty = req_&_rd + 1;

{

{

(b) Read and write communication primitives

Figure 2.10: Source code generated by ESPAM.

processP1 in Figure 2.9(a), the functioncompute is executed2 ∗N − 2 times. Therefore, a
for-loop is generated in themain routine for processoruP4 in lines 14-18 in Figure 2.10(a).
Thecomputation code in functioncompute is extracted from the initial sequential program.
This code is not important for our example, hence, it is not given here for the sake of brevity.
The functioncompute uses local variablesin 0 andout 0 declared in lines 11 and 12 in Fig-
ure 2.10(a). The input data comes fromFIFO2 through portp2 and the results are written
to FIFO1 through portp1 – see Figure 2.11(a). Therefore, before the function call, ESPAM

inserts aread primitive to read fromFIFO2 initializing variablein 0 and after the func-
tion call, ESPAM inserts awrite primitive to send the results (the value of variableout 0) to
FIFO1 as shown in Figure 2.10(a) at lines 15 and 17. When several processes are mapped
onto one processor, a schedule is required in order to guarantee a proper execution order of
these processes onto one processor. The ESPAM tool automatically finds a local static sched-
ule from the STree model (see Section 2.2.2) based on the grouping technique for processes
presented in [23].

SW communication and synchronization primitives

Recall that the FIFO channels are mapped onto the communication memories of our MPSoC
platform instances and the multi-FIFO organization of a communication memory is realized
by the corresponding communication controller (CC) as described in Section 2.1.4. A FIFO
channel is seen by a processor as two memory locations in its communication memory ad-
dress space. A processor uses the first location to read the status of the FIFO. The status
indicates whether a FIFO is full (data cannot be written) or empty (data is not available).
This information is used for the inter-processor synchronization. The second location is used
to read/write data from/to the FIFO buffer, thereby, realizing inter-processor data transfer.
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The described behavior is realized by the SW communication and synchronization primitives
interacting with the HW communication controllers. The code implementing theread and
write primitives used in lines 15 and 17 in Figure 2.10(a), is shownin Figure 2.10(b). Both
read and write primitives have 3 parameters:port, data, andlength. Parameterport is the
address of the memory location through which a processor canaccess a given FIFO channel
for reading/writing. Parameterdata is a pointer to a local variable andlength specifies the
amount of data (in bytes) to be moved from/to the local variable to/from the FIFO channel.

The primitives implement the blocking synchronization mechanism between the processors
in the following way. First, the status of a channel that has to be read/written is checked.
A channel status is accessed using the locations defined in lines 3 and 14. The blocking
is implemented by while loops with empty bodies in lines 7 and17. A loop iterates (does
nothing) while a channel is full or empty. Then, in lines 8 and18 the actual data transfer is
performed.

Thereadprimitive in Figure 2.10(b) implements also the read request mechanism for access-
ing remote CMs using a communication component as discussedin Section 2.1.4. This is
done in several steps. Variablereq & rd, initialized at line 2, is a pointer to the communica-
tion controller. This pointer is used to writeread requeststo the CC and to readdata from a
remote CM. The request data has a special format which can be seen at line 4. It consists of
the address (port) of the requested FIFO and a read request flag located at the most significant
bit of the request word. The physical addresses of the FIFOs in our MPSoCs are discussed in
the next section. Setting the request flag at line 4 triggers the generation of a read request by
the CC to the communication component. At the same time, the CC asserts the status of the
requested FIFO toemptyuntil the connection to the remote memory is granted1. This blocks
the processor in thewhile-loop at line 7. When the connection is granted, the CC propagates
the actual status of the FIFO, and the processor reads the data performing the synchronization
in the same way as described in the previous paragraph. Once the data has been transferred,
the connection is released which is done at line 10 by clearing the request flag in the CC.

Note that the request mechanism for reading data is used onlyin MPSoCs utilizing a commu-
nication component (e.g. a crossbar or a bus). Therefore, inMPSoCs with a point-to-point
communication topology, there are no read requests generated. In this case, thereadsynchro-
nization primitive used by ESPAM has a simplified structure which is identical to thewrite
primitive in Figure 2.10(b).

Memory map generation

Each FIFO channel in our MPSoCs has separate read and write ports. A processor accesses
a FIFO for read operations using theread synchronization primitive. The parameterport

specifies the address of the read port of the FIFO channel to beaccessed. In the same way,
the processor writes to a FIFO using the write synchronization primitive where the parameter
port specifies the address of the write port of this FIFO. The FIFO channels are implemented
in the communication memories (see Section 2.1.5), therefore, the addresses of the FIFO ports
are located in the processors’ address space where the communication memory segment is

1Recall that a connection is granted if the communication line is available and there is data in the requested FIFO.
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Figure 2.11: Mapping Example.

defined. The memory map of a MPSoC generated by ESPAM contains the values defining the
read and the write addresses of each FIFO channel in the system.

The first step in the memory map generation is the mapping of the FIFO channels in the
KPN application specification onto the communication memories (CMs) in the multiproces-
sor platform. This mapping can not be arbitrary. ESPAM maps FIFO channels onto CMs
of processors in the following automated way. First, for each process in the application
specification ESPAM finds all the channels this process writes to. Then, from the mapping
specification ESPAM finds which processor corresponds to the current process andmaps the
found channels in the processor’s local CM. For example, consider the mapping specification
shown in Figure 2.9(b) which defines only the mapping of the processes of the KPN in Fig-
ure 2.11(a) to the processors in the platform shown in Figure2.11(b). Based on this mapping
specification, ESPAM maps automaticallyFIFO2, FIFO3, andFIFO5 onto the CM of
processoruP1 because processP4 is mapped onto processoruP1, and processP4 writes
to channelsFIFO2, FIFO3, andFIFO5. Similarly, FIFO4 is mapped onto the CM of
processoruP3, andFIFO1 is mapped onto the CM ofuP4. Since both processesP2 and
P5 are mapped onto processoruP2, ESPAM mapsFIFO6 andFIFO7 onto the CM of this
processor.

After the mapping of the channels onto the CMs, ESPAM generates the memory map of the
MPSoC, i.e., generates values for the FIFOs’ read and write addresses. For the mapping
example illustrated in Figure 2.11(b), the generated memory map is shown in Figure 2.12.
Notice thatFIFO1, FIFO2, FIFO4, andFIFO6 have equal write addresses (see lines
4, 6, 10, and 14). This is not a problem because writing to these FIFOs is done by different
processors and these FIFOs are located in the local CMs of these different processors, i.e.,
these addresses are local processor write addresses. The same applies for the write addresses
of FIFO3 andFIFO7. However, as explained in Section 2.1.5, all processors canread
from all FIFOs via a communication component. Therefore, the read addresses have to be
unique in the MPSoC memory map and the read addresses have to specify precisely the CM
in which a FIFO is located. To accomplish this, a read addressof a FIFO has 2 fields: a
communication memory (CM) number and a FIFO number within a CM.

Consider for exampleFIFO3 in Figure 2.11(b). It is the second FIFO in the CM of processor
uP1, thus this FIFO is numbered with0002 in this CM. Also, the CM ofuP1 can be accessed
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#define p6    0x00010002 //read addr. FIFO3

#ifndef _MEMORYMAP_H_

#define p13  0x00010003 //read addr. FIFO5

_MEMORYMAP_H_#define

#define p1    0xe0000008 //write addr. FIFO1

p7    0xe0000008 //write addr. FIFO2#define
#define p2    0x00010001 //read addr. FIFO2

#define p12  0x00030001 //read addr. FIFO4

#define p4    0x00040001 //read addr. FIFO1

#define p10  0xe0000018 //write addr. FIFO5

#define p11  0x00020001 //read addr. FIFO6

#define p5    0x00020002 //read addr. FIFO7

#endif

1

5

19

10

15

#define p8    0xe0000010 //write addr. FIFO3 

#define p9    0xe0000008 //write addr. FIFO4

#define p14  0xe0000008 //write addr. FIFO6

#define p3    0xe0000010 //write addr. FIFO7

Figure 2.12: The memory map of the MPSoC platform instance generated by ESPAM.

for reading through port 1 of the communication componentINTERCONNECTas shown in
Figure 2.11(b), thus this CM is uniquely numbered with 0001.As a consequence, the unique
read address ofFIFO3 is determined to be 0x00010002 – see line 9 in Figure 2.12, where
the first field 0001 is the CM number and the second field 0002 is the FIFO number in this
CM. In the same way, ESPAM determines automatically the unique read addresses of the rest
of the FIFOs that are listed in Figure 2.12.

2.4 Dedicated IP core integration with ESPAM

With the foregoing discussions in this chapter, we presented our methodology for multipro-
cessor system design implemented in ESPAM. It considers automated generation of homo-
geneous multiprocessor platforms, i.e., the processing components are only programmable
(ISA) processors. However, in many cases, a homogeneous system may not meet the per-
formance requirements of an application. For better performance and efficiency, in a mul-
tiprocessor system different tasks may have to be executed by different types of processing
components which are optimized for execution of particulartasks. It is common knowledge
that higher performance may be achieved by relying on dedicated (customized and optimized)
IP cores. Moreover, many companies already provide dedicated customizable IP cores op-
timized for a particular functionality that aim at saving design time and increasing overall
system performance and efficiency. Therefore, our platformmodel supports also dedicated
IP cores as processing components. The idea of using dedicated IP cores in heterogeneous
systems is very appealing because these systems deliver high flexibility and high perfor-
mance at the same time. However, two major problems emerge, namely how to design and
how to program heterogeneous MPSoCs. The lack of standard interfaces that an IP core has
to provide in order to allow seamless integration, and the lack of automated programming
approaches for heterogeneous multiprocessor systems onlyexacerbates these problems.
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With ESPAM, we solve the problems mentioned above, and we provide an automated de-
sign and programming of heterogeneous multiprocessor systems where both programmable
processors and dedicated IP cores are used as processing components. In our approach, we
developed techniques for automated generation of an IP Module which consists of a wrap-
per around a dedicated and predefined IP core. This approach originates from the general
idea implemented in Laura [74], i.e., generating of IP Modules based on the properties of
the KPN model we use. Although using the same concept in ESPAM, we developed different
techniques in order to enable systematic and automated IP core integration and connection
to the other components of the system, i.e., programmable processors and different commu-
nication components. The structured, highly modularized,and parameterized IP Module we
propose has been devised by carefully exploiting and efficiently implementing the simple
communication and synchronization mechanisms of the KPN model. We have identified and
developed an IP Module library which is a set of generic parameterized components used by
ESPAM to compose an IP Module. This is done in the same way as ESPAM constructs an
MPSoC instance, i.e., by instantiating components from theIP Module library, connecting
them, and setting their parameters in correspondence with the KPN application specification.
In addition, we defined clear interfaces of the components inan IP Module. This helped us
to devise an efficient mechanism for connecting and synchronizing the components within an
IP Module keeping high performance of the integrated IP cores. By making the IP Module
structured and modularized, its components become more independent and loosely coupled.
Therefore, we are able to design and optimize each componentof the IP Module separately.

We have already presented our approach to design and programming of homogeneous MP-
SoCs. Based on that, in this section we present our approach to augment these MPSoCs with
dedicated IP cores in a systematic and automated way. The basic idea in our approach is
presented in Section 2.4.2. It is followed by a discussion onthe type of the IPs supported by
ESPAM, and the interfaces these IPs have to provide in order to allow automated integration.
For details about the internal structure and the implementation of the IP Module we refer
to [75].

2.4.1 Uniform structure of a KPN process

Our methodology and tool-flow for multiprocessor system design allow automated synthe-
sis, programming, and implementation of multiprocessor platforms. As we have shown in
Section 2.3, to automatically program an MPSoC the ESPAM tool generates program code
for each processor in the system, generates the memory map ofthe system, and generates
code that implements the synchronization and communication between the processors. In
our methodology and design flow, the first step is partitioning of an application into concur-
rent tasks in the form of a Kahn process network (KPN) where the inter-task communica-
tion and synchronization isexplicitly specified in each task. Such partitioning, discussed in
Section 2.3.1 and performed automatically by the PNGEN tool [7], allows each task (Kahn
process) or group of tasks to be compiled separately by a standardC compiler in order to
generate an executable code for each processor in the platform. Regardless of the functional
behavior specified by processes in a KPN generated by PNGEN, always ESPAM takes each
process specification and generates a specific code for each process where the structure of
the code is the same for all processes. This uniform structure is the basis of the proposed IP
Module, and below, it is explained by an example.
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void main( ) {
( int k=1; k<=L; k++ ) {for

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

// Process P1

execute( in_0, out_0 );
read( IP1, in_0, size );

write( OP1, out_0, size );
} }

(b) Program code for process P1

Figure 2.13: Example of a KPN and program code.

Consider the KPN shown in Figure 2.13(a). Three processes (P1, P2, andP3) are connected
through four FIFO channels (CH1, CH2, CH3, andCH4). Program code representing
processP1 is shown in Figure 2.13(b). The structure of the code generated by ESPAM for
each process is the same and consists of aCONTROLpart, aREAD part, anEXECUTEpart,
and aWRITE part. The same structure can be seen also for processP2 in Figure 2.15(a).
The difference betweenP1 andP2, however, is in the specific code in each part. For exam-
ple, theCONTROL part ofP1 has only onefor-loop whereas theCONTROL part ofP2
has twofor-loops. The blocking synchronization mechanism of our KPNsis implemented
by read/write synchronization primitives. They are the same for each process and were dis-
cussed in detail in Section 2.3. The primitives are automatically generated and inserted in the
program code by ESPAM in the places where a process has to read/write data from/to aFIFO
channel. TheREAD part ofP1 has one read primitive executed unconditionally whereas the
READ part ofP2 has two read primitives andif -conditions specifying when to execute these
primitives.

2.4.2 IP Module – basic idea and structure

As we explained earlier, in the multiprocessor platforms weconsider, the processors execute
code implementing KPN processes, and communicate data between each other through FIFO
channels mapped onto communication memories. Using communication controllers, the pro-
cessors can be connected either point-to-point or via a communication component. We follow
a similar approach to connect an IP Module to other IP Modulesor programmable proces-
sors in our MPSoCs. We illustrate our approach with the example depicted in Figure 2.14.
We map the KPN in Figure 2.13(a) onto the heterogeneous platform shown in Figure 2.14(a).
Assume that processP1 is executed by processoruP1, P3 is executed byuP2, and the func-
tionality of processP2 is implemented as a dedicated (predefined) IP core embedded in an
IP Module. Based on this mapping and the KPN topology, ESPAM automatically maps FIFO
channels to communication memories (CMs) following the rule that a processing component
only writes to its local CM. For example, processP1 is mapped onto processing component
uP1 andP1 writes to FIFO channelCH1. Therefore,CH1 is mapped onto the local CM of
uP1 – see Figure 2.14(a). In order to connect a dedicated IP core to other processing compo-
nents, ESPAM generates an IP Module (IPM) that contains the IP core and a wrapper around
it. Such an IPM is then connected to the system using communication controllers (CCs) and
communication memories (CMs), i.e., an IPM writes directlyto its own local FIFOs and uses
CCs (one CC for every input of an IP core) to read data from FIFOs located in CMs of other
processors. The IPM that realizes processP2 is shown in Figure 2.14(b).
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Figure 2.14: Example of heterogeneous MPSoC generated by ESPAM.

As explained in Section 2.3.1, our KPNs are derived automatically and the processes in our
KPNs have always the same structure. It reflects the KPN operational semantics, i.e, read-
execute-write using blocking read/write synchronizationmechanism. Therefore, an IP Mod-
ule realizing a process of a KPN has the same structure, shownin Figure 2.14(b), consisting of
READ, EXECUTE, andWRITE components. ACONTROLcomponent is added to capture
the process behavior, e.g., the number of process firings, and to synchronize the operation of
componentsREAD, EXECUTE, andWRITE. TheEXECUTEcomponent of an IP Module
(IPM) is actually a dedicated IP core to be integrated. It is not generated by ESPAM but it is
taken from a library. The other componentsREAD, WRITE, andCONTROLconstitute the
wrapper around the IP core. The wrapper is generated fully automatically by ESPAM based
on the specification of a process to be implemented by the given IPM. Each of the compo-
nents in a IPM have a particular structure which we illustrate with the example in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15(a) shows the specification of processP2 in Figure 2.13(a) generated by ESPAM

if P2 would be executed on a programmable processor. We use this code to show the rela-
tion with the structure of each component in the IP Modules generated by ESPAM, shown in
Figure 2.15(b), whenP2 is realized by an IP Module.

In Figure 2.15(a), the read part of the code is responsible for getting data from proper FIFO
channels at each firing of processP2. This is done by the code lines 5–8 which behave like
a multiplexer, i.e., the internal variablein 0 is initialized with data taken either from port
IP1 or IP2. Therefore, the read part ofP2 corresponds to the multiplexer MUX in the
READ component of the IP Module in Figure 2.15(b). Selecting the proper channel at each
firing is determined by theif-conditions at lines 5 and 7. These conditions are realized by the
EVALUATION LOGIC READ sub-component in componentREAD. The output of this sub-
component controls the MUX sub-component. To evaluate theif-conditions at each firing, the
iterators of thefor-loops at lines 3 and 4 are used. Therefore, thesefor-loops are implemented
by counters in the IP Module – see the COUNTERS sub-componentin Figure 2.15(b).

The write part in Figure 2.15(a) is similar to the read part. The only difference is that the
write part is responsible for writing the result to proper channels at each firing ofP2. This
is done in code lines 10–13. This behavior is implemented by the de-multiplexer DeMUX
sub-component in theWRITE component in Figure 2.15(b). DeMUX is controlled by the
EVALUATION LOGIC WRITE sub-component which implements theif-conditions at lines
10 and 12. Again, to implement thefor-loops, ESPAM uses a COUNTERS sub-component.
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void main( ) {
// Process P21

2

} // for j14
// main}15

if ( i−2 == 0 )

if ( i−3 >= 0 )

if ( −i+N−1 >= 0 )

if ( i−N == 0 )

( int i=2; i<=N; i++ )for3
4 ( int j=1; j<=M+i; j++ )for { CONTROL

read( IP1, in_0, size );

read( IP2, in_0, size );

5
6
7
8

READ

execute( in_0, out_0 );9 EXECUTE

write( OP1, out_0, size );

write( OP2, out_0, size );

10
11
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13

WRITE

(a) Program code for processP2
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Figure 2.15: Example of a IP Module and its components’ structure.

Although, the counters correspond to the control part of processP2, ESPAM implements them
in both theREAD andWRITE blocks, i.e., it duplicates thefor-loops implementation in the
IP Module. This allows the operation of componentsREAD, EXECUTE, andWRITE to
overlap, i.e., they can operate in pipeline which leads to better performance of the IP Module.

The execute part in Figure 2.15(a) represents the main computation inP2 encapsulated in the
function call at code line 9. The behavior inside the function call is realized by the dedicated
IP core depicted in Figure 2.15(b). As explained above, thisIP core is not generated by
ESPAM but it is taken from a library of predefined IP cores provided by a designer. An IP
core can be created by hand or it can be generated automatically from C descriptions using
high-level synthesis tools like, e.g., the PICO tool from Synfora [11]. In the IP Module, the
output of sub-component MUX is connected to the input of the IP core and the output of the IP
core is connected to the input of sub-component DeMUX. In theexample, the IP core has one
input and one output. In general, the number of inputs/outputs can be arbitrary. Therefore,
every IP core input is connected to one MUX and every IP core output is connected to one
DeMUX.

Notice that the loop bounds at lines 3–4 in Figure 2.15(a) areparameterized. TheCONTROL
component in Figure 2.15(b) allows the parameter values to be set/modified from outside
the IP Module at run time or to be fixed at design time. Another function of component
CONTROL is to synchronize the operation of the IP Module components and to make them
to work in pipeline. Also,CONTROL implements the blocking read/write synchronization
mechanism. Finally, it generates the status of the IP Module, i.e., signalDone indicates that
the IP Module has finished an execution.
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2.4.3 IP core types and interfaces

In this section we describe the type of the IP cores that fit in our IP Module idea and structure
discussed above. Also, we define the minimum data and controlinterfaces these cores have to
provide in order to allow automated integration in MPSoC platforms designed with ESPAM.

1. In the IP Module, an IP core implements the main computation of a KPN process which
in the initial specification is represented by a function call. Therefore, an IP core has
to behave like a function call as well. This means that for each input data, read by the
IP Module, the IP core isexecutedand produces output data after an arbitrary delay.

2. In order to guarantee seamless integration within the data-flow of our heterogeneous
systems, an IP core must have unidirectional data interfaces at the input and the output
that do not require random access to read and write data from/to memory. Good ex-
amples of such IP cores are themultimedia coresat http://www.cast-inc.com/cores/. In
addition, the PICO tool [11] can generate IPs that fall into the class of the considered
IP cores from specifications written inC, i.e., PICO allows for synthesis of IP cores
providing the required unidirectional data interfaces.

3. To synchronize an IP core with the other components in the IP Module, the IP core has
to provideEnable/Valid control interface signals. TheEnable signal is a control
input to the IP core and is driven by theCONTROL component in the IP Module to
enable the operation of the IP core when input data is read from input FIFO channels.
If input data is not available, or there is no room to store theoutput of the IP core to
output FIFO channels, thenEnable is used to suspend the operation of the IP core.
TheValid signal is a control output signal from the IP and is monitoredby component
CONTROL in order to ensure that only valid data is written to output FIFO channels
connected to the IP Module.

2.5 Discussion

Recall that the initial applications in the DAEDALUS system design methodology are re-
stricted to parameterized static affine nested loops programs (SANLP). This restriction is
imposed by the PNGEN tool in order to allow automated KPN derivation and computation of
buffer sizes that guarantee deadlock-free KPN behavior. However, ESPAM and the techniques
for MPSoC synthesis presented in this chapter are not restricted to KPNs equivalent to this
class of sequential programs. The presented techniques canbe applied on more general KPNs
as well. For example, we have developed techniques for converting weakly dynamic nested
loop programs (WDNLP) to equivalent KPN specifications [23]. Similar to an SANLP, in a
WDNLP loop boundaries and variable indexing functions are affine functions of loop iterators
and static parameters, while the expressions in condition statements are arbitrary functions
of loop iterators, parameters, anddata variables. The inclusion of data variables makes the
programs dynamic. The generation of such process networks is not automated yet.

Recall that the SANLPs may contain parameters, but their values may not change during
the execution of the program, therefore, they are static parameters. The same is also true
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for ( i=0;i<N;i++ ) {
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while( 1 ) {

x = f2( b );
if

c = x;
( p=true )

else
d = x;

}}

f1( a[ i ], &b, &p );

(a) Sequential program
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(b) Equivalent KPN with dynamic parameters

Figure 2.16: Motivating example.

for WDNLPs. Similarly, most deterministic data-flow models, whether static or dynamic
and whether actor-based or process-based [76] do not support dynamic configuration of pa-
rameters. However, many realistic streaming-data applications that are naturally specified in
terms of data-flow models require parameterization. For example, a functionp = f(token)
in an active entity (thread or process) may return a value forthe parameterp which is the
upper bound of a loopfor(i = 1, i ≤ p, i + +) in another active entity. The restriction
for the parameters to be static does not allow modeling of such behavior with our KPN
model which significantly limits its expressiveness, and consequently, the applicability of
the DAEDALUS approach to real-life applications. This motivated us to extend our approach
to programs/KPNs that can deal with dynamic parameters. This is the topic of the next sub-
section. Automated derivation of such KPNs is out of the scope of this discussion.

2.5.1 Motivating example

Consider the program shown in Figure 2.16(a). This program processes an input data stream
a and produces output data streamsc andd. Thewhile(1)construct at line 1 indicates that
the streams may be infinite. The data is processed in blocks byfunctionsf1() at line 3 and
f2() at line 4. The size of the blocks is determined by thefor-loop at line 2. In this program,
there are five data variables (a, b, c, d, andx) and two control variables, i.e.,N , used as an
upper bound for thefor-loop at line 2 andp, used in the evaluation of theif -condition at line
5. Values forp are produced by functionf1(). A functionally equivalent process network is
depicted in Figure 2.16(b). It consists of processesP1 andP2 that execute functionsf1()
andf2(), respectively. There is a direct relation between the control variables used in the
sequential program and the dynamic parameters in the KPN with dynamic parameters. In
such KPNs, if data is involved in control statements, we consider it as a dynamic parameter.
We distinguish two types of parameters: global and local. A global parameter is an external
parameter, i.e., not produced by any process in the network.A local parameter is an internal
parameter, i.e., it is produced and consumed by processes inthe network. According to these
definitions, in the example in Figure 2.16(b),N is aglobalparameter, andp is alocal param-
eter, both being dynamic (control) parameters. To transferthe parameter values between the
processes in the network, we use control (FIFO) channels. Inthis example, there are three
control channels: two channels for parameterN and one channel for parameterp.
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1 // Process P1
2
3 while(1) {
4 N = read_N(); // global parameter
5 for(i=1;i<=N;i++) {
6 a(i) = read_a();
7 f1(a[i], &b, &p);
8 write_p(); // local parameter
9 write_b();
10 }
11 }

12 // Process P2
13 while(1) {
14 N = read_N(); // global parameter
15 for(i=1;i<=N;i++) {
16 b = read_b();
17 x = f2(b);
18 p = read_p(); // local parameter
19 if( p=true )
20 write_x_to_c();
21 else
22 write_x_to_d();
23 } }

Figure 2.17: Proposed structure of the processes in Figure 2.19(b).

The functionality and the structure of processesP1 andP2 is shown in Figure 2.17.P1
reads and transforms a block of data (lines 6 and 7), which size is determined by the value of
the global parameterN . Values forN are generated outside the network at run time.P1 and
P2 readN (lines 4 and 14) which is to become the upper bound in a loop in both processes.
Functionf1() in processP1 outputs the local parameterp (line 8) which is of typeBoolean,
and datab (line 9). ProcessP2 reads datab (line 16), the parameterp (line 18), and sends the
output of its functionf2() to one of the process outputs (c, d) depending on the value of the
local parameterp (lines 19-22).

As is the case with all data-flow models, the main question here is whether the PNs with
dynamic parameters areconsistent, and can execute inbounded memory. Consistency has
to do with a balancing of the production and consumption of tokens in the network. When
this balancing is dependent on dynamic parameters, consistency conditions may be violated.
Execution in bounded memory is a necessary condition for theprocessing of infinite streams
(non-terminating execution). Our KPNs with dynamic parameters execute in bounded mem-
ory and below, we address the consistency problem only.

2.5.2 Process network instance

Consider the KPN representing a producer-consumer pair, shown in Figure 2.18(a).N1 and
N2 are FIFO channels of the global parametersN1 for processP1 andN2 for processP2,
respectively. Each parameter can take values within a fixed range. PN(N1, N2) denotes an
instance of the KPN2. There is generally a relation between the parameters, in this example
N1 andN2. Therefore, some instances PN(N1, N2) are invalid instances. For the PN network
in Figure 2.18(a), all different instances are shown in Figure 2.18(b). InstancesPN(2, 1),
PN(3, 1), andPN(3, 2) are invalid because they violate the conditionN2 ≥ N1. Similarly,
an instancePN(2, 4) is invalid becauseN2 is out of its range. Figure 2.18(c) shows the
structure of a process we propose to deal with dynamic parameters. Network instances are
selected by reading parameter values at run time. For this purpose, we add aread parameters
phase, see line 4, prior to the actual processing at lines 5-9. Because reading parameters
and data processing are repeated (possibly infinite number of times), we call it a process
execution cycle(lines 3-9). When all actors in a PN have performed an execution cycle, a
network instance has performed an execution.

2 From now on, we consider the termsPN andKPN to be equivalent.
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1 // Execution of process P1
2 while( 1 ) {
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// Execution cycle
read_parameter( N1 );

}

read( a, x );

write( y, b );
}

for ( int i=1; i<=N1; i=i+1 ) {

execute_P1( x, &y );

(c) Structure of a process

Figure 2.18: A producer-consumer example of a PN with dynamic parameters.

Definition 2.5.1 (Consistency of a PN instance)
A PN instance is consistent if after an execution, the numberof tokens written to any channel
is equal to the number of tokens read from it.

2.5.3 Preserving the consistency of our PNs with dynamic parameters

The validity of the PN instances is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to preserve the
PN consistency when changing parameter values at run time. Avalid set of parameters corre-
sponds to a valid (and consistent) PN instance. However, thetransition from a valid instance
to another valid instance at an arbitrary point may violate the consistency of the instances.
Therefore, we defined the following three conditions which are sufficient to preserve consis-
tency when changing parameter values dynamically at run time.

C1: Parameter sets have to correspond to valid network instances.

C2: A valid parameter set has to initiate a network instance execution.

C3: Processes may read new parameters from a valid set (corresponding to the selection of
a new valid network instance) after they have completed a process execution cycle.

In other words, parameter values may be changed either before or after an execution cycle
of the processes. This is taken into account by the proposed execution cycle of a process
illustrated in Figure 2.18(c).

2.5.4 Respecting the conditions

Because a PN may have many dynamic parameters distributed over different processes, re-
specting conditionC1 may not be feasible. For example, inPN(2, 1) discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5.2, the values of the parameters are within the specified range (N1, N2 ∈ [1..3]).
However, because of the conditionN2 ≥ N1, instancePN(2, 1) is not valid. SinceN1 is
a parameter only forP1 andN2 is a parameter only forP2, it is not possible to check in
each process whether(N1, N2) = (2, 1) is a valid parameter set. Therefore, to respect the
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(a) A control process in a PN

1 // Process P0
2 while( 1 ) {

4

6

8
if ( par_not_OK ) go to 4 ;
par_not_OK = check( N1, N2 );
read_parameter( ch2, N2 );

// Read and check parameters

// Propagate parameters
7

3

5

9
10
11 }

write_parameter( N1, ch3 );
write_parameter( N2, ch4 );

read_parameter( ch1, N1 );

(b) Structure of the control process

Figure 2.19: Introducing a control process in our PNs with dynamic parameters.

three conditions above, we introduce acontrol processP0 as depicted in Figure 2.19(a). This
process reads global parameter values (N1, N2) and propagates them to the other processes
only when the set is valid. ProcessP0 reads and writes from and to Kahn FIFO channels,
calledcontrol channels(ch1, ch2, ch3, andch4). The behavior of the control process in
Figure 2.19(a) is given in Figure 2.19(b). It consists of twoparts, namelyread and check
parameters(lines 3-7), andpropagate parameters(lines 8-10). The process body respects
conditionsC1 andC2 in the following way. First,P0 reads values for parametersN1 and
N2 from the control channelsch1 andch2, respectively, using a blocking read synchroniza-
tion mechanism. Then, at line 6, it is checked whether the parameter values define a valid
PN instance. If not, then an error is indicated (not shown in the example) and parameters are
read again (see line 7). This behavior respects conditionC1. Notice that a parameter set may
be not valid because of just one parameter value. Nevertheless, all the parameters have to
be read again: The current PN instance is invalidated (discarded) and a new set of parameter
values is read again. After reading and successfully passing the validity check, the values
of parametersN1 andN2 are written (lines 9 and 10) to the control channelsch3 andch4

which will take them to the destination processesP1 andP2. Thus, the combined writing
of parameter values by the control processP0, and the reading of these parameters by the
destination processes respects conditionC2, because only a valid parameter set will cause a
process to initiate an execution cycle and, consequently, an execution of a PN instance.

The FIFO organization of the control channels and the blocking synchronization mechanism
(the KPN semantics) keep the right order of selecting new network instances, i.e., the or-
der in which the parameter sets are generated outside the network and written to the control
channels. Since new parameter values are read by the processes after performing an execu-
tion cycle, parameter values selecting alternative PN instances may be written to the control
channels while a PN instance is being executed. In addition,the proposed mechanism allows
the processes to read the parameter values independently ofeach other without violating the
conditions we defined for preserving the consistency. However, these conditions are valid
only for consistent PN instances. Therefore, a consistencycheck is required, either at design
time or at run time. In our approach, a consistency check is performed at design time and
only checking for selection of valid instances is performedby the control actors at run time.
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For more details about the consistency check and our approach to deal with dynamic param-
eters at run time, we refer to [77] where the presented approach is generalized for the SBF
MoC [78]. Although the presented PNs have to be created currently by hand, the proposed
structure and execution cycle of a process can be used as guidance in describing process
networks with dynamic parameters and employing such PNs in the DAEDALUS design flow.

2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented our system design methods and techniques implemented in
the ESPAM tool for automated multiprocessor system design, implementation, and program-
ming. Using a platform model and specifications at system level of abstraction, ESPAM can
automatically synthesize and program heterogeneous MPSoCs in which both programmable
processors and dedicated IP cores are used as processing components. This automation sig-
nificantly reduces the design time and with DAEDALUS, i.e., starting from a sequential ap-
plication and going down to complete implementation, e.g.,to an MPSoC prototyped on an
FPGA, is only a matter of hours. In addition, the high level ofthe input specifications allows
a system designer easily to construct many alternative platforms instances which are automat-
ically implemented by ESPAM. As we will show in Chapter 4, this enables fast exploration
of design points at implementation level with 100% accuracyduring the early stages of de-
sign. At the same time, using high-level input specifications is less error-prone compared to
lower levels of abstraction, e.g., RTL, at which MPSoC designs are captured, analyzed, and
synthesized from.
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Chapter 3
Techniques for Narrowing the
Design Space

In Chapter 2, we presented methods and techniques for systematic and automated multi-
processor system design, programming, and implementationfor closing the implementation
gap introduced in Section 1.1. The application and the platform models considered in the
presented approach, were also discussed in this chapter. The proposed system-level design
methodology for systematic and automated MPSoC design is implemented in the DAEDALUS

design flow presented in Section 1.2. Designing an MPSoC withDAEDALUS includes essen-
tially an MPSoC instance generation (see Chapter 2) and mapping (assignment) of application
tasks to processing components of that instance. In the MPSoC design process, different num-
bers and types of processing components (from the platform model) can be used to construct
an MPSoC instance as well as different mappings can be considered. This leads (usually) to
a large number of potential alternative designs. That is, given an application specified as a
KPN, there are many different MPSoC implementation possibilities. The set of all different
possibilities comprises the so called design space. Evidently, some of the points in this design
space will correspond to MPSoC instances that satisfy the initial requirements and some will
correspond to MPSoCs which do not. The key issue here is to reduce the number of different
implementation possibilities to a subset, consisting of the most promising design points from
which, based on certain criteria, the designer can choose the best one. Then, the question is
how to find this subset of design points. Naı̈vely, all the points of the design space need to be
evaluated and some of them have to be selected. However, traversing the whole design space
may not be always feasible. Therefore, an alternative way toevaluate the design space is re-
quired. This can be achieved by a design space exploration (DSE) approach which provides
mechanisms for:

• Guided selection of a design point, i.e., a mechanism to ’selectively walk’ through the
design space without visiting all design points;

• Evaluation of a design point in order to accept or discard thepoint based on some
performance/cost constraints.
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Ideally, one would employ an analytic procedure for computing an optimal design point for
a given problem. However, in most practical situations thisis not possible. An alternative
approach to find a good solution is to construct a parameterized system model, where the
set of parameters represents a design point, and to simulateit. However, simulating many
alternative design points is costly, both in terms of the effort it takes to create these design
points in the first place, and also in terms of the time it takesto simulate a large number of
design points. In particular, when the design space is very large, constructing all possible
design points quickly becomes infeasible, therefore, better search techniques are needed to
reduce the number of alternatives to be explored. Apart fromexhaustive simulation (being a
non selective exploration), there are many ways of realizing design space exploration which
employ different kind of search strategies, e.g., from simple hill climbing to more complex
methods such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, etc.

In DAEDALUS, DSE can be performed by the SESAME tool [8], illustrated at the top of Fig-
ure 1.2. The DSE is performed at system level by selecting design points and simulating
high-level models of these points. Recall that with DAEDALUS, the design time for imple-
menting an MPSoC instance is significantly reduced, which enables a DSE at implementation
level as well. Therefore, in DAEDALUS a design space exploration can be performed at two
different levels of abstraction, i.e.,

• At system level through high-level simulations by using theSESAME tool;

• At implementation level by prototyping design points and measuring actual numbers.

On the one hand, evaluation of design points at system level is (relatively) fast, however, the
accuracy of the results is compromised. On the other hand, the results from the implementation-
level DSE are accurate, yet, the exploration process may become slow when many design
points have to be implemented and evaluated. Therefore, in DAEDALUS we apply the follow-
ing strategy when designing an MPSoC:

1. Perform a DSE at system level to narrow down the design space to a few points, given
particular performance/cost constraints;

2. Perform 100% accurate exploration in the narrowed designspace by real MPSoCs
implementations and measurements of actual numbers;

3. Select the design point which leads to the best MPSoC implementation.

The design space in the DAEDALUS design flow is defined by a 3-tuple (T , C, M ), where
T is the set of the application tasks, i.e., the Kahn processes, C is the set of the platform
components, andM is the set of possible mappings (the elements ofT to elements ofC).
Although with the platform-based design approach in DAEDALUS, design space exploration
is limited to these three sets only, the design space is potentially huge and very complex, i.e.,
T andC may be large, henceM may be extremely large.

An open issue in DAEDALUS is how to ’walk’ efficiently through this large design space.
At implementation level, guidance comes from SESAME, i.e., we implement all the points
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selected by the system-level DSE performed by using the SESAME tool. At system level, cur-
rently SESAME applies searching methods and techniques employing genetic algorithms to
select points from the design space for evaluation in order to select the most promising ones.
However, these methods are not tailored to the specific KPN model we use, and consequently,
for largeT andC sets, the whole design exploration process may take unreasonable amount
of time.

In this chapter, we propose techniques to prune the design space by reducing the size of
setM . More precisely, by exploiting the fact that we target MPSoCs executing applications
modeled as Kahn process networks, we devised techniques formapping processes to process-
ing components based on mapping rules1. The main goal when mapping an application to an
MPSoC is to minimize cost and to maximize performance, i.e.,to utilize as less MPSoC com-
ponents as possible without compromising the performance of the system when executed. By
applying the mapping rules we propose in this chapter, the design space is effectively pruned
by reducing the number of the possible mappings, guaranteeing that only the design points
delivering highest performance are considered for furtherexploration (by using the SESAME

tool).

Mapping of KPNs to MPSoC instances

Mapping is a process of binding the application (KPN) and theplatform models together2,
i.e., the mapping gives the relation between the processes and the channels in a KPN, and the
components in an MPSoC instance. We consider two types of mapping, namelyONE-TO-
ONE andMANY-TO-ONE.

Definition 3.0.1 (ONE-TO-ONE mapping)
In a ONE-TO-ONE mapping, each process is mapped onto only one processing component,
and each processing component has only one process mapped onto it. A KPN channel is
mapped onto a communication memory in the MPSoC and each communication memory has
only one channel mapped onto it, so that all the connections are point-to-point connections.

Definition 3.0.2 (MANY-TO-ONE mapping)
In a MANY-TO-ONE mapping, two or more processes are mapped onto one processing com-
ponent and/or two or more channels are mapped onto one communication memory.

Notice that in aMANY-TO-ONE mapping, assignment of several processes to a single pro-
cessing component is possible for programmable (ISA) processors only. This is because,
according to our assumptions in Section 1.3, with DAEDALUS we do not support sharing of
a dedicated IP core between several KPN processes.

In a ONE-TO-ONE mapping, each process is executed on a separate processing component,
implying that all the parallelism expressed by a KPN is directly translated to the multipro-
cessor platform instance. With this respect,ONE-TO-ONE mapping (and a given set of plat-
form components) leads to maximum performance when the MPSoC is implemented and

1 The proposed mapping rules do not consider mapping of FIFO channels to communication memories because
this is done automatically by ESPAM (see Section 2.3.3).

2 The application and the platform models we consider were presented in Chapter 2.
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executed. In aMANY-TO-ONE mapping, platform computation and communication compo-
nents are shared between multiple Kahn processes and FIFO channels, respectively. This
allows for implementation of an MPSoC with less processing and communication compo-
nents, i.e., with reduced implementation cost, however, with additional execution overhead.
Consequently, the performance (in terms of execution time)of a MANY-TO-ONE mapping,
given the same type of platform components, can not be higherthan the performance of the
ONE-TO-ONE mapping. With the techniques we propose for pruning the setM , we allow
MANY-TO-ONE mappings of a KPN to MPSoC instances that do not compromise perfor-
mance. More precisely, the mapping rules guarantee that if respected, the resulting MPSoC
instances deliver performance equal to the performance of the MPSoC corresponding to a
ONE-TO-ONE mapping for the same KPN. Hence, the MPSoC instances defined by ONE-TO-
ONE mapping andMANY-TO-ONE mappings which comply with the mapping rules, form the
set of design points representing the pruned design space.

The remaining part of the chapter is organized as follows. First, we explain what system
performance means in the context of MPSoCs that execute KPNs. With respect to this, we
introduce some terminology that we use throughout the chapter. Also, in order to motivate
and clarify the devised mapping rules, we comment on the factors that affect system perfor-
mance. Then, in Section 3.2, the mapping rules are presented. This is followed by a discus-
sion in Section 3.3 about how the rules can be applied in practice considering the specific
(polyhedral) KPN application model we use. We conclude the chapter in Section 3.4.

3.1 System performance

Recall that we consider data-flow dominated applications inthe realm of multimedia, imag-
ing, and signal processing. These applications naturally consists of computational tasks trans-
forming partial streams to partial streams that are passed from tasks to tasks.

Definition 3.1.1 (Data token)
A data token is a packet of data that can represent any type of information.

Definition 3.1.2 (Data stream)
A data stream is a sequence of data tokens.

A stream is characterized by its data (token) rate.

Definition 3.1.3 (Data rate of a stream,ρstr )
The data rate (ρ) of a stream (str) is determined by the time-distance between two consecutive
data tokens in the stream.

That is, ρstr =
1

T
, whereT is the time-distance. Usually, the time-distance is given as

an average value over some period of time. A stream has a source that puts data tokens to
the stream, and a destination (sink) that consumes data tokens from the stream. Consider
the example in Figure 3.1. It depicts a system with one input stream (in) and one output
stream (out). For clarity of the discussion, we introduce systems with multiple input and
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Figure 3.1: Example of a system.

output streams further in this chapter. The environment of the system produces data tokens to
streamin at a rateρin

env and the system consumes the tokens at rateρin
S . Similarly, the system

produces data tokens to streamout at a rateρout
S and the environment consumes the tokens

at rateρout
env. Producing/consuming data to/from a stream can be performed at different rates,

therefore, the actual rate of the stream is

ρstr = min(ρstr
src, ρstr

snk), (3.1)

where,ρstr
src is the rate at which the source (src) of the stream (str) produces data tokens to

the stream, andρstr
snk is the rate at which the sink (snk) of the stream (str) consumes data

tokens from the stream.

Recall that we model streaming applications by using the Kahn process network (KPN) data-
flow model of computation [6] where the application tasks areprocesses and passing of partial
streams is over FIFO buffered channels. Therefore, when we use the termsystem, we assume
an MPSoC executing a KPN. Also, we consider systems that consume tokens from (possibly
infinite) input streams and produce tokens to (possibly infinite) output streams. If input data
is not available when a system attempts to consume it, then the process connected to the
corresponding input stream is suspended, waiting for the data. In addition, we associate the
term system performance with the throughput of the system.

Definition 3.1.4 (System throughput,τS)
The throughput (τS) is the sustained rate of data tokens at the output stream(s).

The data rate is given as an average value over some period of time. In case a system has
multiple outputs, then the system throughput represents the sum of the data rates of all output
streams. If input data is not available when a system attempts to consume it, then the rate at
which the system generates results may be reduced (due to thedelay introduced by waiting
for the input data) which consequently may limit the performance of the system. Therefore,
in order to capture the maximum (achievable) system performance, we introduce the term
isolatedthroughputτ ′

S .

Definition 3.1.5 (Isolated system throughput,τ ′
S )

The isolated throughput (τ ′
S) is the system throughput when isolated from its environment.
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The isolated throughput indicates the (theoretical) maximum performance that can be achieved
by the system since it depends only on the system itself and does not depend on its environ-
ment (like in case always input data is available). In addition, we express the rate of con-
suming data tokens from an input stream and the rate of producing data tokens to an output
stream as a function of the isolated system throughputτ ′

S :

ρin
S = kin.τ ′

S ,
ρout

S = kout.τ
′
S ,

wherekin andkout are coefficients. For example, if the system in Figure 3.1 performs down-
sampling of a signal, thenkin > 1. Since we defined the isolated throughput of a system
with multiple output streams as the sum of the data rates of all output streams, then the value
of the coefficients of the output streams in such systems willbe less than 1. Note that the
system in Figure 3.1 has only one output stream, therefore,kout = 1. The coefficients that
determine the streams data rate are further discussed in Section 3.3.4.

Based on the foregoing discussion, we can summarize that system performance depends on
the rates at which both the environment and the system produce and consume data tokens
to/from data streams. According to Definition 3.1.4, we associate system performanceτS

with the data rate of the output streamρout which can be expressed in the following way:

τS = ρout = min(ρin
env, ρin

S , ρout
S , ρout

env)

= min(ρin
env, kin.τ ′

S , kout.τ
′
S , ρout

env). (3.2)

Recall that we are interested in techniques for narrowing down the design space in a way
that preserves the design points corresponding to the MPSoCinstances delivering maximum
performance. We target MPSoCs executing applications modeled as Kahn process networks
and, to narrow down the design space, we propose rules for mapping processes to processing
components in a way that performance is not compromised. In order to achieve this, the
mapping rules are devised by taking into account the factorsthat affect the performance of
such systems. For motivation and better understanding of the mapping rules which we discuss
in Section 3.2, we first present these factors and comment on their role in affecting system
performance. The performance of a KPN executed on an MPSoC, is affected by the:

• Throughput of individual processes when executed on processing components;

• Throughput of processes when merged (grouped) for execution on a single processing
component;

• Buffer sizes of the FIFO channels;

• Cycles in the KPN topology.
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Figure 3.2: System as a process network.

3.1.1 Process throughput and system performance

Below, we show how the performance of a system, i.e., a process network executed on an MP-
SoC, depends on the performance of the individual processeswhen executed on processing
components. Consider the example in Figure 3.2 which represents the system in Figure 3.1 as
a process network consisting of three processes (A, B, andC). We may consider every pro-
cess in this system as a subsystem that consumes data from input stream(s) and produces data
to output stream(s). Therefore, Equation 3.2 which was defined for a system holds for the
processes as well and every process is characterized by its isolated throughput (performance).

Definition 3.1.6 (Isolated process throughput,τ ′
P )

The isolated throughput (τ ′
P ) of a processP is its (maximum) throughput when isolated from

the process network.

Note that the isolated throughput is not a metric of a processitself but it represents process
performance when executed on a particular processing component.

Definition 3.1.7 (Data path)
A data path is a sequence of connected processes such that data from an input stream is
transformed and propagated (through intermediate streams) to an output stream.

Hence, there are two data paths in Figure 3.2, i.e., (A − B − C) and (A − C).

In order to express the performance of this system (process network), we first associate the
system performanceτS with the data rate of its output streamout (see Definition 3.1.4),
which actually is the output stream of processC. Therefore, by considering processC as a
(sub)system, we apply Equation 3.2:

τS = τC = ρout = min( ρa2, ρa2
C , ρb, ρb

C , ρout
C , ρout

env ). (3.3)

In the same way, by following the data paths of the system, we can express the rate of all data
streams. More precisely, we can apply the same approach by considering processesB andA

as subsystems. By considering processB as a subsystem, we associate the performanceτB

with the data rate of streamb. Tokens are consumed by the the environment of subsystemB

at rateρb
C , see Figure 3.2. Consequently, we expressρb as:
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ρb = min( ρa1, ρa1
B , ρb

B, ρb
C ). (3.4)

Similarly, by considering processA as a subsystem, we can express the rate of streamsa1
anda2 as:

ρa1 = min( ρin
env, ρin

A , ρa1
A , ρa1

B ), (3.5)

ρa2 = min( ρin
env, ρin

A , ρa2
A , ρa2

C ). (3.6)

Finally, we substitute Equations 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 in Equation 3.3 and obtain:

τS = min( ρin
env, ρin

A , ρa1
A , ρa1

B , ρa2
A , ρa2

C , ρb
B , ρb

C , ρout
C , ρout

env ). (3.7)

That is, the throughput of the system is determined by the stream with the lowest data rate.
This stream is referred to as the bottleneck stream. Consequently,

Definition 3.1.8 (Bottleneck process)
The bottleneck process is the process that causes the bottleneck stream in a system.

Therefore, system performance is limited by the isolated throughput of the bottleneck pro-
cess. Note that if the bottleneck is caused by the environment (throughρin

env or ρout
env), then

the system does not have a (real) bottleneck process.

3.1.2 Throughput in case of merged processes

Recall that the isolated throughput of a processP is determined by the time-distanceTP

between consecutive tokens generated by the process.TP is called also anexecution time
of processP to produce one data token. In case of aONE-TO-ONE mapping in which every
process is executed on a separate processing component,TP is determined by the complexity
of the process and the computational power of the processingcomponent. However, in the
MANY-TO-ONE mappings we target, several processes are merged together for concurrent
execution on a single processing component. In this case, the throughput of the merged pro-
cesses (compared to the throughput before merging) is affected as follows. Concurrent execu-
tion is achieved by interleaving the execution of the processes on the processing component
over time. This produces the appearance of simultaneous (parallel) execution of the pro-
cesses. In contrast with the real parallel execution however, the concurrent execution causes
the time-distance between the generated tokens by the individual processes after merging to
increase, and therefore, the isolated throughput of the processes to drop.

Assume that processesA andB in the example in Figure 3.2 are merged together. If some
fair schedule (e.g. ROUND-ROBIN) is used for the execution of the merged processes, then
the execution time can be represented byT(AB) = TA + TB. Consequently,
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τ ′
(AB) =

1

T(AB)
, where (3.8)

τ ′
(AB) < τ ′

A andτ ′
(AB) < τ ′

B

Consequently, for the example in Figure 3.2 when processA is merged with processB, the
system throughput is expressed by

τS = min(ρin
env, kin.τ ′

(AB), k1.τ
′

(AB), k2.τ
′

(AB), k3.τ
′

(AB), k4.τ
′

C , k5.τ
′

(AB), k6.τ
′

C , kout.τ
′

C , ρout
env)

Merging of processes does not affect system performance as long as the new (compound)
process does not become the bottleneck process of the system.

3.1.3 Buffer sizes and system performance

In a KPN, data is communicated through unbounded FIFO channels. For synchronization,
the processes use a blocking read communication mechanism,i.e., if a process attempts to
consume data that is not available, the process blocks (it issuspended) until data arrives.
Blocking (on read) of the process execution means increasing the time-distance between con-
secutive tokens generated by the process. The increased time-distance reduces the process
throughput. As a consequence, the process is no longer able to maintain its isolated through-
put which is in line with the discussion presented in Section3.1.1.

Although communication FIFO channels are unbounded in the formal definition of a KPN,
they must be bounded in actual implementations. Therefore,to guarantee correct execution
of a KPN, a blocking write synchronization mechanism is required as well. Blocking on read
bounds the system performance to a performance determined by the isolated throughput of
the bottleneck process, and blocking on write (due to finite buffer sizes) may additionally
reduce system performance. However, in this section we showthat there is a (lower) bound
on the buffer sizes that guarantees the performance determined by Equation 3.7. Consider
the example in Figure 3.3. It depicts a KPN consisting of fourprocesses and four channels
as shown in Figure 3.3(a). In this discussion, we consider that the environment is not the
bottleneck, i.e., the data rate of the input stream (omittedin the figure) is higher than the rate
of the data streams in the system. We also consider that the processes are executed on separate
processing components, i.e., aONE-TO-ONE mapping, and have equal isolated throughput.
Figure 3.3(b) represents the performance curve as a function of the buffer sizes. In this figure,
every point on the memory axis represents the sum of all FIFO buffer sizes of the KPN. The
points on the performance axis (τ ) illustrate the achieved throughput (in number of tokens
per unit of time) given particular buffer sizes.

A KPN can execute in bounded memory if a deadlock-free execution is obtained with partic-
ular buffer sizes. Therefore, for such process networks, there is a pointMmin representing
the amount of memory distributed between the buffers of the FIFO channels in a way that
deadlock-free execution is achieved. It has been shown in [79] that the performance of a
KPN is a monotonic function of the FIFO buffer sizes. That is,for any pointM , if
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Memory:Mmin ≤ M < ∞,

then for the performance of the KPN, the following relation holds:

Throughput:τMmin
≤ τM ≤ τ∞.

Below we show that a pointM < ∞ exists such thatτM = τ∞. In addition, we illustrate
how different buffer sizes affect system performance. Figure 3.3(c) shows the throughput
of the processes in case of unbounded FIFO buffers. The tickson the graph represent the
production of data tokens by the corresponding processes (process names are given on the
left of the figure) when executed on processing components. The output generated by process
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D represents the time-distance between the tokens leaving the system, and consequently, the
throughputτ∞ of the system. For the chosen unit of time in this example, theKPN generates
7 tokens. Note that since the FIFO channels are unbounded, blocking on write does not occur
and the performance is determined by the bottleneck processaccording to Equation 3.7.

Figure 3.3(d) illustrates the system performance corresponding to buffer sizes equal to 4
(point τ4), i.e.,a = 1, b = 1, c = 1, andd = 1. These are the minimum buffer sizes in this
example that guarantee deadlock-free execution of the process network,Mmin = 4. Assume
that processesA always produce data to channelsa andd, and processD always consumes
data from channelsc andd 3. In this way, setting the buffer sizes of all FIFOs to 1, leadsto
temporally blocking of the processes during execution as weexplain below. When process
A produces a token, it is written to FIFO buffersa andd. This enables processB which
reads data froma and writes data tob. Consequently, processC reads data fromb and writes
to c. Until then, processD is blocked on reading, and consequently, FIFO bufferd is full.
Therefore, next time processA attempts to write tod, it will block on writing until D reads
the data from it, see Figure 3.3(d). The blocking increases the time-distance between tokens
generation and overall, the system performance is reduced to 4 tokens for the chosen time
unit as the figure shows.

Figure 3.3(e) illustrates the system performance (τ5) when the size of FIFO bufferd is in-
creased to 2. The way processes block in this case leads to improved performance compared
to point τ4, however, since blocking on write still occurs, it is less than the performance
when using unbounded FIFOs (τ∞). Note that the blocking on write is avoided when the
size of FIFO bufferd is increased to 3 (τ6) which is illustrated in Figure 3.3(f). As a result,
the achieved performance is equal to the performance when using unbounded FIFOs, i.e.,
τ6 = τ∞ and further increasing the size of any FIFO buffers does not lead to better perfor-
mance. Note also that the achieved performance depends on the memory distribution between
the FIFO buffers. For example,τ5 corresponds to a memory distributiona = 1, b = 1, c = 1,
andd = 2. If the buffer size of channelc is increased to 2, then the overall memory becomes
6, however, the achieved performance isτ ′

6, see Figure 3.3(b). Note thatτ ′
6 = τ5 which

means that the performance has not been improved with increasing the memory from 5 to 6.
The performance ofτ6 is achieved only if the size of channeld ≥ 3.

In our example, at pointτ6 no processes block on write. Therefore,τ6 and pointM represent
the minimum buffer sizes that guarantee maximum performance determined by the bottleneck
process. However, we assume that the processes have equal isolated throughput which in real
systems is not very likely to be the case. When the processes have different throughput,
some of them may still temporally block on write. Therefore,it might be assumed that
this will lead to further drop in performance. It might be assumed also that increasing the
buffer sizes would compensate for differences in the isolated throughput of the processes,
and consequently, blocking on write would be avoided. However, this is not the case and
increasing the buffer sizes above pointM where the size of channeld is 3, is not needed,
see pointτ6 in Figure 3.3(b). What will happen during execution is that data tokens will
fill buffers ahead of the bottleneck process and the buffers after the bottleneck process will
become almost empty. It means that always the bottleneck process will have data to consume

3 In general, at different iterations processes of the polyhedral process networks we consider, may pro-
duce/consume data tokens to/from different FIFO channels.
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and space where to write data. Therefore, the buffer sizes corresponding toτ6 and point
M guarantee that the bottleneck process will sustain its isolated throughput and the system
performance is determined by Equation 3.7 (notwithstanding that other processes may block
on writing). In Section 3.3.5, we present how these buffer sizes are computed for KPNs
derived from SANLPs.

3.1.4 Dataflow feed-back loops

In the previous sections, we showed that the performance of aKPN executed on an MPSoC
is determined by the throughput of the bottleneck process and the size of the FIFO channels
used to communicate data between the processes. For brevityof the discussion, we assumed
KPNs having a single input stream and a single output stream,and that the processes are
connected in series. However, the data-flow in a KPN may form data-flow feed-back loops,
which influence the performance of the KPN in a particular waywhen executed. Consider
the example in Figure 3.4(a). It depicts a KPN containing four processes (A, B, C, andD)
and four FIFO channels (a, b, c, andd). The execution time of the processes to transform
a single data token isTA, TB, TC , andTD, respectively. The network has one input (in),
one output (out), and one data path (A − B − C − D). Note thatB − C − D forms a
data-flow loop, i.e., acycle in the KPN topology. Below, we show how such cycles affect
the performance. Assume that in the beginning, in order to execute, processB needs a token
from channela only, and after that, it continues reading tokens from both channelsa andd.
Note that processB will block on reading from either channela or the feed-back channeld if
data is not available when the process attempts to consume it. In this example, data produced
by processB enables processC, and data produced by processC enables processD. Until
then, processD is blocked on reading from channelc. This introduces a delay of processD

(compared to processB) to start producing tokens on channeld. The delay causes process
B to block on reading from channeld after producing a token on channelb4. The blocking
on the feed-back channeld leads to a sequential execution of the processes involved inthe
cycle as illustrated in Figure 3.4(b), i.e., in this case theexecution of processesB, C, and
D is performed one after another. From now on, we refer to such cycles astrue cycles. The

4 Assume that processA produces tokens at a rate such that blocking of processB on reading from channela is
avoided.
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sequential execution of these processes increases the time-distance between the output tokens
generated out of the cycle (in our example, by processD) to a value we associate with the
cycle: TCY C = TB + TC + TD. Consequently, the isolated throughput of the cycle (τ ′

CY C )
in Figure 3.4(a) is:

τ ′
CY C =

1

TB + TC + TD

,

meaning that the isolated throughput of a true cycle is lowerthan the isolated throughput of
any of the processes involved in the cycle. It implies also that the isolated throughput of a
true cycle can be lower than the isolated throughput of the bottleneck process. This is an
important observation because, in such a case, the throughput of the true cycle will determine
the KPN performance. Formally, according to Equation 3.7, for the example in Figure 3.4 we
can write:

τS = min( ρin
env, ρin

A , ρa
A, ρa

B, ρb
B, ρb

C , ρc
C , ρc

D, ρd
D, ρd

B, ρout
D , ρout

env ).

However, due to the sequential execution of the processes involved in the true cycle,

τ ′
CY C < τ ′

B,
τ ′
CY C < τ ′

C ,
τ ′
CY C < τ ′

D,

and we may consider the execution of the true cycle as a singleentity, e.g., a processCY C

with a throughputτ ′
CY C . Consequently, for the KPN in Figure 3.4, we can apply Equation 3.7

in the following way:

τS = min(ρin

env , kin.τ
′

A, k1.τ
′

A, k2.τ
′

B , k3.τ
′

B , k4.τ
′

C , k5.τ
′

C , k6.τ
′

D, k7.τ
′

D, k8.τ
′

B , kout.τ
′

D, ρ
out

env)

= min(ρin

env , kin.τ
′

A, k1.τ
′

A, k2.τ
′

CY C , kout.τ
′

CY C , ρ
out

env) (3.9)

3.2 Rules forMANY -TO-ONE mapping generation

Based on the discussion in Section 3.1, we devised mapping rules for creating ofMANY-TO-
ONE mappings that guarantee maximum performance, i.e., performance equal to the perfor-
mance ofONE-TO-ONE mapping. The main idea of generatingMANY-TO-ONE mapping is
to exploit the difference in the isolated throughput of the processes and to merge processes
for execution on a single processing component (reducing the implementation cost) such that
all the new (compound) processes have balanced throughput compared to each other. With
respect to this, and in order to guarantee that aMANY-TO-ONE mapping results in an MP-
SoC instance that delivers performance which matches the performance of the system with
ONE-TO-ONE mapping, we propose the following mapping rules:
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1. Merge (group) processes in a way that the resulting (compound) process does not
become a bottleneck.According to Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.9, the overall system
performance is determined by the bottleneck of the system, i.e., the process or the
true cycle that produces or consumes data tokens from the stream having the lowest
data rate. Therefore, the performance of the MPSoC will be negatively affected if a
compound process (created as a result of the merging) becomes the process causing
the lowest rate of a stream in the system, i.e., becomes the bottleneck.

2. Do not merge the bottleneck process with other processes.Recall that the execution
time of the processes after merging is greater than the execution time of the processes
before merging (see Section 3.1.2). Evidently, if the bottleneck process is merged
(grouped) with other processes of the KPN, the resulting execution time of the new
(compound) process will be higher than the execution time ofthe bottleneck process,
and consequently, the isolated throughput of the new process will be lower than the
isolated throughput of the bottleneck process before merging. This will further reduce
the rate of the bottleneck stream, and thus, the overall system performance.

3. Merge (group) the processes of a true cycle on a single processing component.We
have shown that the KPN processes involved in a true cycle (see Section 3.1.4) are
executed sequentially one after another. Therefore, thereis no benefit in mapping the
processes of a true cycle on separate processing componentssince they will execute
in sequence. Moreover, an additional delay to the executiontime of the true cycle
will be introduced if processes of a true cycle are grouped with other processes of the
network (see Section 3.1.2). Therefore, the most appropriate approach is to merge the
processes of a true cycle together, keeping the sequential execution of the cycle on a
single processing component.

4. Merge (group) processes along a data path withneighboring processes.This means
to merge only processes that have direct connections between each other. Merging
processes of a data path that do not have direct connections introduces cycles in the
KPN topology after merging. As we already showed, when thesecycles are true cycles,
system performance is compromised.

To check whether Rule 1 is respected after merging of processes, Equation 3.1 has to be re-
evaluated for all the streams connected to the new process. Note that the rate of a stream (str)
accessed by a process (mrg) created after merging is

ρstr
mrgd = k.τ ′

mrgd,

whereτ ′
mrg is the isolated throughput define by Equation 3.8. The data rate of the streams

have to be compared with the data rate of the bottleneck stream in order to check whether
the merging has created a new bottleneck stream. If this is the case, then the merging is not
valid. Note that mapping Rule 2 does not consider the data rate of the input stream(s). In this
way, the created mappings correspond to MPSoCs delivering the (theoretical) maximum per-
formance. If however, the data rate of the input stream is known, and it is lower than the data
rate of the bottleneck stream, then Rule 2 can be relaxed because the bottleneck is actually
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Figure 3.5: Three design points (case 1) compliant with the mapping rules.

the source of the input data (the environment) which is not part of the system. In this case,
still Rules 1, 3, and 4 have to be respected. Relaxing Rule 2 may result in a reduced num-
ber of processing components of the MPSoC instances, and therefore, in more cost-efficient
implementations. An implication of Rule 4 is that the directconnections (FIFO channels) be-
tween the merged neighboring processes along a data path become self-loops after merging
which, as we will show in Section 3.3.3, are not true cycles. In addition, respecting Rule 4
improves data locality, i.e., less data is communicated between the processing components in
an MPSoC which means less communication overhead.

Example illustrating the mapping rules

Below, we use an example to illustrate how the mapping rules allow the design space to
be reduced. Consider the process network in Figure 3.5(a). It consists of four processes
(A, B, C, andD) connected in series, three FIFO channels (a, b, andc), and one input
(in) and one output stream (out). Consequently, there is one data path in this KPN, i.e.,
A−B−C−D. In order to have a small design space for the purpose of the example, assume
that this KPN can be mapped onto MPSoCs with only one type of processing components
and the connections are point-to-point. Every process is annotated with two numbers, i.e.,
the process execution time and the isolated throughput whenexecuted on this processing
component. For brevity, the isolated process throughput isequal to the rate of consuming
and producing data tokens from/to the corresponding channels, i.e., all the coefficients that
determine the data rate of the streams are equal to 1. Consequently, the bottleneck process in
this example is processD with an isolated throughput 25 tokens/sec. Note that since there
is only one type of processing component, there is no need to specify to which instance of
a processing component in the MPSoC a process is mapped on, i.e., a design point (DP ) is
defined only by the number of processing components and the mapping. To represent a design
point, we use the following notation: The design point corresponding to aONE-TO-ONE

mapping is specified asDP (A, B, C, D), and a design point corresponding to aMANY-TO-
ONE mapping is specified asDP (AB, C, D) when processesA andB are merged together.
Defined in this way, the design space consists of 14 design points, i.e., there are 14 different
implementation possibilities. The possibilities range from all processes mapped on a single
processing component, i.e.,DP (ABCD), to every process mapped on a separate processing
component:DP (A, B, C, D). In this example, we consider one case to illustrate the pruning
of the design space by applying all mapping rules and one casein which mapping Rule 2 can
be relaxed, i.e.,
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Figure 3.6: Case 2: Two design points.

1. Input data rate is higher than the rate of the bottleneck stream, therefore, processD is
the bottleneck process.

2. Input data rate is lower than the rate of the bottleneck stream, therefore, processD is
not a (real) bottleneck process.

In case 1, there are only three design points that comply withthe defined mapping rules,
i.e., do not merge the bottleneck process and do not introduce new bottleneck processes.
These points,DP (A, B, C, D), DP (AB, C, D), andDP (A, BC, D), are illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.5. Note that the latter two points correspond to MPSoCswith three processing com-
ponents which implies a reduced implementation cost. For case 2, assume that the data
rate of the input stream is 18 tokens/sec (execution time=0.055 sec). In this case, the bot-
tleneck is not processD but the input stream which allows for relaxing mapping Rule 2,
i.e., to merge processD with other processes as well in order to achieve more cost efficient
implementations. This results in the following additionaldesign points:DP (A, B, CD),
DP (AD, B, C), DP (ABC, D), DP (AD, BC), andDP (AB, CD). The latter two points
correspond to MPSoCs with only two processing components. These points are shown in
Figure 3.6. Note that pointDP (AD, BC) violates Rule 4. We use this design point as an
example to illustrate the importance of mapping Rule 4. By merging processesA with D and
B with C, we create a true cycle (AD-BC) in the KPN topology which is shown at the top
of Figure 3.6(a). The implication of this is that although the execution time of the merged
processes results in isolated throughput which is higher than the input data rate, the system
performance is limited to 11 tokens/sec. The reason is that processesA, B, C, andD are ex-
ecuted sequentially, one after another, as shown at the bottom part of the figure. In contrast, if
we respect Rule 4 and merge processesA with B andC with D, see Figure 3.6(b), a true cy-
cle is avoided. The isolated throughput of the merged processes (C andD) matches the input
data rate, hence, this mapping is optimal, i.e., with respect to the rate of the input data stream,
maximum performance is achieved with minimum number of processing components.
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The mapping rules for systems with multiple input and output streams

In Section 3.1, we showed that the system performance is determined by the bottleneck pro-
cess. For brevity of the discussion, we assumed that the system, i.e., the process network,
had a single input and a single output. The static and affine nested loop programs (SANLP)
that we use to derive process networks however, may result inKPNs with multiple input and
output streams, and multiple data paths which have to be taken into account when applying
the mapping rules. Consider the example in Figure 3.7. It represents a KPN with three input
streams and three output streams. Also, some of the processes consume data from two inputs
and some produce data to two outputs. Consequently, there are multiple data paths (see Def-
inition 3.1.7) in this KPN topology as well. Since in such systems a single input stream may
contribute to the generation of tokens on several output streams and several input streams
may contribute to the generation of tokens to a single outputstream, in order to apply the
mapping rules defined is Section 3.2, we need to:

1. Identify for every output stream, a set of data paths contributing to the generation of
tokens to that stream;

2. Identify the bottleneck, a process or a true cycle, for every set of data paths.

That is, for KPNs with multiple output streams, we need to identify a set of bottleneck pro-
cesses (and/or true cycles) and to apply the mapping rules accordingly. The set of data paths
that has to be considered for a single output stream is comprised by all data paths that end
at the process generating data to that stream. Consider the example in Figure 3.7. The set of
data paths for output streamout1 consists of the following paths:

(A − D),

(A − C − D),

(B − C − D).

Data to output streamsout2 andout3 is generated by processE, and consequently, both
streams lead to the same set of data paths:
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(A − C − E),

(B − C − E),

(B − E).

Consequently, to apply the mapping rules, we need to find the bottleneck (a process or a true
cycle) for every set of data paths. More precisely, we need toapply Equation 3.7 for every
set of data paths in order to find the stream with the lowest data rate in the system and the
process which causes the lowest data rate of the stream, respectively. Therefore, we need the
values of the isolated throughput of the processes, and the rate of the data streams, i.e., values
of the coefficients in the equation.

3.3 Applying the mapping rules

The mapping rules proposed for pruning the design space are general for process networks.
However, pruning the design space in principal depends on the decidability of the considered
model of computation. In the previous section, we only showed that there is a room for
pruning of the design space, i.e., by respecting the proposed mapping rules, the number of
different implementation possibilities is reduced. In order to apply the mapping rules, we
need to find the bottleneck process(es) and to identify true cycles in the KPN topology. In
order to do so, we need a mechanism to estimate the throughputof the individual processes
and the processes when merged, the throughput of the true cycles, and the rate of the data
streams. In addition, the presented discussion in the previous section assumes buffer sizes
that do not affect performance (ideally, unbounded). Consequently, when bounded in an
implementation, we need buffer sizes that guarantee maximum performance. Unfortunately,
the (general) KPN MoC is not decidable at design time, therefore, the required information
can not be obtained (at design time). In this section, we present how the mapping rules can
be applied in practice considering specific properties of the application and platform models
we use in the DAEDALUS design flow.

To represent KPNs, we use polyhedral descriptions, therefore, we call our KPNs polyhedral
process networks (PPN). The PPNs are specific case of KPNs, i.e., PPNs are static and ev-
erything about the execution of the process networks is known at compile time. Moreover,
the PPNs execute in finite memory and the amount of data communicated through the FIFO
channels is also known. This enables techniques to estimatethroughput of the processes
when executed on processing components, to identify true cycles and their throughput, and
to calculate buffer sizes, therefore, to apply the mapping rules. The approach is explained
in the remaining part of this section. In Section 3.3.1, we present details about the represen-
tation of the PPNs we consider. In Section 3.3.2, we present an approach to calculate the
isolated throughput of processes when executed on particular processing component, and the
throughput when processes are merged. This is followed by a discussion in Section 3.3.3
how to identify true cycles in the considered PPNs and how to estimate the throughput of the
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processes involved in the cycles. Computing the data rate ofthe streams in a PPN is discussed
in Section 3.3.4. Finally, in Section 3.3.5, we present how to compute the minimum buffer
sizes that guarantee maximum performance for PPNs derived from SANLPs.

3.3.1 Polyhedral process networks (PPN)

Recall that we consider KPNs that are input-output equivalent to static affine nested loop
programs (SANLPs). Such process networks can be derived from SANLPs using the PNGEN

tool. The PNGEN tool partitions a SANLP into processes only at function boundaries, i.e., the
programmer divides the SANLP into functions (application tasks), thus guiding/determing
the granularity of the automatically derived processes. Therefore, the parallelism in our KPN
is expressed at the level of the application tasks as a process implements a single application
task only. A process of a PPN consists of afunction, input ports, output ports, andcontrol.
The function specifies how data tokens from input streams aretransformed to data tokens to
output streams. The function also has input and/or output arguments. The input and output
ports are used to connect a process to FIFO channels in order to read data tokens initializing
the function input arguments and to write data generated as aresult of the function execution.
The control specifies how many times the function is executed, which input ports to read and
which output ports to write every time the function is executed. As a result of the restrictions
imposed by the SANLPs discussed in Section 2.3.1, the control of a process can be compactly
represented mathematically (using the polytope model [71]) in terms of linearly bounded sets
of iterator vectors. A process has aProcess Domain(DMP ) which is the set of all iterator
vectors. Each iterator vector corresponds to one and only one integral point in a polytope5.
The integral points are called alsoiterationsbecause they correspond to the loop iterations in
the initial SANLP. A function has aFunction Domain(DMF ) which is a subset ofDMP .
Similarly, input and output ports to which function arguments are bound, haveInput and
Output Port Domains(DMIP and DMOP , respectively) that are subsets ofDMP . The
integral points inDMIP (andDMOP , respectively) specify the iterations in which a port is
read (written respectively). Formally,

DM = {P (p) ∩ Zn}, (3.10)

whereP (p) is a parametric polytope,

P (p) = {i ∈ Qn, p ∈ Zm | Ai ≥ Bp + C}, (3.11)

wherei is an iteration vector,A, B andC are integral matrices of appropriate dimensions,
andp is a static parameter vector with an affine range,

R(p) = {p ∈ Zm | Dp ≥ E}, (3.12)

whereD and E are integral matrices of appropriate dimensions. Also,DMF ⊆ DMP

subject toA′ ≥ B′i + C′. In the same way,DMIP ⊆ DMP andDMOP ⊆ DMP . The

5 Actually a linearly bounded lattice. Without loss of generality, we assume lattice matrices to be the identity.
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number of integral points in a domainDMX is denoted byIX . For example, for a function
domainDMF , IF represents the number of times functionF is executed, and for an input
port IP , IIP represents the number of tokens consumed from the FIFO channel (the stream
respectively) connected to this port.

To every function argument corresponds a set of input (or output) ports bound to the argu-
ment. In every execution of functionF , its input arguments have to be initialized. At different
iterations, an input argument may be initialized reading data from different ports bound to the
function argument. However, at any iteration only one port may be used to initialize an input
argument. Also, an input/output port may be bound to only oneinput/output argument. At
any iteration, the value of an output argument may be writtento more than one output ports.
Formally,

1. An input argument of a function may be bound to more than oneinput portIPx with
the following relations:

DMIP1 ∪ DMIP2 ∪ ... ∪ DMIPn ≡ DMF ,

DMIP1 ∩ DMIP2 ∩ ... ∩ DMIPn ≡ ∅

2. An output argument of a function may be bound to more than one output portOPx

with the following relations:

DMOP1 ∪ DMOP2 ∪ ... ∪ DMOPm ≡ DMF ,

DMOP1 ∩ DMOP2 ∩ ... ∩ DMOPm ⊇ ∅

3.3.2 Isolated average throughput of a PPN process

Recall that system performance is determined by the isolated throughput of the bottleneck
process (τ ′

P ). Below, we present how to determine the value ofτ ′
P for PPN processes when

targeting MPSoC execution. The isolated process throughput τ ′
P is determined by the execu-

tion timeTP which is the time-distance between generation of output data tokens:

τ ′
P =

1

TP

(3.13)

The value ofτ ′
P represents the isolated throughput of a process when executed on a partic-

ular processing component in our platform model. Therefore, the throughput is determined
by both, the function that a process realizes and the type of the processing component that
executes the process. Moreover, the execution timeTP can vary in different iterations of
the process due to data dependent execution time of the function transforming the input data
tokens. In [80], it has been shown that data streaming architectures with varying processing
delay (in which PPN implementations result) take advantageof average performance rather
than worst case performance. Therefore, in PPNs we use the isolated average throughput of
a process which is defined by the average execution timeTavrg over the function domain
DMF :
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Tavrg =
1

IF

IF∑

i=1

TFi (3.14)

whereIF is the number of integral points in the function domainDMF , i.e., the number of
iterations in which functionF is executed, andTFi is the function execution time at iteration
i. In order to determine its value, a particular processing component from the platform model
has to be considered. The value ofTavrg can be obtained by executing functionF on the
target processing component using some representative data set for a given function domain
and measuring execution times. In addition, due to the uniform process structure presented in
Section 2.4.1, always a process reads some ports (initializing input function arguments) prior
executing the function and writes to some ports after the function is executed. Therefore,
the process execution timeTP used in Equation 3.13, includes the delayTRD to read a data
token from an input FIFO, the average execution time of the function executionTavrg, and
the delayTWR to write a data token to an output FIFO in the following way:

TP = IN.TRD + Tavrg + OUT.TWR, (3.15)

whereIN is the number of input function arguments andOUT is the number of output ports
to which the results are written.

Definition 3.3.1 (Isolated average throughput of a PPN process,τ ′
P )

The isolated average throughput of a PPN process is the process throughput defined by Equa-
tion 3.13, Equation 3.14, and Equation 3.15.

Defined in this way, the isolated process throughputτ ′
P represents the maximum rate at which

data tokens are produced (to any output stream), i.e.,τ ′
P represents how often a process may

execute its function and generate output data. We useτ ′
P to compute the rate of the individual

output streams of a process. Details are given in Section 3.3.4.

When processes are merged (grouped together) in order to execute on a single processing
components, we assume a fair ROUND-ROBIN schedule. Therefore, according to the discus-
sion in Section 3.1.2, the isolated throughput of the processes after merging is

τ ′
merged =

1

Tmerged

=
1

n∑

i=1

TPi

,

whereTPi is the execution time of a processi defined by Equation 3.15, andn is the number
of the processes that are merged.

3.3.3 Process throughput in case of dataflow loops

As we showed in Section 3.1.4, if the data dependences between processes in a process net-
work form a cycle, this may lead to a sequential execution of the processes involved in the
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Figure 3.8: Execution of a PPN containing cycles.

cycle. We call these cyclestrue cycles. Consider the example in Figure 3.8(a). The process
network consists of four processes (A, B, C, andD). There is a cycle including processes
B, C, andD. Figure 3.8(b) shows a true cycle execution in which processB reads in the
beginning data from processA and then continues to read data from processD. This leads to
the sequential execution of processesB, C, andD. Therefore, according to the discussion in
Section 3.1.4,

τ ′
cyc =

1

TB + TC + TD

(3.16)

whereTB, TC , andTD are the execution time (defined by Equation 3.15) to process one data
token of processesB, C, andD, respectively. Consequently, the processes in a true cycle
have equal throughput, i.e,τ ′

B = τ ′
C = τ ′

D = τ ′
cyc.

Notice that in PPNs, not always a cycle leads to a sequential execution of processes, i.e.,
not all cycles are true cycles. If in the beginning of an execution, a sufficient number of
data tokens are injected into the cycle, then it is not a true cycle. The number of tokens
required to avoid an execution as a true cycle is equal to (or larger than) the number of
processes involved into the cycle. For the example in Figure3.8, we need to check for the
third execution of the function realized by processB how many tokens have been consumed
from streama. Using the function domainDMF and the corresponding input port domain
DMa, this can be done in a formal way. More technically, this can be done by computing
Ehrhart polynomials (available in the polylib library) which allows for counting the number
of integer points contained in a parameterized polyhedron [81]. If processB in Figure 3.8(a)
reads sufficient data in the beginning of the execution from outside the cycle (from channel
a) such that it provides enough data in order all processes to work in parallel, then the cycle
actually does not limit the performance as indicated by Equation 3.16, i.e., the processes of
the cycle will continue to execute in parallel even after processB starts reading data from
the feed-back channeld. Therefore, the cycle is not a true cycle. This case is illustrated in
Figure 3.8(c). In the beginning, processB reads 3 data tokens from channela and feeds 3
data tokens to the cycle, respectively. This enables the parallel execution of the 3 processes
involved in the cycle as the figure shows.

A self-loop is a special case of a dataflow feed-back loop (cycle). A self-loop in a PPN occurs
when data produced by a process executing its function in oneiteration is used by the same
function in another iteration. According to the discussionabove, a cycle is not a true cycle if
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in the beginning, the process first “injects” a number of datatokens equal to the number of
processes involved in the cycle, and then starts consuming data from the feed-back channel.
This actually is the case of self-loops, i.e., in a self-loop, there is only one process involved
into the cycle and data is first written to the cycle and then consumed (otherwise it will lead
to deadlock). Therefore, a self-loop is not a true cycle and the existence of a self-loop does
not influence the isolated throughput of the corresponding process.

3.3.4 Data rate of the streams in a PPN

In Section 3.1.1, it was said that if a process network has multiple input/output streams and
multiple data paths, then in order to apply the mapping ruleswe need to find a set of data
paths for every output stream, and to identify the bottleneck process for every set of data
paths. Recall that the bottleneck process is the process which consumes/produces tokens
from/to the stream with the lowest data rate. In Section 3.1,we expressed the data rate of a
stream as a function of the isolated throughput of the process that produces data to the stream
and the process that consumes data from the stream. That is,

ρstr = min(ρstr
P1 , ρstr

P2) = min(k1.τ
′
P1, k2.τ

′
P2),

where,ρstr
P1 = k1.τ

′
P1 is the rate at which processP1 produces data to streamstr, andρstr

P2 =
k2.τ

′
P2 is the rate at which processP2 consumes data from the same stream, respectively. If

a process of a PPN has multiple input/output ports, then in different iterations, data tokens
are consumed/produced from/to different ports (streams) defined by the port domains. We
illustrate this with an example in Figure 3.9(a) of a PPN process (P ) with two input ports
(a1, a2) and two output ports (b1 andb2). The process executes functionF as the function
domainDMF has 10 integral points (IF = 10). Consuming data tokens from the input ports
is shown in Figure 3.9(b). During the function executions defined by the domainDMF , the
process reads 6 tokens from porta1 and 4 tokens from porta2. Producing data tokens to
the output ports is shown in Figure 3.9(d): ProcessP generates 7 tokens to output portb1
and 10 tokens to portb2. Because consuming and producing tokens is application dependent,
the termρstr

P actually represents an average rate of consuming/producing tokens over the
function domainDMF , see Figure. 3.9(c) and Figure 3.9(e). Recall that
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ρstr
P = k.τ ′

P ,

wherek is a coefficient andτ ′
P is the isolated throughput of processP . In Section 3.3.2,

we have already shown how to compute the isolated throughputτ ′
P of a PPN process. To

find the value of coefficientk, we use the corresponding port domain (DMport) and function
domain (DMF ) in the following way. Recall that the number of integral points in the port
domain (Iport) represents the number of data tokens produced/consumed to/from a stream,
and the number of integral points in the function domain (IF ) represents the number of times
(iterations) the functionF is executed. Therefore,

k =
Iport

IF

,

and consequently,

ρstr
P =

Iport

IF

.τ ′
P , (3.17)

whereτ ′
P is the isolated process throughput. Always

DMport ⊆ DMF ,

and consequently, alwaysIport ≤ IF . Therefore, the value ofk is between 0 and 1, and

ρstr
P ≤ τ ′

P .

Note that ifIport = IF , thenρstr
P = τ ′

P as illustrated in Figure 3.9(d). This is also the case
when a process has a single input port and/or single output port.

3.3.5 Computing buffer sizes of the FIFO channels in PPNs

The formal definition of the KPN MoC assumes unbounded communication FIFO channels.
However, they must be bounded in actual implementations. This implies a major problem
when implementing a KPN because for the general KPN model, buffer sizes are not decidable
at design time. Fortunately, for the considered PPNs, we devised an approach to compute a
minimum buffer sizes that guarantee deadlock-free execution [7]. Note that minimum buffer
sizes does not mean maximum performance because during execution, the processes may
temporally block on write which additionally increases theexecution delay of the processes
(see Section 3.1.3). As a result, it is difficult to reason which process is the real bottleneck
of the system. Therefore, in order to apply the mapping rules, we need buffer sizes that do
not limit performance. Recall that the PPNs we consider, have finite process, function, and
port domains. In particular, we can exploit the fact that thenumber of integral points of an
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input/output port domain6 (Iport) is finite. It means that if the corresponding FIFO channel
has size equal toIport, then blocking on write is avoided. Consequently, if all buffers are set
to have sizes equal to the integral points of the corresponding port domains, then the PPN
executes as it would have unbounded FIFO channels. That is:

Memory:Mmin ≤ Mmax < ∞,

whereMmin corresponds to the minimum deadlock-free buffer sizes computed by PN-
GEN [7], and Mmax is the memory requirements defined by the port domains. Then,the
relation of the performance determined by different buffersizes of the PPN is:

Throughput:τMmin
≤ τMmax

= τ∞.

Note thatMmax corresponds to buffer sizes that do not limit performance, therefore, we
can use these buffer sizes when applying the mapping rules. However, depending on the
application, the value ofMmax = Iport can be very large and impractical to use. Fortunately,
for PPNs, we can compute buffer sizes, if they exists, corresponding to memoryM such that

Mmin ≤ M < Mmax,
τMmin

≤ τM = τMmax
.

The approach is presented below. First, we present the basicidea of computing minimum
deadlock-free buffer sizes. Then, we present the way we compute buffer sizes that lead to
maximum performance.

Computing minimal deadlock-free buffer sizes

Computing minimal deadlock-free buffer sizes is a non-trivial global optimization problem.
This problem becomes easier if we first compute a deadlock-free schedule and then compute
the buffer sizes for each channel individually. Note that this schedule is only computed for
the purpose of computing the buffer sizes and is discarded afterwards because the processes
in our PPNs are self-scheduled due to the blocking read/write synchronization mechanism.
Although the schedule we compute may not be optimal, our computations do ensure that a
valid schedule exists for the computed buffer sizes. The schedule is computed using a greedy
approach. This approach may not work for process networks ingeneral, but it does work for
PPNs derived from the static affine nested loop programs we consider.

The basic idea is to place all iteration domains in a common iteration space at an offset such
that the dependences in the initial program are respected. The offset is computed by the
scheduling algorithm described in [82]. By fixing the offsets of the iteration domain in the
common space, we have therefore fixed the relative order between any pair of iterations from
any pair of iteration domains. The algorithm starts by computing for any pair of connected
processes, the minimal dependence distance vector, being the difference between a read op-
eration and the corresponding write operation. Then, the processes are greedily combined,
ensuring that all minimal distance vectors are (lexicographically) positive. The end result

6 In PPNs, for any input port (IP ) and output port (OP ) connected to a FIFO channel,IIP = IOP , see also
Definition 2.5.1.
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main( )void {
for ( int i=0; i<N; i++ )

a[ i ] = A();
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b[ j ] = B( a[ j−1 ] );

c[ j ] = C( b[ j ] );

(a) Sequential program (b) Representation of the data dependences

for ( int k=1; k<=N; k++ )
10 D( a[ k−1 ], c[ k ] );
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Figure 3.10: Example of a sequential program for the PPN in Figure 3.3(a).

is a schedule that ensures that every data element is writtenbefore it is read. For more in-
formation on this algorithm, we refer to [82], where it is applied to perform loop fusion on
SANLPs.

Consider the sequential program in Figure 3.10(a). It results in the process network in Fig-
ure 3.3(a). Recall that we used this process network as an example to illustrate how buffer
sizes affect performance. For illustrative purposes, we use the same process network to show
how the minimum deadlock-free buffers as well as the buffer sizes that guarantee maximum
performance are computed. The data dependences are depicted in Figure 3.10(b). The hor-
izontal axes illustrates the single dimension of the iteration domains of the processes (func-
tion calls)A, B, C, andD, and the arrows show the data dependences. The value of the
dependence distances are shown next to each arrow. As a next step, a valid global sched-
ule is computed by combining processes together in a way thatkeeps the distance between
write operations and the corresponding read operations minimal7. The result is shown in
Figure 3.11(a). In this figure, next to each arrow, we also show the FIFO channels used to
propagate the corresponding data at each iteration, e.g., FIFO a is used to propagate data
between processesA andB. In the common iteration space, the horizontal axis represents
the single dimension of the problem and the vertical axis represents the additional dimension
that orders the statements inside the inner loop.

To compute the buffer sizes, we compute the number of read iterationsR(i) that are executed
before a given read operationi and subtract the resulting expression from the number of write
iterationsW (i) that are executed before the given read operation:

#elements in FIFO at operation i : W (i) − R(i)

This computation can be performed entirely symbolically using thebarvinok library [83]
that efficiently computes the number of integer points in a parametric polytope. The result is
a piecewise (quasi-)polynomial in the read iterators and the parameters. Then, the required
buffer size is the maximum of this expression over all read iterations:

FIFO size = max( W (i) − R(i) )

7 For the scheduling of processes having domains with different dimensions, all iteration domains are embedded
in spaces of the same dimension (i.e. the dimensions are equalized), with a fixed coordinate value for the extra
“dummy” dimensions. This is equivalent to (virtually) adding extra loops containing only one iteration.
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Figure 3.11: Two schedules for the PPN in Figure 3.3(a) used to compute minimum deadlock-
free buffer sizes (a), and buffer sizes guaranteeing maximum performance (b).

To compute the maximum symbolically, we apply Bernstein expansion [84] to obtain a para-
metricupper boundon the expression.

Below, we show how the buffer sizes are computed based on the schedule in Figure 3.11(a).
Consider FIFOa. Let the number of elements written to the FIFO by processA before
iteration i is denoted asW a

A(i) and the number of elements read from the same FIFO by
processB before iterationi is denoted asR a

B (i). Then, for every iterationi, i ∈ [1, N ], we
compute the differenceW a

A(i)−R a
B (i) and assign the maximum difference as the buffer size

of FIFO channela. For example, consider the fourth iteration of the common iteration spaces
(i = 3). Then,

W a
A(3) = 3,

R a
B (3) = 2,

W a
A(3) − R a

B (3) = 3 − 2 = 1.

Due to the uniform data dependences in the example,W a
A(i) − R a

B (i) = 1, ∀i ∈ [1, N ] and
consequently the size of FIFO channela = max( W a

A(i) − R a
B (i) ) = 1. In the same way,

we compute the buffer sizes of the remaining FIFOs, i.e.,

size of FIFO channelb = max( W b
B(i) − R b

C(i) ) = 0,
size of FIFO channelc = max( W c

C(i) − R c
D(i) ) = 0,

size of FIFO channeld = max( W d
A(i) − R d

D(i) ) = 1.

Because a buffer size can not be zero, buffer sizes1 are assigned to all FIFO channels being
the minimum buffer sizes that guarantee deadlock-free execution of the process network (see
also Section 3.1.3).

Computing buffer sizes that guarantee maximum performance

If we look at Figure 3.11(a), we see that the scheduling algorithm scheduled processesB,
C, andD for execution at the same iterations of the common iterationspace. This means
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that write and the corresponding read operations are scheduled at the same iterations where
correctness is guaranteed by the lexicographical order andthe blocking semantics. This leads
to the minimal buffer sizes, however, as we showed in Section3.1.3, these buffer sizes also
lead to temporal blocking on write during the execution of the processes and therefore, to
reduced performance. Recall that after processA writes data to channelsa andd, it blocks
on writing to (the full) channeld until processD reads data from it. In order to guarantee
maximum performance, we need to compute buffer sizes such that the temporal blocking of
the execution is avoided (as in the case of unbounded FIFOs).This easily can be achieved
by modifying the scheduling algorithm in the following way:When processes are combined
(in the common iteration space), the algorithm ensures thatno write and read operations of a
write-read pair are scheduled at the same iterations. That is, the algorithm “shifts” the read
operations at further iterations with relation to the corresponding write operations.

For the process network we use as an example, the shifting is depicted in Figure 3.11(b).
Once the schedule is found, the buffer sizes are computed in the same way as we already
described:FIFO size = max( W (i) − R(i) ). For the example, this results in buffer
size1 for FIFO channelsa, b, andc; and buffer size3 for FIFO channeld. As we already
discussed in Section 3.1.3, these buffer sizes avoid blocking on write. Consequently, these are
the minimum buffer sizes that guarantee maximum performance determined by the bottleneck
process.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented techniques to prune the designspace by reducing the number of
implementation possibilities of MPSoC instances where each MPSoC instance is defined by
an application (KPN), a platform, and a mapping. In the presented approach, the design space
is reduced by limiting the number of possible mappings to a set of MANY-TO-ONE mappings
which deliver the same (maximum) performance as theONE-TO-ONE mapping for the same
application and platform. Also, in this chapter, we discussed the factors that affects system
performance. Taking these factors into account and given the knowledge we have about our
application and platform models, we proposed mapping rulesthat allow for creatingMANY-
TO-ONE mappings while keeping the performance ofONE-TO-ONE mapping. In addition,
we discussed how the mapping rules can be applied in practiceconsidering the KPN appli-
cation model and the polyhedral descriptions we use to represent a KPN. An assumption of
the presented discussion in this chapter is that the FIFO channels are bounded to sizes guar-
anteeing maximum performance. Consequently, for KPNs derived from static affine nested
loop programs, we presented how such FIFO sizes are computedat design time.

In this chapter, we showed that the devised mapping techniques can effectively prune the de-
sign space without compromising the quality of the generated results (i.e., the design points
representing MPSoC instances). Therefore, the presented mapping approach can be used to
complement the techniques in the SESAME tool in order to improve the design space explo-
ration in the DAEDALUS design flow.



Chapter 4
Case studies

In this dissertation, we proposed methods and techniques toclose the implementation gap
(introduced in Chapter 1) between the System and the RTL abstraction levels of description.
These methods and techniques are implemented in the DAEDALUS framework presented in
Section 1.2. With DAEDALUS, the implementation gap is closed in a particular way because
we target only embedded multiprocessor systems that execute data-streaming applications
in the domain of multimedia and signal processing using the KPN MoC as a programming
model. DAEDALUS offers a fully integrated tool-flow for very fast exploration and imple-
mentation of alternative MPSoCs, where design space exploration (DSE), system-level syn-
thesis, application mapping, and system prototyping of MPSoCs are highly automated. In
this chapter, we present three case studies which demonstrate the potential and the efficiency
of our methods and techniques for automated MPSoC design in terms of overall design time,
achieved performance, and HW utilization. Also, we commenton the accuracy of the results
obtained by performing high-level system simulations (during the DSE process) compared to
real implementation numbers.

The first case study uses a JPEG encoder application to show the steps in DAEDALUS to
close the implementation gap in the system-level MPSoC design. It illustrates a complete
flow, starting from a sequential program, performing system-level DSE with SESAME, syn-
thesizing design instances with ESPAM, and prototyping them by using commercial synthesis
and compiler tools. In this case study, we illustrate the design time and the efficiency, in terms
of HW resource utilization, of our approach for connecting processing cores using commu-
nication component, memories, and controllers. In addition, we comment on the accuracy of
the models used in the system-level DSE process by comparingthe achieved results with the
results we have obtained by measuring actual numbers from real implementations.

In the second case study, we address heterogeneous MPSoCs where both programmable pro-
cessors and dedicated IP cores are used as processing components. We illustrate the approach,
discussed in Section 2.4, for integrating of predefined IP cores into heterogeneous systems
by using automatically generated IP Modules. We show its efficiency by implementing three
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applications, namely, the JPEG encoder application used inthe first case study, a Sobel edge
detection, and a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). In this case study, we comment on the
design time, IP core integration time, resource utilization of the prototyped systems, and the
obtained performance results.

The purpose of the last case study is to push DAEDALUS “to the limit” in order to check how
large and complex systems can be designed using the proposedmethodology and considering
the constraints imposed by the FPGA technology we use. In this case study, we are interested
in the maximum performance that can be achieved, therefore,we consider MPSoCs with a
point-to-point communication topology only. We report on the size, in terms of number of
processing components, and the performance achieved by several alternative homogeneous
and heterogeneous MPSoC instances. In this experiment, theMPSoC instances realize the
JPEG encoder application exploiting both task and data parallelism.

4.1 Experimental setup

Currently, for fast prototyping in order to validate our approach, we use the Xilinx VirtexII
and VirtexII-Pro FPGA technology. Therefore, our library of processing components include
the two programmable processors supported by Xilinx. Theseare theMicroBlaze [42]
soft-core processor and thePowerPC [43] hard-core processor. In addition, our platform
(library of components) contains several dedicated predefined IP cores. Our approach for
IP core integration imposes several requirements for theseIPs discussed in Section 2.4. The
communication part of our platform model contains several communication components, i.e.,
a point-to-point network, a crossbar switch, and a shared bus component with several arbitra-
tion schemes. Thesecommunicationcomponents are mutually exclusive and determine the
communication topology of a multiprocessor platform instance.

In the experiments presented in this chapter, we used an FPGAprototyping board connected
to a Pentium based personal computer (PC) through a PCI interface. The FPGA board con-
tains 6 banks of static memory, 256K x 32bits each. The memorycan be accessed either from
the PC or the FPGA and it is used for data communication between the PC and the FPGA
board. The PC serves only as a host to the FPGA board, i.e., thePC is used to configure
the FPGA, and to organize the input and the output data transfers. The output generated by
ESPAM is used to generate the bit-stream file that configures the FPGA for which we use a
GCC compiler and a VHDL synthesizer provided by Xilinx [10].

4.2 Homogeneous MPSoCs design with DAEDALUS

To demonstrate the steps in the DAEDALUS system design flow, in this case study we use
real-life example, namely a JPEG encoder application. The main objective of this exper-
iment is to show that DAEDALUS successfully closes the aforementioned implementation
gap. In this case study, we evaluate the effectiveness of thedesign flow for automated MP-
SoC synthesis, programming, and implementation in terms oftotal design time, i.e., how
fast alternative multiprocessor systems can be synthesized, programmed, and implemented.
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Also, we comment on the HW resource utilization of the implemented MPSoCs employing
our approach to connect processors using a communication component, memories, and con-
trollers. In addition, we validate, in terms of accuracy, the high-level simulation models used
in SESAME to explore the design space targeting MPSoCs withMicroBlaze (MB) and
PowerPC (PPC) processors, and crossbar communication topology. We present a com-
parison between the results obtained by running system-level simulations (during the design
space exploration) and real implementations of the JPEG encoder application. The system
design steps in DAEDALUS are outlined below.

1. KPN generation.Starting from a sequentialC program of the JPEG encoder, an equiv-
alent KPN specification is derived automatically by the PNGEN tool. Recall that the
input of PNGEN are sequential programs restricted to the class of static affine nested-
loop programs which were discussed in Section 2.3.1.

2. System-level DSE.The derived KPN specification is used by SESAME to perform
system-level DSE using high-level models of the componentsfrom the platform model
presented in Section 2.1.5. SESAME allows for quickly evaluating the performance of
different application-to-MPSoC mappings, HW/SW partitionings, and target MPSoC
topologies. The exploration results in a number of promising MPSoC design instances,
candidates for implementation.

3. System-level MPSoC synthesis.A system-level description of an MPSoC is translated
to RTL by the ESPAM tool, presented in Chapter 2. The input to ESPAM is the KPN
specification and the high-level system specifications, i.e., a platform and a mapping
for an MPSoC instance. Using these specifications and together with the RTL version
of the platform components, ESPAM automatically generates synthesizable VHDL that
implements each candidate MPSoC instance. In addition, ESPAM generatesC code for
these KPN processes that are mapped onto programmable cores.

4. Final implementation. The output generated by ESPAM is subsequently used by com-
mercial synthesis tools and compilers to generate the final implementation of the MP-
SoC instances. Since with DAEDALUS we currently use the Xilinx FPGA technology,
the MPSoCs are prototyped on a Xilinx FPGA using the Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS)
tool [10].

4.2.1 Design time

As explained in Section 1.2, ESPAM needs three input specifications, namely an application
specified as a KPN, a platform specification, and a mapping specification. Table 4.1 shows
that the KPN specification of the JPEG application was derived in 22 seconds from sequential
C code using our PNGEN tool [7]. A small manual modification (taking no longer than 30
minutes) to the initialC code was necessary to meet the PNGEN tool input requirements.
Generating the KPN specification is a one-time effort since the same specification is used for
all subsequent exploration and implementation steps.

The platform and the mapping specifications were generated by SESAME after performing
design space exploration using the derived KPN specification of the JPEG application as an
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Table 4.1: Processing Times (hh:mm:ss).
Design Tools in KPN Plat./Map. System to Physical Manual
steps DAEDALUS Deriv. Deriv. RTL conv. Implement. Modific.

Step 1 PNGEN 00:00:22 — — — 00:30:00
Step 2 SESAME — 01:26:00 — — —
Step 3 ESPAM — — 00:25:00 — —
Step 4 XPS — — — 18:29:00 —

input. We explored heterogeneous, crossbar-based MPSoC platforms with up to 4 proces-
sors (MB or PPC). In our design space exploration, we used three degrees of freedom,
namely the number of processors in the platform (1 to 4), the type of processors (MB ver-
susPPC), and the mapping of application processes onto the processors. This resulted in a
design space consisting of 10148 design points. In this experiment, the mapping rules pre-
sented in Chapter 3, are not applied. Instead, by using SESAME and performing system-level
simulations, we exhaustively explored the resulting design space. The reason of exploring
the whole design space is to verify the proposed mapping rules which we do in the following
way: Evaluate all design points from the design space, select the best found design points,
and check whether they actually comply with the proposed mapping rules.

As illustrated in Table 4.1, the complete design space sweeptook 1.5 hours. We selected
11 design points that represent 11 alternative MPSoCs with the best found application-to-
MPSoC mappings in terms of performance of the application executed on these MPSoCs.
Then we checked, and the results confirmed that the mapping ofthe selected 11 best design
points comply with the mapping rules presented in Chapter 3.The generated platform and
mapping specifications for each of the selected 11 design points, together with the application
specification (KPN), are used by ESPAM to synthesize, program, and generate 11 multipro-
cessor systems at RTL. This process took 25 minutes, see Table 4.1. The generated files were
automatically imported to the Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS)tool for physical implementation,
i.e., mapping, place, and route onto the FPGA. For prototyping in this experiment we used an
FPGA board with the Xilinx VirtexII-Pro-20 device. It took the XPS tool more than 18 hours
to implement the 11 MPSoCs. All tools ran on a Pentium IV machine at 1.8GHz with 1GB
of RAM. The figures in Table 4.1 show that a complete implementation and programming of
all 11 MPSoCs starting from high abstraction system-level specifications can be obtained in
just about 22 hours using our system design flow. So, a significant reduction of design time
is achieved.

4.2.2 Performance results and accuracy of the DSE numbers

Performance results are shown in Figure 4.1. The performance numbers obtained during
design space exploration by simulations of system-level models for the selected MPSoCs are
shown in Figure 4.1(a). The real performance numbers for thesame MPSoCs implemented
and run on the FPGA are shown in Figure 4.1(b). In both figures the left axis shows the
performance numbers (in clock cycles) of each alternative MPSoC. The right axis shows
how many processors an MPSoC contains and the bottom axis shows how many of them are
MicroBlaze processors. For example the bar with right coordinate 4 and bottom coordinate
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(a) Simulation results (SESAME) (b) Prototyping results (ESPAM)

Figure 4.1: Validation experiment: simulation results vs.actual measurements.

2 (4,2) represents the performance of a system that has 4 processors where 2 of them are
MicroBlazes. It means that the other 2 arePowerPC processors. The empty points in the
figures representnon-implementabledesign points, i.e., point (3,4) means a system with 3
processors and 4 of them to beMicroBlazes.

The performance numbers in Figure 4.1 show that with a 4-processor MPSoC, a performance
improvement close to the theoretical maximum (4x) is attainable. An important observation,
however, is that the performance degrades with increasing the number ofPowerPC pro-
cessors. This is because on the Xilinx FPGAs, aPowerPC processor uses a single (shared)
memory for storing instructions and data, although, thePowerPC architecture allows for us-
ing separate memories. The shared memory needs arbitrationwhich amortizes the efficiency
and the higher working frequency of thePowerPC processor compared to aMicroBlaze

processor. Comparing the simulation numbers with the implementation numbers, we see that
the system-level simulations adequately show the correct performance trends, with an aver-
age error of 13% and worst-case error of 28%. The inaccuracies in terms of absolute cycle
numbers are caused by the high-level modeling of the processors’ behavior (mainly of the
PowerPC shared memory) and the request-based communication mechanism. Actually, ac-
curacy is the price we have to pay in order to achieve very fastsimulations and design space
exploration.

Using ESPAM and the XPS tools, we implemented, ran, and measured the performance of the
alternative MPSoCs described above in approximately 2 days. This fact indicates that in a
relatively short amount of time we were able to explore the performance of alternative multi-
processor systems through real implementations and measurements of actual numbers. These
numbers are 100% accurate. Gathering these numbers is faster than running cycle accurate
simulations of the MPSoCs. We do not know how much time is needed for an experienced
designer to verify an RTL simulation of several hardwired components and several processors
running in parallel and executing different programs. However, we know that only setting up
and performing such simulation may take days. Of course, performing simulation at a higher
level of abstraction is faster than implementation and measurement of real performance but
the 100% accuracy of the numbers cannot be achieved as we showed above.
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4.2.3 Synthesis results

In Table 4.2 we present the overall resource utilization of the multiprocessor systems with
4 processors we consider in this experiment. We also presentthe utilization results for the
communication controllers (CC) and a 4-port crossbar component (CB). The FPGA resources
are grouped into slices that contain 4-Input Look-Up tablesand Flip-Flops. The first row in
the table show that the multiprocessor systems utilize around 40% of the slices in the FPGA.
Also, the last three rows show that our communication component (CB) together with the
CCs in each system utilize a minor portion of the FPGA slices –only 5%. These numbers
clearly indicate that the approach to connect processors through communication components
and communication memories, proposed in this dissertation, is very efficient in terms of slice
utilization. The last column in Table 4.2 shows a relativelyhigh overall utilization (60%)

Table 4.2: Resource Utilization.
#Slices #4-Input LUT #Flip-Flops #BRAMs

4 Proc. & Crossbar 3653 (39%) 4748 (25%) 2357 (12%) 85 (60%)
4 CCs & CMs 288 (2%) 468 (2%) 116 (1%) 9 (7%)
4 Port Crossbar 397 (3%) 587 (3%) 56 (1%) —

of the on-chip memory. This high utilization is not related to inefficiency in our approach
to connect processors via communication memories because for each JPEG system we use
a maximum of 9 BRAM blocks (out of 85) to implement FIFO buffers, distributed over 4
communication memories. The high BRAM utilization is due tothe fact that almost all
BRAM blocks are used for the program and data memory of the 4 processors in our MPSoCs.

4.2.4 Conclusions

In this case study, we used the JPEG encoder application targeting crossbar-based MPSoCs.
We illustrated the design time and the efficiency of our approach, in terms of HW resource
utilization, for connecting processing cores using communication component, communica-
tion memories (CMs), and communication controllers (CCs).In addition, we commented on
the accuracy of the models used in the system-level DSE process. Based on the experiments
conducted in this case study, we conclude that the automation achieved with DAEDALUS sig-
nificantly reduces the design time starting from system-level specification and going down
to complete implementation. That is, we are able systematically, automatically, and quickly
to implement and to program a multiprocessor system within 2hours. Moreover, the pre-
sented results show that the proposed approach of connecting processors through CCs and
CMs is efficient in terms of HW utilization and performance speed-up. For the JPEG en-
coder application implemented with four processors, the communication logic utilizes only
5% of the resources and the achieved speedup is close to the theoretical maximum as com-
pared to a single-processor system. Based on these results,we conclude that the main lim-
itation on the size of a multiprocessor system that can be built on a single FPGA chip still
remains the amount of on-chip memory. Using the FPGA on-chipmemory instead of exter-
nal memories is crucial for the high-performance multiprocessor systems we target because
external memories are slower than on-chip BRAMs and usuallythe external memories have
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to be shared between multiple processors which further limits the performance. In addition,
the system-level simulation results adequately show the correct performance trends. For the
JPEG encoder application, the average error is 13% and the worst-case error is 28%.

4.3 Heterogeneous MPSoCs design with DAEDALUS

In this section, we present some of the results we have obtained by implementing and execut-
ing three applications, namely the JPEG encoder application used in the previous case study,
a Sobel edge detection, and a Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), onto homogeneous and
heterogeneous multiprocessor systems. The main objectiveof this experiment is to evaluate
the approach, discussed in Section 2.4, for integrating of predefined IP cores into heteroge-
neous systems by using automatically generated IP Modules.More precisely, we evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed HW IP core integration in terms of design time, achieved per-
formance, and HW resource utilization of the generated IP Modules. For prototyping purpose
we use an FPGA board with one VirtexII-6000 device.

4.3.1 Design time

In this case study, we started with the three applications (Sobel, DWT, and JPEG) given as
sequentialC programs and automatically derived theApplication Specifications, i.e., KPNs
using the PNGEN tool in 5 minutes. Details about the derived KPNs are presented in [7].
For each application, the system-levelPlatformandMapping Specificationswere written by
hand in XML format in 10 minutes. In this experiment, each of the three homogeneous MP-
SoCs contains 5MicroBlaze processors connected via crossbar communication component.
Having all three input specifications for each application,the ESPAM tool generated and pro-
grammed a homogeneous multiprocessor system at RTL, which was imported to the Xilinx
XPS tool for physical implementation onto the prototyping FPGA. The overall design and
implementation time of each homogeneous system was about anhour.

We have performed similar actions as described above in order to generate threehetero-
geneousmultiprocessor systems using our design flow. We had to modify only the initial
system-levelPlatform andMapping Specificationsfor each application in order to replace
some of theMicroBlaze processors with dedicated HW IP cores. This took us less than5
minutes. For the Sobel application, we used 3MicroBlaze processors and 2 dedicated IP
cores. The IP cores estimate the first derivative of an image intensity function. For the DWT
application, we used 1MicroBlaze processor and 4 dedicated IP cores. The IP cores are 2
Low and 2 High Pass filters. For the JPEG application, we used 4MicroBlaze processors
and 1 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) IP core. Again, the overall design and implementa-
tion time of each heterogeneous system was about an hour.

As explained above, in the heterogeneous systems we used several dedicated HW IP cores.
They were written in synthesizable VHDL. For the Sobel and DWT applications, the IP cores
have a simple structure, i.e., they implement convolution based operations. These IP cores
have been developed and added to the library of platform components in about one working
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Figure 4.2: Experimental performance and synthesis results.

day. For the JPEG application, we used an IP core that performs a DCT operation. We have
downloaded this IP core from the Xilinx website [85]. In order to add this IP core to the
component library in DAEDALUS, we had to make small modification related to the control
(Enable/Valid) interface discussed in Section 2.4.3. The DCT IP core provided by Xilinx
hasValid signal but it does not haveEnable signal. This signal was added to the IP core
and the IP core to the library within 30 minutes.

4.3.2 Performance results

The performance numbers we have obtained for the implemented multiprocessor systems are
shown in Figure 4.2(a). For each multiprocessor system we measured the exact number of
clock cycles needed to process an image of size 128x128 pixels. As one may expect, the
numbers in the figure show that the heterogeneous systems achieve better performance. This
is because the dedicated HW IP cores we use, work more efficiently than theMicroBlaze

processors for the same functionality. What is more important to discuss here is the achieved
speed-up depicted in Figure 4.2(a) above the bars of the heterogeneous systems in order
to show the efficiency of our approach for IP Module generation and IP core integration.
Consider the performance results of the JPEG systems. The JPEG application consists of 5
tasks, i.e., VideoIn, DCT, Quantization (Q), Variable-length encoding (VLE), and VideoOut.
The left part of columnHOMOGENEOUSin Figure 4.2(b) shows how many thousands of
clock cycles it takes for aMicroBlaze processor to execute each task by processing one
data token – an image block of 8x8 pixels. The numbers in the next column show the same
information in percentage of the overall processing time utilized by each task. It can be seen
that the DCT is the bottleneck of the system taking more than 50% of the whole processing
time for one block and consequently, for the whole image. These 50% mean that if the DCT is
substituted with more efficient implementation, theoretically, the overall performance of the
system can be increased at most 2 times. The columnHETEROGENEOUSin Figure 4.2(b)
shows the clock cycles and the percentage of each task performed by the heterogeneous JPEG
system where the DCT is implemented by a very fast dedicated HW IP core and integrated
using our IP Module generation approach. In this system, theDCT utilizes less than one
percent of the whole processing time. In this case, Figure 4.2(a) shows that the overall speed-
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up compared to the homogeneous system is 1.9x which is close to the theoretical maximum
2x for the heterogeneous system where only the DCT is a dedicated IP core. This clearly
shows the efficiency of our approach for IP core integration by generating IP Modules.

4.3.3 Synthesis results

Recall that an IP Module generated by the ESPAM tool consists of an IP core and a wrap-
per around it where the IP core is given and only the wrapper isgenerated by ESPAM, see
Section 2.4. Therefore, we present only the HW resource utilization of our generated wrap-
pers in order to show how efficient our wrappers are in terms ofutilized HW. In Table 4.3,
we present the resource utilization of the IP wrappers of sixIP cores that we used in our
experiments. Each row (Wrapper1–Wrapper6) in Table 4.3 corresponds to an IP wrapper.
The utilized FPGA resources are grouped into Slices that contain 4-Input Look-Up tables
and Flip-Flops – see columns 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The numbers show low HW resource
utilization which on average is 241 slices. Moreover, the resources utilized by a wrapper
does not depend on the size of the IP core it integrates, i.e.,a larger IP core does not require
a larger wrapper. For example, Wrapper3 of the DCT core utilizes only 208 slices whereas
the DCT IP core itself utilizes 1369 slices. Wrapper2 of the IP core that estimates the first
derivative in Sobel utilizes 240 slices, whereas the IP coreitself utilizes 424 slices.

Table 4.3: HW resource utilization of the IP wrappers.
#Slices #4-Input LUT #Flip-Flops

Wrapper1 221 371 190
Wrapper2 240 371 192
Wrapper3 208 361 147
Wrapper4 274 412 173
Wrapper5 269 390 173
Wrapper6 236 351 157

In general, the HW complexity of our wrappers is determined mainly by the number of MUX
and DeMUX components, the number of counters implementingfor-loops of a KPN process,
and the number of behavioral parameters of a KPN process. Thethree applications we used in
our experiment process images. We specified the applications with two nestedfor-loops that
iterate through an image and we used two behavioral parameters as loop bounds, i.e., image
width and height. Since the number offor-loops and behavioral parameters is the same for
all wrappers in our experiment, the difference in the resource utilization of our wrappers is
caused by the different input/output ports of the wrappers and by the different input/output
ports of the IP cores they integrate.

4.3.4 Conclusions

The purpose of the case study presented in this section was toillustrate the method and tech-
niques implemented in ESPAM for automated integration of dedicated hardwired IP cores into
heterogeneous multiprocessor systems where both programmable processors and dedicated
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IPs are used as processing components. The integration is based on an IP Module generation
that consists of predened dedicated IP core and a wrapper around it. The proposed IP core
integration approach was applied on three real-life applications, i.e., a Sobel edge detection,
a Discrete Wavelet Transform, and a JPEG encoder. Based on the obtained results, we con-
clude that the IP core integration in ESPAM is efficient in terms of achieved performance and
HW resource utilization.

4.4 Putting DAEDALUS to work

The previous two case studies confirm that the methods and techniques implemented in the
DAEDALUS design flow successfully close the implementation gap introduced in Chapter 1.
Moreover, both case studies show that the DAEDALUS methodology is efficient in terms of
design time, HW resource utilization, and achieved resultsfor both homogeneous and het-
erogeneous MPSoC designs. Subsequently, the purpose of theexperiment conducted in this
case study is to push DAEDALUS ”to the limit“ in order to check how large and complex sys-
tems, in terms of number of processing components, we can design and implement given the
constraints imposed by the FPGA technology we currently usefor prototyping. In addition,
we are interested to find out what is the maximum performance that can be achieved given
the application (in this case study, the JPEG encoder), the design methodology, and the con-
straints of the used FPGA technology. Metrics in this case study are the speed-up achieved
by the considered MPSoCs compared to the JPEG application executed on a single-processor
system and the efficiency of these MPSoCs, where

efficiency =
speed − up

# processing components
.

Based on the performance results obtained in the previous two case studies, we realized that
given the JPEG application and the components in the IP components library, by exploiting
task-level parallelism only, the maximum attainable speed-up is around 5x. Therefore, in
order to achieve higher speed-up, we need to consider data parallelism as well. Data paral-
lelism means that several identical tasks (e.g.,DCT ) process different data. Unfortunately,
the JPEG algorithm does not allow multipleV LE tasks to work in parallel which becomes
the potential bottleneck of the application when considering data parallelism. Therefore, the
only way to achieve higher performance is to split the input image in tiles and each tile to be
processed independently. The JPEG KPN for a single tile can exploit task-level parallelism by
pipelining tasks as well as data-level parallelism by performing multipleDCT andQ tasks
in parallel. This requires a modification (transformation)of the initial sequential program,
which we performed manually before using the PNGEN tool to generate the corresponding
KPN. By processing the input image in tiles, the performancecan increase linearly with the
number of tiles processed simultaneously, which means also, with the number of processing
components in an MPSoĊThe latter is limited by the available resources in the target (FPGA)
technology which is considered in the high-level design space exploration step in DAEDALUS

performed by SESAME.
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4.4.1 Simulation-level DSE

The design space considered in the following DSE experiments is determined by the target
MPSoC implementations and it is currently constrained by:

1. The amount of the available memory.In order to achieve high performance, in our
MPSoCs we use on-chip memory for processors’ program and data segments, includ-
ing buffers for inter-processor data communication. We do not consider using exter-
nal (off-chip) memory because of its large latency comparedto the on-chip memory.
Moreover, usually there is a limited number of available external memory banks which
requires the external memory to be shared between several processors. This fact sig-
nificantly limits the overall MPSoC performance. We use external memories only for
communication with the environment (source of data and destination of the generated
results). An average size FPGA nowadays has around 200–300KB of on-chip mem-
ory distributed on several blocks. In our experiments, we use a Xilinx VirtexII-6000
FPGA, and therefore, we constrain the total MPSoC memory to be up to 288KB, being
the amount of on-chip memory of this FPGA.

2. The type of the processing components.The MPSoCs are built of components from
our library. The library is under development and currentlycontains two programmable
processors:PowerPC (IBM) andMicroBlaze (Xilinx). In addition, the library con-
tains several dedicated HW IP cores. However, for the JPEG encoder we can use
only one, i.e., the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT ) IP. For the considered FPGA,
PowerPC processors can not be used. Therefore, the processing components of the
MPSoCs are limited toMicroBlaze processors andDCT HW IP cores only.

In this experiment, we assume that the image that needs to be compressed is tiled, and that
multiple JPEG encoders can process these tiles in parallel.This is illustrated in Figure 4.3,
which also shows the corresponding KPN of the JPEG encoder application for one tile. The
number of KPN processes and the constraints discussed aboveresult in a design space con-
sisting of a huge number of design points which makes the approach applied in the first case
study, i.e., evaluating the whole design space, infeasiblein reasonable time. Therefore, in
this experiment we consider the subset of the design space defined by the mapping rules pre-
sented in Chapter 3. For example, we do not consider design points in which processVIN

is merged with anyQ, V LE, or VOUT processes, and design points in which anyDCT

process is merged withV LE or VOUT processes. In addition, we found that increasing
data-parallelism beyond 4 parallelDCT -Q streams (see Figure 4.3) will not improve perfor-
mance as theV LE becomes the bottleneck. Note that the proposed mapping rules do not
consider any physical constraints, e.g., the amount of the available memory. This was taken
into account in the performed SESAME-based exploration, in which we also varied the type
of processors in the MPSoC instances: All KPN tasks to be executed on aMicroBlaze,
while for theDCT , Q andV LE tasks we also assessed dedicated HW IP implementations.
Evidently, the simulation-level DSE also exploresnon-implementabledesign instances. That
is, design instances that cannot be further implemented by ESPAM since these instances use
HW IP components that are not (yet) available in the library of RTL IP components.
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Figure 4.3: The JPEG application KPN.

Figure 4.4 shows a scatter plot with the performance resultsof the explored design instances
plotted against the expected memory utilization of each design instance once implemented
on the targeted FPGA. The memory utilization of the design instances was estimated using a
simple accumulative model that has been calibrated with numbers from implementation-level
experiments (see Section 4.2). Since the memory utilization of all design points in Figure 4.4
is below 288KB, they will all fit memory-wise on the targeted FPGA. But, as will be shown
further on, the real MPSoC will consist of a combination of multiple of these (single JPEG
encoder) design instances working in parallel, which, of course, may not necessarily fit on
the FPGA. The points in Figure 4.4 can be classified as three types of design instances:

1. Design instances that areimplementable(do not use HW IPs forQ andV LE), but are
not part of the Pareto front;

2. Implementabledesign instances that are part of the Pareto front;

3. Design instances that arenon-implementable, i.e., contain HW IP components for the
implementation ofQ or V LE.

Moreover, the homogeneous design instances, i.e., the platforms only usingMicroBlaze

processors, are tagged with circles.

A number of observations can be made from Figure 4.4. The (implementable) Pareto optimal
solutions are all heterogeneous designs, containing one ortwo DCT HW IP components.
Two of these Pareto optimal solutions are shown in Figures 4.6(b) and 4.6(d). Clearly, the
(non-implementable) design instance in which theDCT , Q andV LE tasks are all imple-
mented by a HW IP core is the fastest and most memory efficient.When considering the ho-
mogeneous design points in Figure 4.4, another observationcan be made: The design points
with a memory utilization less than 75KB are the designs thatexploit task-level parallelism
only. The speed-up due to task-level parallelism levels offat a performance of around 18
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Figure 4.4: DSE for performance/memory utilization trade-offs.

Mcycles/tile. But, when data-parallelism is also exploited, the speed-up levels off at around
7 Mcycles/tile at the cost of increased memory utilization.

As mentioned and as will be illustrated in Section 4.4.2, thedesign points in Figure 4.4 are
the building blocks for the entire system, in which multipleof these instances, possibly in a
hybrid constellation, are encoding image tiles in parallel. For example, the most optimal, but
(currently) non-implementable, system would consist of multiple JPEG encoders with HW
IPs for theDCT , Q andV LE tasks. The projected performance of this system, considering
the targeted FPGA, equals to an execution time of about 6 Mcycles to encode an image with
a 1 Mpixel resolution. For implementable solutions, the Pareto optimal design instances
from Figure 4.4 are obvious candidate building blocks for the MPSoC. Four of these building
blocks are depicted in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5 shows the estimated maximum performance – in terms of speed-up over a single
JPEG encoder executed on oneMicroBlaze – for different JPEG compression MPSoCs
realized with a combination of implementable design instances from Figure 4.4. Thex-axis
indicates the number of processing cores (eitherMicroBlaze or HW IP) in the MPSoC, and
they-axis shows the estimated speed-up for the optimal combination of design instances for
a specific number of cores in the MPSoC which still adheres to the memory constraints of the
targeted FPGA. Furthermore, a distinction is made between homogeneous systems (i.e., only
MicroBlazes) and heterogeneous systems (i.e., containing alsoDCT HW IP components).
For example, the optimal homogeneous 4-core system is a combination of four sequential
JPEG design instances, i.e. a system containing fourMicroBlazes that all perform a full
JPEG on different image tiles in parallel. In Section 4.4.2,more examples of, sometimes
hybrid, combinations of design instances will be discussed.

Essentially, Figure 4.5 provides a projection of the feasible system performance, given the
constraints of the targeted FPGA. For homogeneous solutions, the high-level simulations
predict that a speed-up of around 10x to 12x is attainable. The memory utilization model
indicates that scaling the homogeneous system beyond 24 cores is not possible because of the
memory constraints. For heterogeneous systems, the memorymodel indicates that the system
can be scaled to 30 cores since the HW IP components only use a fraction of the memory
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used by aMicroBlaze. Here, the predictions show that a speed-up of around 20x to 22x is
feasible. The results from the simulation-level DSE, as displayed in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, are
used in the next section for steering the implementation-level DSE. These implementation-
level experiments will also provide a validation of the simulation-based predictions.

Performing DSE at a high-level of abstraction by simulationcan not deliver 100% accurate
performance/cost numbers but it can rapidly narrow down thedesign space to a few promising
design points. Thus, we perform 100% accurate exploration in the narrowed design space
by generating real MPSoC prototypes and we measure the actual performance/cost in order
to select the optimal MPSoC designs given a set of physical implementation constraints.
Below, we present our implementation-level DSE results forMPSoCs implemented on a
Xilinx FPGA.

4.4.2 Implementation-level DSE

Due to the aforementioned implementation-level constraints, some of the best design points
found by the simulation-level DSE (see Figure 4.4) could notbe implemented, e.g., all ap-
plication tasks to be realized as HW IPs. Therefore, we considered the implementable de-
sign instances depicted in Figure 4.5. From them, we selected only the instances that have
efficiency above 0.8. This selection resulted in implementations of homogeneous MPSoCs
consisting of up to 13MicroBlaze processors and heterogeneous MPSoCs with up to 24
cores. Evidently, better performance is delivered by the heterogeneous systems, however,
the homogeneous systems add more flexibility when, for example, trade-off between perfor-
mance and cost is needed.

Homogeneous systems

The implementation results for the homogeneous MPSoCs are depicted in Figure 4.7. Thex-
axis represents the number ofMicroBlaze processors in an MPSoC and they-axis depicts
the number of clock cycles (in millions) to compress one image consisting of 32 tiles of
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128x128 pixels each. Above the bars, we indicated the achieved speed-up of the particular
MPSoC compared to a singleMicroBlaze system (the leftmost bar). At the top of the figure,
we present the amount of memory utilized by each MPSoC.

As mentioned before, our JPEG encoding MPSoCs process the input image in tiles. We
started with a singleMicroBlaze system (processing all the tiles) and then we increased
the number of processors by selecting the best points found by the simulation-level DSE.
These points exploit data-level parallelism, i.e., several MicroBlazes process different tiles.
This is the most efficient way to increase performance because if we increase the number
of processors that process independent tiles, then the speed-up increases linearly with the
number of processors. To execute the JPEG application, a single MicroBlaze processor
system requires 40KB of memory. Therefore, we were able to implement systems with up
to 7 processors on the considered FPGA (7x40=280KB), achieving speed-ups (see the first 7
bars in the Figure 4.7) up to 7x.

By exploiting only data-level parallelism, with 7MicroBlazes processing 7 tiles in parallel,
we reached the limit of the available memory in our FPGA. Then, the question is whether
there are design points that give even better performance (with more processors) and still
match the resource constraints. We were able to increase thenumber of processors to more
than 7 by selecting points that exploit both data-level parallelism between tiles and also task-
level parallelism within the tiles. For this purpose, we used the 2-MicroBlaze architecture
depicted in Figure 4.6(a), where theV in and allDCT processes (see Figure 4.3) are executed
on the first processor and the remaining processes on the second one. By exploiting task-level
parallelism, reaching linear speed-up is not possible due to data dependencies between the
tasks. However, the total memory requirement of the system is reduced because the applica-
tion tasks are distributed, and each processor executes a portion of the initial application. As a
result, larger systems can be built, and consequently, larger overall speed-up can be achieved.
For instance, a single-processor system needs 40K to execute the JPEG encoder, while a two-
processor system – exploiting task-level parallelism – needs a total amount of 50KB for the
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Figure 4.7: Performance results: homogeneous MPSoCs.

same application, on average 25KB per processor. Thus, by exploiting the reduced memory
requirement, we were able to increase the number of processors and to implement systems
with up to 11MicroBlaze processors. The selected points are actually combinationsof a
1-MicroBlaze system per tile and a 2-MicroBlaze system per tile. The MPSoCs with 8 to
11MicroBlazes process 6 tiles in parallel. The achieved speed-ups are not linear, e.g., 7.4x
for an 8-processor MPSoC and 8.4x for an 11-processor MPSoC, but they are higher than the
speed-up of the 7-processor system.

In order to implement even larger systems, we exploited data-level parallelism between the
tiles and data- and task-level parallelism within the tiles. We selected and implemented points
representing 12 and 13 processor systems with total memory requirements that match our
physical constraints. The 12-processor system processes 2tiles in parallel where each tile
is processed by a 6-MicroBlaze architecture depicted in Figure 4.6(c). This architecture
requires 120KB of memory. The 13-processor MPSoC utilizes an additionalMicroBlaze

processor (additional 40KB), therefore, increasing the number of tiles processed in parallel to
3. The results are shown at the right part (the two rightmost bars) of Figure 4.7. The achieved
speed-up of 12- and 13-MicroBlaze systems is 9.7x and 10.3x respectively, compared to a
1-MicroBlaze system.

Heterogeneous systems

The implementation results for the heterogeneous MPSoCs are depicted in Figure 4.8. The
notation is the same as in Figure 4.7 with the only differencethat thex-axis of Figure 4.8
indicates how many of the used cores areMicroBlaze processors and how manyDCT HW
IPs. By exploiting data- and task-level parallelism, we implemented heterogeneous MPSoCs
consisting of up to 24 cores. As a reference number to estimate the speed-up of each MPSoC,
we again used the number of clock cycles of the 1-MicroBlaze system (see the leftmost bar
in Figure 4.7). We started with a 2-core system consisting of1 MicroBlaze and 1DCT IP
as depicted in Figure 4.6(b). It exploits task-level parallelism within a tile, which affects the
achieved speed-up. Although theDCT IP core is very efficient and fast in terms of perfor-
mance, the overall speed-up is only 1.9x (see the leftmost bar in Figure 4.8), which actually
is in line with Amdahl’s law. Similarly to the experiments with the homogeneous systems,
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Figure 4.8: Performance results: heterogeneous MPSoCs.

we continued with points that exploit data-level parallelism between the tiles, increasing the
number of tiles processed in parallel. The 2-core MPSoC requires 36KB of memory, i.e., the
DCT IP core reduces theMicroBlaze memory requirement to 32KB but with an additional
4KB used for communication buffers, see Figure 4.6(b). Therefore, with 288KB of memory,
we were able to implement systems with up to 8MicroBlazes and 8DCT IPs (16 cores,
processing 8 tiles in parallel). The achieved speed-up linearly scales from 1.9x for 2 cores to
15.2x for 16 cores as illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Like in the previous experiment, with the given constraintslarger MPSoCs can be imple-
mented (and higher speed-ups can be achieved respectively)by exploiting data-level paral-
lelism between the tiles and data and task parallelism within the tiles. The most efficient
heterogeneous MPSoC instance found by the simulation-level DSE to exploit data- and task-
level parallelism within a tile is depicted in Figure 4.6(d). It consists of 4MicroBlaze

processors and 2DCT IP cores. The total memory requirement of this system is 68KB. We
selected and implemented the 18-, 20-, 22-, and 24-core systems in Figure 4.5 which actu-
ally are combinations of 2-cores per tile (2-CPT ) and 6-cores per tile (6-CPT ) platform
instances illustrated in Figure 4.6(b) and Figure 4.6(d) respectively. The 18-core system con-
sists of 11MicroBlazes and 7DCT IPs. It processes 5 tiles in parallel: 3 tiles are processed
by three 2-CPT instances and 2 tiles are processed by two 6-CPT instances. The speed-up
of this MPSoC is 15.2x. The 20-core system processes 4 tiles in parallel: 1 tile is processed
by one 2-CPT instance and 3 tiles are processed by three 6-CPT instances. In total, 13
MicroBlazes and 7DCT IPs achieve a speed-up of 15.9x. The speed-up of the 22-core
system is 17.7x. This MPSoC consists of 14MicroBlazes and 8DCT IPs that process 5
tiles in parallel: 2 tiles are processed by two 2-CPT instances and 3 tiles are processed by
three 6-CPT instances. The 24-core MPSoC, consisting of 16Microblazes and 8DCT

IPs, processes 4 tiles in parallel utilizing four 6-CPT instances. The achieved speed-up by
this system is 19.7x compared to a 1-MicroBlaze system.

4.4.3 Conclusions

In this section, we presented a case study demonstrating theefficiency of the system de-
sign methods and techniques proposed in this dissertation for automated multiprocessor sys-
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tem synthesis, implementation, and programming. The levelof automation achieved with
DAEDALUS significantly reduces the design time starting from system-level specifications
and going down to complete implementation. All presented DSE experiments and the real
implementations of 25 MPSoCs on FPGA were performed in a short amount of time, 5 days
in total. Around 70% of this time was taken by the low-level commercial synthesis and place-
and-route FPGA tools. The obtained results confirm that the high-level MPSoC models used
in SESAME are capable of accurately predicting the overall system performance. By exploit-
ing the data and task parallelism in the JPEG application, DAEDALUS can deliver scalable
MPSoC solutions in terms of performance and cost. We were able to achieve a performance
speed-up of up to 20x compared to a single processor system. The MPSoC performance
was limited by the available on-chip FPGA memory resources and the available IP cores in
DAEDALUS RTL library. To achieve higher performance speed-up, the RTL library has to be
extended with more dedicated HW IP cores.



Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions

In this dissertation, we have presented a methodology implemented in the DAEDALUS tool-
flow (see Section 1.2), for automated design, programming, and implementation of MPSoCs
starting at a high level of abstraction. The methods and techniques in DAEDALUS bridge the
gap between the system level and the register-transfer level of design abstraction introduced
in Section 1.1, which was the main objective and it is the maincontribution of this disser-
tation. With DAEDALUS, this (implementation) gap is closed in a particular way because
we target only embedded multiprocessor systems that execute data-streaming applications in
the domain of multimedia and signal processing. DAEDALUS offers a fully integrated tool-
flow for very fast exploration and implementation of alternative MPSoCs, where design space
exploration (DSE), system-level synthesis, application mapping, and system prototyping of
MPSoCs are highly automated. The main idea is starting from afunctional specification of
an application and a description of an MPSoC at system level,to refine and translate them to
lower RTL descriptions in a systematic and automated way. This is achieved by applying a
model-driven, platform-based approach, where

• We use a parallel model of computation, namely the Kahn Process Network (KPN)
MoC [6], to represent an application as a set of (concurrent)application tasks. Having
an application in a parallel form allows for mapping it onto the processing compo-
nents of an MPSoC which can be programmable (ISA) processorsas well as non-
programmable, dedicated IP cores. We proposed techniques for programming the ISA
processors in an automated way based on the KPN MoC. Moreover, in case of non-
programmable processing components, we proposed an approach for automated inte-
gration of predefined (third-party) dedicated IP cores;

• By carefully exploiting and efficiently implementing the simple communication and
synchronization features of a KPN, we have identified a platform model which cap-
tures very well the operational semantics of the KPN MoC. This allows system-level
descriptions of platform instances to be refined and translated to detailed RTL descrip-
tions in an automated way. The good match between the KPN MoC and our platform
model results in efficient implementations when KPNs are executed on such platforms;
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• We use a mapping model to express the relation between the processes and the commu-
nication channels in the application (KPN) and the processing and memory components
of the platform. In the proposed approach, the communication mapping is implicit, i.e,
ESPAM analyses the mapping of processes to processing componentsand automati-
cally finds an optimal mapping of communication FIFO channels of the application
onto memory components of the platform.

DAEDALUS provides new embedded system design/programming paradigm. It includes plat-
form specification in a way that the designer does not have to deal with platform specific
details. Yet, DAEDALUS gives system designers the opportunity to control platformspecific
issues in order to enforce performance and cost metrics. DAEDALUS uses a data-flow (KPN)
MoC to specify the application in a parallel form. This allows the exposed parallelism to
be exploited in different ways as processes can be mapped on different processing cores and
the cores can be arranged in different communication topologies. Designing an MPSoC with
DAEDALUS includes essentially an MPSoC instance generation (see Chapter 2) and mapping
(assignment) of application tasks to processing components of that instance, where the paral-
lel KPN representation of an application is automatically derived from a sequential program
by the PNGEN tool. More specifically, a system designer can specify a multiprocessor plat-
form instance and a mapping specification at a high level of abstraction in a short amount of
time, say a few minutes. Then, ESPAM refines these specifications to a real implementation,
i.e., it generates a synthesizable (RTL) HW description of the MPSoC and it generates SW
code for each processor, in an automated way. This reduces the design and programming
time from months to hours. As a consequence, an accurate exploration of the performance of
alternative multiprocessor platform instances becomes feasible at implementation level in a
few hours.

In the design process, different number and type of platformcomponents can be used to
construct an MPSoC instance as well as different mappings can be considered. This leads
(usually) to large and complex design space which represents a large number of different
MPSoC implementation possibilities. Then, the key issue isto reduce the number of differ-
ent implementation possibilities to a subset, consisting of the most promising design points
from which, based on certain criteria, the designer can choose the best one. Traversing the
whole design space or applying general techniques for design space exploration may not be
always feasible (in reasonable time) for large and complex design space. This motivated us,
and in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, we proposed techniques to narrow down the design space
in a systematic way by exploiting the properties of the application and the platform models
we use. More precisely, we defined (mapping) rules for mapping of application tasks to pro-
cessing components in the target MPSoCs such that less number of processing components
are used without compromising the achieved system performance. The proposed approach
can be used to complement the techniques in the SESAME tool for reducing the design space
that need to be considered in the design space exploration process in the DAEDALUS design
flow.

In this dissertation, we have presented three case studies in order to validate and evaluate
the proposed design methodology. That is, we have used the case studies to demonstrate
the potential and the efficiency of our methods and techniques for automated MPSoC design
in terms of overall design time, achieved performance, and HW utilization. Also, we have
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commented on the accuracy of the results obtained by performing high-level system simula-
tions (during the DSE process) compared to real implementation numbers. The case studies
have clearly shown that our research work presented in this dissertation can be applied suc-
cessfully on real-life industrially relevant applications. The case studies, the corresponding
experiments, and the obtained results have been reported inChapter 4.

With the first case study, we have illustrated a complete design flow with DAEDALUS for a
JPEG encoder application, starting from a sequential program, performing system-level DSE
with SESAME, synthesizing design instances with ESPAM, and prototyping them by using
commercial synthesis and compiler tools. The second case study has been used to illustrate
the method and techniques for automated integration of dedicated hardwired IP cores into
heterogeneous MPSoCs where both programmable processors and dedicated IPs are used
as processing components. The proposed IP core integrationapproach has been applied on
three real-life applications, i.e., a Sobel edge detection, a Discrete Wavelet Transform, and a
JPEG encoder. The purpose of the last case study was to push DAEDALUS “to the limit” in
order to check how large and complex systems can be designed using the proposed method-
ology and considering the constraints imposed by the FPGA technology we currently use for
prototyping.

Based on the experience we have gained by conducting the three case studies and the results
we have obtained, we draw the following conclusions:

• The level of automation achieved with DAEDALUS significantly reduces the design
time starting from system-level specifications and going down to complete implemen-
tation. That is, starting from a sequential application andgoing down to complete
implementation, e.g., to an MPSoC prototyped on an FPGA, is only a matter of hours;

• The high level of abstraction of the input specifications allows a system designer easily
to construct many alternative platforms instances which are automatically implemented
by ESPAM. This, and the reduced design time, enables fast exploration of design points
at implementation level with 100% accuracy during the earlystages of design;

• The proposed approach of connecting processing componentsthrough communication
controllers and communication memories is efficient in terms of HW resource utiliza-
tion and performance speed-up;

• The proposed techniques for automated integration of dedicated IP cores by generating
IP Modules (wrappers around the IP cores) lead to efficient integration in terms of
achieved performance and HW resource utilization;

• The obtained results by using DAEDALUS are as good as the components in the IP
component library. Recall that in the third case study, we could not implement the best
design points found by the design exploration process because the required dedicated
IP cores were not available in the DAEDALUS IP component library;

• The devised mapping techniques can effectively prune the design space by preserving
the MPSoC instances that deliver highest performance.
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The name DAEDALUS

Daedalus and Icarus,
by Charles Paul Landon, 1799.

Finally, we conclude this dissertation with the story
of Daedalus from the ancient Greek mythology,
which motivated us for the name of the proposed
system design flow. DAEDALUS means cunning
worker (in Latin) and he was an innovator in many
arts. The myth goes that Daedalus built a labyrinth
for King Minos, but afterward lost the favor of the
king, and was shut up in a tower on island of Crete.
Daedalus contrived to make his escape, but could
not leave Crete by sea because the king kept strict
watch on all the vessels leaving the island. “Minos
may control the land and sea,” – said Daedalus –
”but not the regions of the air. I will try that way.”
Daedalus set to work to fabricate wings for him-
self and his young son Icarus. He tied feathers to-
gether, from smallest to largest as the larger ones
he secured with thread and the smaller ones with
wax. When both were prepared for flight, Daedalus
warned Icarus not to fly too high, because the heat
of the sun would melt the wax, nor too low because the sea foam would make the wings wet
and they would no longer fly. “Keep near me and you will be safe.” – said Daedalus to Icarus,
and the father and son flew away. However Icarus, exulting in his ability to fly, began to leave
the guidance of his father and rose upward into the air. The blazing sun softened the wax
which held the feathers together, they came off and Icarus fell into the sea.

The analogy: with the DAEDALUS system design flow, we propose new, disruptive technol-
ogy which is based on the following assumptions:

• It is meant for data-flow (streaming) applications;

• Applications specified in the form of static affine nested loop programs;

• Targets distributed memory MPSoC implementations, utilizing communication mem-
ories and communication controllers;

• The results are as good as the components in the IP library.

The DAEDALUS design flow makes system-level design ”take-off“. However,the assump-
tions need to be well understood and respected in order to avoid ”falling into the sea“!
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Samenvatting

De dissertatie gaat over methoden en middelen voor het ontwerpen van multiprocessor sys-
temen die zijn geı̈ntegreerd in een enkele chip, voor de verwerking van signalen en beelden
in ingebedde multimedia toepassingen. Deze toepassingen kunnen het best worden gekarak-
teriseerd als een verzameling van rekentaken die data uitwisselen in de vorm van datastromen.
In de meeste van deze toepassingen zijn doorstroomsnelheden van cruciaal belang waardoor
rekentaken snel en, indien mogelijk, gelijktijdig moeten worden uitgevoerd. Deze eisen lei-
den vanzelf tot implementatiestructuren die bestaan uit meerdere, vaak ongelijke, processoren
die autonoom rekenen en zijn aangesloten op een communicatie, synchronisatie, en geheugen
infrastructuur voor de uitwisseling van data.

De complexiteit van zulke ingebedde multiprocessor systemen heeft een niveau bereikt waar-
bij het noodzakelijk is geworden om het programmeren van deze systemen methodologiën te
onderbouwen met het oog op een systematische en automatische uitvoering van deze belan-
grijke stap in het proces van systeemontwerp.

De dissertatie beschrijft een nieuwe ontwerpmethodologie, evenals de methoden en tech-
nieken voor de praktische uitvoering ervan. Deze zijn geı̈ntegreerd in het ontwerppakket
DAEDALUS dat het onderwerp is van het eerste hoofdstuk. Met dit pakketkan een on-
twerp – inclusief de programmering en de implementatie – automatisch worden uitgevoerd,
uitgaande van een abstracte specificatie. Met DAEDALUS wordt de afstand tussen abstracte
en gedetailleerde specificatie automatisch overbrugd. De methoden en technieken in het
DAEDALUS ontwerp pakket omvattenexploratievan de ontwerpruimte,syntheseop systeem
niveau,afbeeldenvan functionele specificatie modellen (toepassingen), op extrafunctionele
implementatie modellen (architecturen), enprototypereenvan het ontworpen multiprocessor
chip-systeem.

De toepassingen worden gespecificeerd in termen van datastroom procesnetwerken, in het bij-
zonderKahn Proces Netwerkendie goed passen bij de beoogde datastroom applicaties. De
multiprocessor architecturen worden gespecificeerd in termen van componenten die beschik-
baar zijn in een bibliotheek van componenten voor de evaluatie en synchronisatie van func-
ties, en de communicatie en opslag van data. De organisatie van de processornetwerk is
zo gekozen dat procesnetwerken met de hoogst mogelijke prestatie kunnen worden doorg-
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erekend. Abstracte specificaties van toepassing (procesnetwerk) en architectuur (processor-
netwerk), en de abstracte relatie tussen deze twee specificaties is alles wat nodig is om het
chip-systeem – software en hardware – te implementeren; kennis van specifieke details is niet
nodig.

Het tweede hoofdstuk behandelt de specificatie van een multiprocessor architectuur organ-
isatie, de relatie tussen processen en processoren, en de afleiding van het procesnetwerk
uitgaande van een specificatie van de toepassing in de vorm van een traditioneel sequen-
tieel programma. Deze drie componenten vormen samen de abstracte chip-systeem specifi-
catie. De DAEDALUS methode en de ESPAM techniek zorgen daarna voor een verfijning van
deze specificatie tot een implementatiespecificatie op het niveau van synthetiseerbareregis-
ter transfercode, en processor code. Met ESPAM kan de ontwerp- en programmeertijd van
multiprocessor chip-systemen worden gereduceerd van maanden tot uren.

Een gegeven toepassing kan op vele manieren abstract wordengespecificeerd als een pro-
cesnetwerk, een processornetwerk, en de relatie tussen deze twee netwerken. Het is daarom
noodzakelijk de verzameling van mogelijke specificaties teherleiden tot een paar specificaties
die veelbelovend zijn in termen van gekozen optimalisatie criteria. Het derde hoofdstuk stelt
methoden en technieken voor het achterhalen van dezebestespecificaties op een systema-
tische manier. Voor de voorbeelden die in de dissertatie zijn gegeven werd als criterium
gekozen het minimaliseren van het aantal processoren zonder de prestatie van het resulterend
chip-systeem te compromitteren.

Het laatste hoofdstuk geeft gevalsstudies aan de hand waarvan de methoden en technieken
worden gevalideerd. Omdat het ontwerptraject in korte tijdkan worden doorlopen is het
mogelijk een relatief groot aantal alternatieve fysieke implementaties te evalueren en de re-
sultaten daarvan te vergelijken met deze die gedurende de abstracte exploratie van de ontwer-
pruimte zijn verkregen. Op die manier kan het exploratieproces verder gekalibreerd worden.
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